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"Yesterday, Dec. 7, 1941 - a date which will live in infamy - the United States of America was suddenly and deliberately attacked by naval and air forces of the Empire of Japan. I ask that the Congress declare that since the unprovoked and dastardly attack by Japan on Sunday, Dec. 7, a state of war has existed between the United States and the Japanese empire."

President Franklin D. Roosevelt

"WHEREAS the successful prosecution of the war requires every possible protection against espionage and against sabotage to nation-defence...I hereby authorize and direct the Secretary of War...to prescribe military areas in such places and of such extent as he...may determine, from which any or all persons may be excluded."

President Franklin D. Roosevelt
Executive Order No. 9066, Feb 19, 1942

Innocently sounding enough, Executive Order No. 9066 granted military Authorities the power to declare entire regions to be "military areas" and to take whatever steps were necessary to "remove" from the area any persons thought to be a sabotage or espionage threat. It was a "relocation" provision designed to move Japanese American citizens from their homes, mostly in Hawaii and on the west coast, to controlled areas... specifically, hastily constructed camps surrounded by barbed wire, gun towers, and guards with orders to shoot anyone trying to escape.

The headlines in the San Francisco Examiner aptly interpreted the true meaning of Executive Order No. 9066 with headlines that read: "Ouster of All Japs in California Near!"
"I am an American"

became the cry of thousands of citizens of Japanese origin, many of them posting signs on their homes and businesses to combat the hysteria and prejudice following the attack on Pearl Harbor. The cry went largely unheeded. From March to May more than 110,000 American citizens were uprooted from their homes and moved to "relocation camps" in Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, California, Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming. Businesses were lost, homes sold quickly and far below market value, families were separated, privacy and dignity stripped from men, women and children...all because of the color of their skin and the origin of their ethnic heritage. Persons with as little as one-sixth Japanese heritage...even Japanese children raised in white foster homes...fell into the category of "potential threats to national security." During one Congressional hearing on the matter a Japanese-American asked,

"Has the Gestapo come to America?"

October 30, 1944 France

Sergeant Edward Guy knew how it felt to be a prisoner...had lived the life of confinement for the last seven days. There was no barbed wire to confine him, no gun tower to prevent his escape...only 700 German soldiers that had built a wall of death around his unit, the 1st Battalion, 141st Regiment, 36th Infantry Division.

A week earlier the 275-man battalion had dug in on the heavily wooded hillside in the rugged Vosges Mountains. Suddenly surrounded, they were cut off from all support, alone, and without food and water. That first night a message had been sent to regimental headquarters to report their situation. The coded message read:

"No rations, no water, no communications with headquarters...four litter cases."

A 36-man patrol had been sent out early on, only 5 of the men came back. The soldiers were hungry, thirsty, cold, and alone. The battalion had been whittled down to 211 men who would become known as the soldiers of the "Lost Battalion".

The men of the 36th Infantry were no strangers to heroism. Their campaign in Italy had yielded heroes like Commando Kelly, Jim Logan, and William Crawford. Perhaps it was the example of men of valor such as these that had sustained the 211 survivors of the "Lost Battalion" for a full week. But time was running out as quickly as was ammunition. Sergeant Guy knew that his beleaguered soldiers needed more than courage if they were to survive...they needed a miracle.

Peering through the early morning mist from his outpost, Sergeant Guy noticed movement. He gripped his rifle firmly and strained his eyes against the fog, prepared to go down fighting. Slowly the image of a soldier approaching his position began to take shape. In the distance the man seemed quite small. Even as he continued up the hill, closer to Sergeant Guy's position, his stature grew only slightly.

The approaching soldier was close enough now for Sergeant Guy to recognize the uniform. Then he noticed the eyes, the oval eyes of oriental heritage. It was a Japanese soldier in an American uniform. A feeling of euphoria swept over the exhausted sergeant. He'd seen these soldiers before, Nisei warriors of the Japanese-American unit that lived by the motto "Go For Broke".

The Lost Battalion had got its miracle...all the way from Hawaii.

The greatest degree of courage comes out of adversity. Rising from the pain of prejudice, American citizens of Japanese heritage demonstrated their love for their Country in World War II with unprecedented patriotism and valor. On June 21, 2000...more than fifty years after the end of World War II, President Clinton presented Medals of Honor to 22 of them...most from the famed 442nd Regimental Combat Team that had established a historic record of military accomplishments including the rescue of the Lost Battalion.

This Is Their Story.
"Hawaii is our home; the United States our country. We know but one loyalty and that is to the Stars and Stripes. We wish to do our part as loyal Americans in every way possible and we hereby offer ourselves for whatever service you may see fit to use."

(From a petition sent to Hawaiian Military Governor Lieutenant General Delos C. Emmons by 155 citizens of Japanese ancestry, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor.)

The "Purple Heart Battalion"

In 1941 more than 5,000 Japanese-Americans were serving in the United States military. Pearl Harbor changed all that. In the hysteria and paranoia that followed the attack, young Nisei (second generation Japanese Americans) were summarily discharged from the service. Even as young men of other races swamped military recruiting offices to volunteer their services in defense of their beloved country, young Japanese were quickly classified as 4-F (unfit for military service) or 4-C (enemy aliens). Despite the fact that these young Nisei were born in America, held U.S. Citizenship, and pledged their allegiance to the Stars and Stripes, their desire to serve was quickly ignored. The first battle the young men who would become the "Purple Heart Battalion" faced was not on foreign shores against an armed enemy. It was a battle at home against fear, prejudice and often outright hatred—a battle to gain the RIGHT to fight.

Japanese Americans were hardest hit back on the Mainland. The three Pacific coast states of Washington, Oregon and California were home to 112,353 Japanese Americans. As the United States struggled in the early months after Pearl Harbor to rebuild the Pacific fleet and mount a response to the "Day of Infamy", a stunned American population often made these citizens the subjects of their desire for revenge. President Roosevelt's Executive Order 9066 led to the virtual imprisonment of many of these citizens. From March through May, 1942 more than 110,000 Japanese Americans were "relocated" to heavily guarded camps, similar in every way to Prisoner of War camps. More than two thirds of these "relocated" citizens were native-born Americans, singled out only because of their ancestry.

The fact that mainland Japanese Americans received the worst of it was no indication that the situation was much better in Hawaii. In the weeks following Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Military Governor Lieutenant General Delos C. Emmons demonstrated a reluctance to deport Hawaii's Japanese citizens. Not only did they comprise 37% of the territory's population, they were essential to its economy. Nonetheless, within weeks of the first attack from Imperial Japan, General Emmons discharged all Japanese from the Hawaiian Territorial Guard and the 298th and 299th Regiments of the National Guard of Hawaii. The young men who had the most to prove, the greatest reason to fight for their homeland, were denied the chance to serve. Only they would not be denied.

The discharged Japanese veterans appealed to General Emmons to allow them to support the war effort of their Nation in any capacity. Their persistence paid off, and finally the Military Governor consented to allow some of them opportunity to function in "support" roles. Though these "support roles" usually consisted of the most menial tasks, the young Nisei performed them with dedication and determination. General Emmons took note of their patriotism, their determination, and saw beyond the hysteria and paranoia around him. He recommended to the War Department that these veterans of pre-Pearl Harbor Service be formed into a special unit, shipped to the mainland, and trained for combat.

On May 26, 1942 General George C. Marshall responded, establishing the Hawaiian Provisional Battalion, returning to military service many young Nisei who had been summarily discharged after the December 7, 1941 attack. From these, 1,300 were selected to ship out on June 5th under the guidance of 29 white officers under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Farrant Turner. By mid-June the unit was attached to the 2nd Army at Camp McCoy, Wisconsin and preparing for six months of basic training. The Hawaiian Provisional Battalion was redesignated the 100th Infantry Battalion. The battalion's motto:

"Remember Pearl Harbor"
The 3d Platoon of B Company moved slowly through the Italian countryside. They knew the enemy was nearby. Two days earlier one of the battalion's squad leaders, Sergeant Conrad Tsukayama had been wounded by an enemy mine. He was the first casualty of the 100th Infantry Battalion since their arrival in North Africa on September 2nd. Unfortunately, he would not be the last.

Initially the 1,432-man unit had been detailed the relatively safe task of guarding supply trains in North Africa, but Colonel Turner knew his young Nisei had come to Europe to fight. In training they had proved to be among the best, despite their slight stature (the average Japanese-American soldier was only 5'4" tall and weighed a diminutive 125 pounds.) Colonel Turner was determined to allow them the chance to prove their mettle in combat as well. The 100th arrived in Salerno, Italy on September 19th.

Now, ten days after their arrival in Italy, the 100th was to lead the advance into Monte Milleto. Sergeant Shigeo "Joe" Takata's platoon was the point element, leading the rest of the battalion along a portion of road bordered by a gully on one side and an olive grove on the other. The advance element had just rounded an "S" curve at 9:15 A.M. when the ground began to rumble with the sudden force of explosions. Enemy mortars and artillery began to rain from the heavens, driving the untested soldiers of the 100th to the ground. From a clearing in front of them came the sound of enemy machineguns. Sergeant Takata rose and began to advance towards the enemy gun, deliberately exposing himself to draw fire and locate the enemy position. The other young soldiers watched in horror as an enemy round struck him in the head, driving him to the ground. Then, slowly, the sergeant began to rise back up, blood masking his face. He was waving...pointing...directing them to the position of the enemy gun. The Nisei from 3rd platoon went on the offensive, moving and shooting as the wounded Sergeant directed them, until the enemy position was destroyed. Glancing back for new orders, the soldiers no longer saw their Sergeant. Slumping back to the ground, the last drops of his Nisei blood had stained the soil of Italy. The 100th Infantry Battalion had its first Distinguished Service Cross recipient, and its soldiers had lost their first brother.

Before the day ended, there would be a second. In the drive to Monte Milleto the 100th tasted first blood. In two days they covered 7 miles and captured two towns. They proved their courage and set the stage for a legacy unmatched in military history. Along the way, during their first week of battle, they buried 3 of their brothers and sent 23 wounded comrades back for medical attention.
General Marshall...gave me very strict personal instructions...to report to him immediately the outcome in your first baptism of fire. After your first engagement, I said, "They performed magnificently on the field of battle. I've never had such fine soldiers. Send me all you got."

General Mark W. Clark

THE FIRST CAMPAIGN

Despite Italy's surrender to the Allies the day before Lieutenant General Mark Clark's Allied 5th Army landed at Salerno on September 9, 1944, the battle for Italy would be a long and bitter campaign. German Field Marshal Kesselring sent six divisions of Axis troops to fend off the invading force. When the 100th landed at Salerno ten days behind the initial invading force, the untested Nisei would face battle hardened, crack German troops.

The ultimate goal of the Allied Fifth Army was to push northwest from Salerno to Naples, then on to liberate Rome, a distance of some 200 miles. The task would take 9 months. Along the way the soldiers would have to cross the (i) Rapido River, (ii) fight past the monastery at Monte Cassino, (iii) make the landing at Anzio, (iv) survive a live volcano, and (v) endure the harsh Italian winter.

And they would have to do all of this in the rugged terrain of the Apennine Mountain Range.

The Apennines runs the full length of Italy, rugged and heavily forested valleys, ridges, and mountains reaching 6,000 feet. It was a textbook infantry battleground that tested the endurance, training and discipline of every platoon, battalion and regiment. The nine-month ordeal would result in two Campaign Battle Stars for the "Purple Heart Battalion" and their first Presidential Unit Citation. The awards would be purchased with Nisei blood.

That first week of battle was the prelude for things to come. The 100th continued north throughout the month of October, crossing the Volturno River no less than six times and driving slowly towards Naples. The Germans mounted counter-attacks in force, as well as ambushing the advancing Nisei from hidden positions in stone farmhouses, high ridges, and thick timber. German Messerchmidts rained death on the infantrymen from the skies. In one three-day October action, 21 members of the 100th were killed and 67 wounded.

More feared than the hidden snipers or Messerschmidts were the German rockets that rained death on the soldiers from a distance. The wheel mounted launchers held 6 large tubes that could propel the rockets in rapid succession, streaking with a piercing cry through the air to land among the Americans. The soldiers began to call them "Screaming Meemies".

The 100th continued their move north through Benevento, crossing the winding Volturno river the first time in early-October, then doubling back to cross it a second time on October 18th. Waiting for them at a road junction near San Angelo d'Alife was Field Marshal Kesselring's crack 29th Grenadier Regiment. From October 20 to 22 the men of the 100th, along with the 3rd Battalion of the 133d Regiment fought a bitter contest with these troops. Despite the German's well-hidden and carefully reinforced machinegun positions, the constant rain of "screaming meemies", and deadly minefields, the Americans prevailed. During the battle Private Masao Awakuni became the second member of the 100th in less than 30 days to earn the Distinguished Service Cross. The battles continued, from one hill to the next, an almost daily struggle to stay alive amid enemy fire. On the last day of October, 12 more members of the "Purple Heart" battalion were wounded when Company A and Company C were attacked by German fighter planes near Ciorlano.
Lieutenant Young Oak Kim

Lieutenant Young Oak Kim came to the 100th Infantry Battalion during the advanced combat readiness phase at Camp Shelby, Mississippi. The 24-year-old soldier was the kind of officer every enlisted man has seen far too many of, and wished to avoid. Fresh out of OCS (Officer Candidate School) at Fort Benning, Georgia, he was "gung-ho". To make matters worse, he was not Japanese. Eight years earlier he had arrived in the United States as a stow-away from Korea. Kim pushed the men of the 100th, endured disdain from the enlisted men and the dislike of his fellow officers (initially most of the officers of the 100th were Caucasian), but gradually earned their respect. Upon landing with the unit in Italy, his cool leadership in combat and concern for the welfare of his troops quickly earned praised. His tenacity and courage on the battlefields won their admiration as well.

On November 3, 1943 the 100th was ordered to make an early morning third crossing of the Volturno River near Ciorlano. After the area had been pounded by a heavy midnight artillery barrage, the 100th and the second battalion of the 133d Infantry set out. At about 4 in the morning B Company of the 100th began crossing the cold, swift waters of the Volturno. The Nisei scrambled up the far bank cold and wet and breathing with exertion, only to find themselves in a minefield. A sudden barrage of mis-placed friendly artillery, followed by an immediate response by German artillery, caught the soldiers in mid crossing. More than 30 Nisei fell to the death that rained down from the skies. Stumbling up from the riverbanks, the soldiers quickly assembled to move towards their destination on Route 85, four miles away. In the darkness, confusion arose as to which direction the company should travel. The lead platoon walked into a minefield, adding seven more men to the casualty list.

Lieutenant Kim's platoon moved to the point, backtracking and then setting out in the direction Kim led until a road came into view. The fearless lieutenant moved ahead alone in the darkness to scout it. Even in the darkness it was not hard to follow the brave lieutenant who always wore a knit cap in lieu of a steel helmet. (Lieutenant Kim always said he couldn't think straight with something heavy on his head.)

Reaching the top of a stone wall, Kim stood and waved the men forward. Suddenly German bullets tore through the air and Kim fell to the ground. In the midst of the furious exchange, Staff Sergeant Robert Ozaki was enraged at the sudden death or capture of the brave lieutenant. Almost reflexively he shouted over the din of battle, "Fix Bayonets". With yells of "Banzi" the entire front line of Nisei rose and advanced on the German guns. The first bayonet charge in Italy of World War II, coupled with the tenacious "Banzi" attack, stunned the Germans. As the line broke over the wall, they found their lieutenant...alive and throwing grenades at the enemy machinegun nests.

Before the Volturno River action ended, Lieutenant Kim was wounded yet again. He returned to fight with his men all the way through the campaign to rescue the "Lost Battalion" a year later in France. Promoted to Captain, he earned two Purple Hearts, the Silver Star, and became the only Korean-American of World War II to be awarded the Distinguished Service Cross.

A Much Needed But all too Brief Rest

From that first taste of Combat on September 29th through the first week of November, the men of the 100th Infantry Battalion saw almost daily combat as they slugged their way through the Italian mountain range. On November 6th, three forward observers from D Company earned Silver Star Medals. None of them would ever wear the award; they died in their moment of valor. On November 11th units of the 45th Division relieved a badly decimated but valiant 100th. In their first six weeks of combat they had suffered nearly 25% casualties:

* 3 Officers Killed In Action
* 75 Enlisted Men Killed In Action
* 239 Wounded
The day before Thanksgiving, after a much-needed two-week rest, the "Purple Heart Battalion" was called back into action. Among the many battles in their quest to push the Germans out the hills was the November 28-29 battle near Cerasuolo. Staff Sergeant Allan Ohata (right) along with his squad leader and 3 men was ordered to protect the platoon's flanks. Ohata positioned his small force carefully. Suddenly, 40 enemy soldiers attacked his position with rifle and machinegun fire. Sergeant Ohata fought back furiously until he heard the rifleman to his left call for help. Private Mikio Hasemoto had faced down two German machinegunners, firing four clips before his own gun was shot and damaged. More enemy were advancing, and Sergeant Ohata rushed 15 yards, fully exposed to the enemy's fusillade, to shore up the position while Hasemoto dashed back to the rear to get another automatic rifle.

Together, Ohata and Hasemoto repulsed the attack, killing 20 enemy. When Hasemoto's second rifle jammed, he again dashed through the hail of enemy fire to find a working M-1 rifle. Together the two Americans killed 37 of the enemy. As the surviving Germans attempted to flee, the intrepid soldiers attacked, killing one, wounding another, and capturing the third. Later, when a second force of 14 Germans attacked, Ohata and his fearless rifleman again stood their ground, killing four, wounding three, and causing the remaining enemy to retreat. The following day both men continued to battle the advancing enemy. They held their ground, repulsed every assault, but in the end Private Hasemoto (left) was killed in action.

For his repeated heroic stands at Cerasuolo, Private Hasemoto was posthumously awarded the Distinguished Service Cross. Staff Sergeant Ohata also received the DSC, and continued with the 100th Infantry Battalion, eventually being promoted to Captain. Fifty-seven years later, the DSCs awarded to Hasemoto and Ohata were upgraded to Medals of Honor.

On that same day Alpha Company was making a flanking assault on a high hill held by the enemy when the unit was pinned down by grenades, rifle and machinegun fire. Private Shizuya Hayashi rose to his feet, his machinegun firing from the hip while suspended from a shoulder sling, to make a lone assault on the enemy. His courage and superb marksmanship enabled him to kill all the enemy soldiers and take the enemy position. The unit moved forward 200 yards and was pinned down a second time, this time by an enemy anti-aircraft position. Again Private Hayashi went on the offensive, knocking out the new enemy threat. Through both actions of single-handedly destroying two enemy positions, he killed 20 enemy soldiers and captured 4 more. Like Ohata and Hasemoto, Private Hayashi was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross. Fifty-seven years later he was the only DSC recipient of the battle at Cerasuolo to survive to wear his upgraded Medal of Honor. Staff Sergeant Ohata was unable to personally receive his upgraded award; he had died 23 years earlier.

As President William Clinton hung our Nation's highest award around his neck, Shizuya "Cesar" Hayashi called to remembrance the heroism of his comrades, accepting his award on behalf of those who didn't survive to see the historic White House ceremony.

The blizzards of December in the high Apennine Mountain Range made fighting difficult and life unbearable. Still the 100th took hill after hill in the push towards Naples. Along the way the unit continued to suffer tremendous casualties. By January the 1,400-man battalion that had arrived in Europe just four months earlier was down to only 800 men. They were indeed, the "Purple Heart Battalion", winding up their first campaign and preparing for a second...the long awaited assault on Monte Cassino and the march into Rome. Slowly replacements were filtering in, but not fast enough to bring the battalion to strength. Back home, more Nisei were training, most of them Hawaiian boys who had adopted their own slogan.....

Go For Broke!
"No loyal citizen of the United States should be denied the democratic right to exercise the responsibilities of his citizenship, regardless of his ancestry. The principle on which this country was founded and by which it has always been governed is that Americanism is a matter of the mind and heart; Americanism is not, and never was, a matter of race or ancestry."

(President Franklin D. Roosevelt, February 1, 1943 upon activating the 442nd Regimental Combat Team.)

“Go For Broke”

442nd Regimental Combat Team

When the 100th Infantry Battalion began training at Camp McCoy in June 1942 its soldiers faced prejudice, suspicion and distrust, not only from other soldiers but also from highly placed military and political leaders as well. Even as the unit's training began, the War Department announced it wouldn't "accept for service with the armed forces, Japanese or persons of Japanese extraction, regardless of citizenship status or other factors." (Jun 17, 1942) The progress of the 100th led to new dialog about the formation of a Japanese American unit, but on September 14, 1942 it was announced that the call for such a unit had been rejected "because of the universal distrust in which they (the Japanese Americans) are held."

The recruits at Camp McCoy were aware of the prejudice and mis-trust, but most were not aware just how deeply felt it was in the higher echelons of the military command. Some of the all white officers and NCOs assigned to train them were schooled in psychology and were planted among them to test not only their physical and military abilities, but also their loyalty. After the war, reports surfaced of daily reports not only on the progress of the unit, but on the loyalty and suitability for service of individual soldiers, surreptitiously sent to higher echelons from clandestine mail drops.

No one could have predicted the wide-ranging impact of these ill-conceived reports. Designed to "weed out" the untrustworthy Nisei soldiers and validate resistance to an all-Japanese military unit, the patriotism and dedication of the soldiers of the 100th had the opposite effect. During the training phase, 5 recruits of the 100th received the Soldier's Medal for their heroism in rescuing several local civilians who almost drowned on a frozen Wisconsin lake. On October 31st, 1942 twenty-six members of Bravo Company, 100th Infantry Battalion left Camp McCoy under a "secret transfer" to Cat Island where, for 5 months they served as "bait" in training attack dogs for use in "sniffing out" Japanese soldiers in the Pacific theater. This experiment was based upon the supposed assumption that dogs could locate enemy soldiers hidden in the caves and jungles of the Pacific, based on the Japanese' purported "unique scent". During this tenure, another member of the 100th earned a Soldier's Medal, and two received the Legion of Merit.

By the time the men of the 100th finished their basic military training in December and prepared to ship out to Camp Shelby, Mississippi for advanced training, the young Nisei had given military and political leaders more than ample reason to see the error of their earlier doubts, suspicion and prejudice. On February 1, 1943 President Roosevelt announced the formation of an all Japanese-American military unit, composed of volunteers from Hawaii and the mainland. The new unit would be designated the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, but would go down in history based upon the unit's motto:

"Go For Broke"
February, 1943
Honolulu, Hawaii

Thousands of young Japanese men milled anxiously about, waiting for their names to be called. On February 1st President Roosevelt had called for the formation of a new military unit, composed entirely of volunteers of Japanese ancestry. A call for enlistees followed in hopes of meeting the quota of 3,000 Japanese-American volunteers from the mainland, and 1,500 from Hawaii. In Hawaii, more than a thousand volunteered the first day of the announcement and now as they gathered for the roll call of those accepted for duty, there were nearly 10,000 volunteers.

From the microphone, a voice began to read the names of those young men selected, in alphabetical order. When the long list had been read, those selected said their good-byes and headed for the trucks. One young Japanese-American teen stood for a moment, tears at the corners of his eyes. "Tough luck, Dan," his parents said.

"Sorry," Dan replied as he walked dejectedly away. The 18-year old pre-med student had missed his opportunity to join his Hawaiian brothers in the formation of the all-new 442nd Regimental Combat Team.

Service to others was nothing new to young Dan. On December 7, 1941, during the first wave of the enemy attack on Pearl Harbor, the 17 year-old had pedaled his bicycle to the first aid station where he had worked all night and into the next day. In the days that followed he had alternated between studies at school and working a 12-hour graveyard shift at aid station. After graduation in the spring, he had enrolled for his first year of college at the University of Hawaii. When the call for volunteers for the new 442nd came out, he signed up the first day.

In the days that followed the announcement of the young men accepted for service, Dan pestered the draft board to learn the reason for his rejection. Finally he was told that because of his continuing work at the aid station, and because he was enrolled in premed studies, he was needed at home. "Give me about an hour," he told the draft board. "Then call the aid station and the university. They'll tell you that I've just given my notice to quit by the end of the week." Two days later Daniel Inouye said goodbye to his family to embark on a wartime military experiment the outcome of which no one could have predicted.

Though the initial call had been for 1,500 volunteers from Hawaii, in all more than 2,600 young men, most of them Nisei (second generation Japanese-Americans) were accepted for service in the 442nd. Back on the mainland, where 110,000 American citizens were being warehoused in concentration camps referred to as "relocation centers", 1,256 volunteered and close to 800 were accepted.
On March 28, 1943 the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce hosted a special farewell for its 2,686 young men leaving for training at Camp Shelby, Mississippi. The Honolulu Star-Bulletin reported:

"No scene in Honolulu during World War II has been more striking, more significant, than that at the territorial capitol grounds on Sunday. It was not alone the size of the crowd, somewhere between 15,000 and 17,000, and said by old-timers to be the largest that ever massed within the gateways to old Iolani Palace...It was, most significantly, the evident pride of the families and friends of these young Americans--their pride that the youths are entrusted with the patriotic mission of fighting for their country and the Allied Nations."

The recruits of the 442nd arrived at Camp Shelby in May and began training on the 10th. The unit had been organized into three battalions with supporting Field Artillery, Combat Engineers, Headquarters and Medical detachments. Training began almost immediately upon arrival. The 100th Infantry Battalion had finished most of its advanced training and been sent to Camp Clairborne, Louisiana for the field exercises that would complete its final phase before combat.

By the time the 442nd had completed its first month of basic military training, the 100th concluded their combat readiness training and, after two weeks of rest, returned to Camp Shelby. For many of the young men from Hawaii, it was the opportunity to be reunited with family and friends who had left home to serve their Nation a year before.

There was no such special reunion for the recruits from the mainland, who had already had more than their share of rivalry with the recruits from Hawaii. They had taken to calling the recruits from Hawaii "buddhaheads", from a Japanese word meaning "pighead". The Hawaiians responded by calling the mainlanders "kotonks", a term meaning "stone head" based upon a Japanese word used to signify the sound of an empty coconut hitting the ground.

Such rivalries were not unexpected, and as the trainees continued through long hours of combat preparation, they began to come together as a unit. The men of the 442nd would eventually become very much a family, in fact. In some instances they were indeed family, such as was the case of the four mainland Masaoka brothers (Ben, Mike, Tad, and Ike) who all served with the 442nd. The fifth brother in the Masaoka family also served in uniform...with the 101st Airborne.

The rivalries existed not only between the buddhaheads and the kotonks, however. The new recruits of the 442nd looked with envy at their "brothers" of the 100th Infantry Battalion who had finished training and were ready for action. In July the 100th received its colors, the unit's motto "Remember Pearl Harbor" emblazoned on it for all to see. Shortly thereafter the 100th shipped out to North Africa and then on to Italy. During the "Purple Heart Battalion's" first combat campaign, the soldiers of the 442nd lived in the shadow of the glowing reports of
valor and victory amassed by the 100th, while enduring the often tedious and certainly less notable training process. All were eager to finish training and move to Europe to prove that their unit was no less fierce or courageous in battle.

The Department of the Army provided the design for the 442nd's patch with the upraised torch of the Statue of Liberty. Like the 100th Battalion before them however, it was the soldiers themselves that chose the unit's motto.

The dice game of Craps was popular in Hawaii. Those who played knew that in every game of dice there came a point when the game ended and it became time to get serious. In that moment the participant would "Go for broke"...risk everything he had....on the roll of the dice. The creation of the 442nd could have been viewed by some as an experiment, initiated only after a year of calls for an all Japanese-American combat unit. The men of the 442nd bore on their shoulders the hopes of tens of thousands of Japanese Americans who knew their sons, husbands, and brothers were every bit as loyal, tough, and brave as any other young American. The respect rightly due America's Japanese citizens hung in the balance, and the recruits of the 442nd held the dice. What they determined to do with those dice became their motto. This was no game; it was serious business that would affect all of them for a lifetime. They determined to Go For Broke.
"We are Iowa boys of the 34th Division, and have fought side by side with the boys of Japanese descent...We know plenty of folks that call themselves Americans that have done much less to prove they give a hang about their country. There have been times when these Japanese, as you call them, have saved many lives, only because they have proven themselves better Americans than some that were not of Japanese descent."

(From a letter to the Des Moines Register written by 7 white soldiers of the 34th Division, after they read previous “Letters to the Editor” critical of the Japanese Americans back in their home state of Iowa.)

“Monte Cassino”

While the 442nd was finishing its training at Fort Shelby, the 100th Battalion was fighting for survival in the high Apennine mountains of Italy. The men spent their second Christmas away from home, bundled against the cold blizzards of the winter. Slowly some replacements were arriving, often-young Nisei of the 442nd who had completed their training, but the infusion of fresh soldiers could not keep up with the high casualty rate the Purple Heart Battalion was suffering.

It was the aggressive manner in which the Nisei took the war to the enemy, and not a lack of training or leadership that accounted for the high number of men killed or wounded. The Fifth Army had to slug its way to Rome, one heavily defended mountain at a time, and it seemed that the small soldiers of the 100th, dwarfed by backpacks almost as large as they were, were sometimes bent on taking “a mountain a day”. On January 11th they took Hill 1109. Two days later they attacked and wrested Hill 1207 from the crack German grenadiers. The next day they moved on to capture Hill 692. The next day they captured the town of San Michele. All this during an intense blizzard that dumped 2 feet of snow around soldiers with no winter clothing, men who went without sleep for three nights. Wrote one of the survivors, "You have to have the will, you have to have the desire, and you have to have the spirit. It's a mind over matter situation. You can go without food, you can take extreme cold, you can take extreme heat, you can take anything if you make up your mind you can and you will do it."

In the military history books, one can think of the progress of the 5th Army as being one mountain at a time. To the soldiers who weathered adversity as well as enemy gunfire, rather than being one more mountain gained, it all too often was one more friend lost. One member of the 100th wrote home to say,

"When you read that a town was taken, or a certain hill was taken, remember that in the process of that accomplishment lives of fine fellows were lost, and also, that during this accomplishment for the participants, life was a horrifying massacre. You lose your buddies--fellows with whom you laughed, ate, slept, sweated. They grow to be more than mere buddies. They become blood relations to you and they die before your eyes--not a pleasant, natural death, but an unimaginable kind of mutilation mixed with groans and prayers ending with a gurgling last breath. Only five minutes ago you might have been laughing with that buddy of yours."

Each mountain the 100th took also brought them one step closer to Rome, and the goal of liberating the Capitol City. One major obstacle loomed in the way of the 5th Army's advance, a high mountaintop crowned with a spectacular monastery. Founded in 529 by St. Benedict of Nursia, it was home to the Benedictine Order. For centuries it had been the leading monastery in Western Europe. Three times it had been destroyed: by the Lombards in 590, the Saracens in 884, and by an earthquake in 1349.
Each time it had been rebuilt from the ashes of its ruin. Now the American commanders believed the Germans were using it as a fortress to turn back the 5th Army’s advance. Orders came down through the chain of command:

"Destroy Monte Cassino"

The small town of Cassino sat at the entrance to the Liri valley, blocking the only road north into Rome. German Field Marshal Kesselring had begun to respond to the Allied invasion with a series of tactical retreats further into the mountains. Monte Cassino, the 1703-foot high peak that rose above Cassino, dominated his Gustav Line to check the advance. Into the town he poured some of his finest soldiers including the crack 1st German Parachute Division. At the top of Monte Cassino stood the 1300-year-old Benedictine Monastery. Cassino had to be taken, and in order to do it Monte Cassino would have to fall to the allies.
Reluctant to destroy such a vital part of world history, British General Bernard Freyberg never the less requested permission to bomb the mountain top structure. On February 15th Pope Pius XII granted permission, and American B17s began dropping the first of 2,500 tons of bombs to demolish the stone monastery. They performed their task well, but it was an ill-fated success, for the rubble of the once elegant monastery provided excellent locations for the Germans to dig in. It would take 4 assaults and cost 100,000 lives to finish the task the bombers had begun. The blood that stained the ruins of a once proud icon of world history included the blood of hundreds of Nisei from the 100th Infantry Battalion.

On the evening of January 20th the 141st and 143d Regiments of the 36th Infantry Division (formerly of the Texas National Guard) began crossing the Rapido River, which ran along the side of the town of Cassino. The ice-choked river was flooding, up to 200 yards of ground was awash after the Germans had destroyed the dam upriver. The crossing was made using 12-man wooden assault boats. Before the boats were halfway across, German artillery began to rain from the heavens. Entire boats disintegrated in flashes of fire, wounded survivors quickly drowning in the frozen waters. By dawn only about 1,000 men of the 143d had made it across. In the daylight they came under intense machinegun fire from the German soldiers in the high ground above them. The regimental commander ordered them to withdraw, and the haggard remnants of the proud Texas unit made their way back across the river.

Engineers hastily constructed portable bridges for a renewed crossing, and as night fell on the 21st the soldiers of the 36th moved across them and into enemy territory, only to find themselves hopelessly out-gunned with no hope of retreat. Two days of intense fighting followed, but by noon on January 23rd every American on the German side of the Rapido River had been killed or captured. Three years later the state of Texas asked for a congressional investigation of General Mark Clark and the Fifth Army for "one of the most colossal blunders of the war"...an action that almost annihilated two full regiments of the 36th Infantry.

**January 24, 1944**

Despite evidence of the powerful enemy force that had repelled two regiments and nearly wiped them out in the previous two and a half days, orders came down for the 100th to cross the Rapido and attack Cassino. The battalion that had landed with more than 1,300 soldiers before suffering more than 50% casualties had received some replacements. A report on January 20th listed their ranks as now having 832 men, including officers...still well below fighting strength. But orders for the Purple Heart Battalion were to "Take Cassino", and the 100th had gained a reputation for following orders, regardless of how impossible the task appeared. On the night of January 24th the 100th moved into position to cross the Rapido River.

Moving out from San Micheli a few miles from the east bank of the Rapido River, the Nisei moved into the darkness. As they approached the river they found themselves in a morass of knee-deep mud caused by the flooding. Embedded in the mud were thousands of deadly German mines. Slowly they moved through the mud, groping in the darkness to detect the enemy mines, as they advanced towards the 8-foot high stone dike that channeled the raging waters of the Rapido. At midnight American artillery commenced with a heavy volume of supportive fire that, rather than covering the advance of the 100th, simply alerted the enemy to their presence. From the high western bank of the river the Germans began to pour deadly machinegun fire on the approaching Nisei from well-hidden and fortified emplacements. Alpha Company's Captain Richard Mizuta was badly wounded probing in the mud for mines, when one of the explosive devices almost severed his right arm and leg. Despite the mud, mines and enemy fire, companies A and C managed to reach the wall, where the men struggled for survival throughout the day.
As night fell on the 25th the Battalion Commander, Major George Dewey, was wounded and his executive officer killed as they attempted a reconnaissance of A and C companies. Major Caspar Clough, who had been relieved of command the previous evening when he had ignored orders from the regimental commander to send his soldiers into what he considered a "suicide mission", resumed command of the 100th. The following morning Bravo Company made a daring daylight advance under cover of a smoke screen in an attempt to reach its sister companies. Suddenly the wind arose, blowing away their cover and revealing their position to the enemy in the bunkers on the far bank of the river. Artillery and machinegun fire rained in torrents as the men of B Company struggled through the exploding mines and muddy shore to reach Alpha and Charlie Company at the dike. Of the 187 brave soldiers who began the assault, only 14 reached the wall. These survived only because they had fallen into the mud, lying there as though dead, until darkness fell. As the few survivors of the 3 Nisei companies hugged the wall in the darkness, regimental headquarters ordered their withdrawal.

The Purple Heart Battalion withdrew to San Micheli to bury their dead, treat their wounded, resupply the survivors, and welcome not nearly enough replacements. Major Clough had been wounded and the battalion's new commander was Major Jim Lovell who had just returned from a hospital in North Africa where he recuperated from wounds received in a previous action. On February 8th Major Lovell led his men back into action.

Castle Hill (Hill 165) sat over the only paved road leading to the monastery at the top of Monte Cassino. The Purple Heart Battalion took control of the hill against only light resistance, but resistance was strong enough to send Major Lovell home with a war-ending wound to his leg. The recovering Major Clough again took command as the 100th, with virtually no support on its flanks, clung tenuously to their position. For four days the enemy poured heavy fire on the Nisei. Major Clough was wounded again and two more soldiers were killed in action. Finally, unable to send the beleaguered soldiers support, the regimental commander ordered the 100th to fall back into the hills near Cassino to join the regimental reserves. On February 15th the bombing that destroyed the abbey at Monte Cassino began.

**February 18, 1944**

After three days of some of the most intense bombing of the war, the second assault on Monte Cassino commenced. It was the last assault on the mountain fortress by the 34th Division, as well as its 100th Infantry Battalion. Already badly decimated by three weeks of fierce fighting, the Division didn't have the manpower to get the job done. One platoon of the Purple Heart Battalion attacked the mountain with 40 soldiers...only to return with five. In four days of intense fighting the 100th managed to fight almost halfway to the top of Monte Cassino, but again there was no manpower left in the Division to render them support. When finally ordered to withdraw the 100th Infantry Battalion was down to 512 men. Monte Cassino remained in German hands, a sad defeat not only for the brave Nisei but also for all the men of the 34th Infantry. Their advance had been strong, aggressive, and nearly successful. Had they not run out of men and material, they just might have succeeded.

It would take five divisions until the 17th of May to finally bring Monte Cassino to its knees. There was no shame in the defeat at Monte Cassino; these brave soldiers had ALMOST done it by themselves.
"From a cautious experiment the Army has received an unexpectedly rich reward. A group of sinewy oriental soldiers only one generation removed from a nation that was fighting fanatically against the U.S. was fighting just as fanatically for it."

(From an article in Time Magazine in July, 1944.)

“Anzio”

All Roads Lead To Rome

The goal of the entire push northward across the Apennine Mountains was the liberation of Rome. Field Marshall Kesselring was determined to prevent the fall of the Italian capitol, and committed his finest troops to battle the Allies. Monte Cassino was the dominant point in his Gustav line, and it had held.

On January 22, 1944, two days before the 100th made its first assault on Monte Cassino, the U.S. 5th Army landed at Anzio, a beach-head south of Rome. The goal was to relieve the pressure at Monte Cassino by placing 50,000 Allied soldiers north of the Gustav line. After the 100th Infantry Battalion's last assault on Monte Cassino, the unit was pulled back into the mountains to recuperate. A month later on March 15th a second wave of bombers, greater than the first, rained tons of bombs on the mountain. The Germans held stubbornly through attacks by 5 Allied Divisions. Not until May 17th did Monte Cassino fall. Meanwhile, the 100th Infantry found itself stalemated with the other Allied soldiers near the beaches of Anzio.

After their last attack on the monastery on February 18th, the 512 men of the Purple Heart Battalion had pulled back to "heal". Some 200 replacements were brought in, bringing the battalion to about half-strength. On March 26th the 100th, moving out of Naples, made an amphibious landing to join the forces of the 6th Army at Anzio.

The Anzio landing, dubbed "Operation Shingle" because it would peel away enemy resistance like shingles off a roof, didn't relieve the pressure at Monte Cassino. Instead, Kesselring sent eight German divisions south from Rome to contain the new invasion.

Containment is probably as apt a description of those first four months at Anzio as one could find. Winston Churchill referred to the operation as "a stranded whale". After the initial landing in January against light resistance, the battleground became oddly reminiscent of the battlefields of World War One. The Allies had secured a 15-mile beachhead that bulged inward only a few miles. Between the Americans and the German forces was a flat, open "no-man's-land" across which the opposing forces could watch each other through binoculars during daylight hours. Skirmishes were fought under cover of darkness as each side probed the other. When the sun came up the two sides would pull back to their secure areas. Though both sides launched devastating artillery barrages during the day, there was almost a "gentleman's agreement" between the two sides that no infantry war would be conducted while the sun shined. The men would fight at night, and then relax to eat, sleep and sunbathe during the day. When the men of the 100th recall the two month period after their March 26th landing at Anzio, they often refer to it as their "Dracula Days"...sleeping during the day...drawing blood at night.

This is not to infer that there were no battles, no deaths, and that all was peaceful on the Italian coast. The artillery barrages were devastating, and the efforts to break out seesawed back and forth. The town of Carrocetto changed hands no less than 8 times during the four months, as the Allies fought to break out and the Germans fought to contain them. The fall of Monte Cassino on May 17th was a crushing blow to Kesselring's Gustav line. The Allies now controlled the high ground and the entrance to the Liri
valley. It was time to end the stalemate, mount a powerful offensive, and push the last 20 miles to reach and liberate Rome. Once again, it was time for all out war.

Fifth Army military planners selected May 23rd, six days after the fall of Monte Cassino, as "break out" day. The only concern was the lack of intelligence information on the strength and positions of the German units. There was rumor that the enemy ahead was supported by a crack German Tank Division, carefully camouflaged beyond the no-man's-land. Patrols had been sent out at night to scout the area including one reconnaissance mission by a company-strength probe supported by American tanks. Not a single enemy soldier had been captured to allow the interrogators opportunity to learn what kind of resistance the May 23rd breakout would face. It seemed to be a problem without a solution, one that could mean disaster to the impending offensive. Once again, the answer came from the 100th Infantry Battalion. This time, it would only take two soldiers to do the impossible. One of them was an officer...the unstoppable Lieutenant Kim who looked the 100th's battalion commander in the eye and said, "Send me out and I'll bring back a prisoner." Lieutenant Colonel Gordon Singles replied:

"That's Crazy"

A blanket covered the window in the second story of the old farmhouse. "Crazy," Lieutenant Colonel Singles thought to himself again, as he moved the blanket slowly aside to peer through his binoculars across the wheat field and barbed wire that marked the no-man's land between Bravo Company and the Germans. The men of Bravo Company usually slept during the daytime, but not on this day...May 17, 1944. In the distance, Lieutenant Young Oak Kim and PFC Irving Akahoshi were slowly crawling towards the enemy. Two men, - alone – in broad daylight. "Definitely crazy."

Sometimes it was the crazy ideas that were most successful. So Lieutenant Kim had argued in his bid to get permission to nab a German prisoner. The Korean-born officer of the Purple Heart Battalion explained his
plan. The reason, he had told headquarters, that previous patrols had been unsuccessful in snatching a POW were three-fold:

- Previous patrols had gone out only at night, when the enemy was most alert. He had watched them through the same second story farmhouse window for days, noted that they came in from night patrols to eat breakfast, and then slept to prepare for the next night's patrols.
- Previous patrols had been too large, one even company size. So large a patrol was easy to spot and avoid.
- Most patrols did what the enemy expected; taking the routes that afforded the most cover under the blanket of darkness.

The enemy would never expect a patrol of two men to crawl through an open wheat field under the bright sunshine. So that was what he and Akahoshi would do.

The previous evening several of Bravo Company's best automatic riflemen had left the safety of the rear staging area at 10 P.M. to crawl through the wheat field to the mid-point of no-man's land. Kim had positioned them carefully in foxholes about 2 A.M., then cut a hole in the barbed wire so that he and Akahoshi could slip through into enemy territory. Carrying only a submachine gun, a pistol and a few grenades, the two soon slipped upon an enemy patrol returning to their own staging area. Slowly and quietly the two Americans had crawled more than a quarter of a mile as they followed the enemy. Dawn had broken to reveal the Germans preparing for breakfast. Kim and Akahoshi crawled to a ditch Kim had seen earlier in aerial photographs of the area, and the two men pressed their bodies to the ground and prayed for luck. By 9 A.M. they heard the sounds of snoring as the enemy soldiers bedded down.

Though the soldiers slept during the day, the observers in the nearby enemy outposts would be awake and alert. Kim knew they had to move, skirt the patrol until they could find the right place and moment. Back in the American camp the soldiers anxiously watched the progress. Kim pressed on, praying that he was correct in believing the German observers wouldn't bother to watch their own area. They'd be busy training their field glasses on the Americans on the other side of the barbed wire. *Crazy...like a fox.*

After a nervous two hour crawl around the enemy, Kim and Akahoshi found their prey...two Germans soundly sleeping in a dugout. When the enemy awoke it was to the taste of gunmetal. Kim and Akahoshi had carefully placed their submachine guns in the sleeping soldiers' mouths; then awakened them. Removing all weapons, they quietly forced the two to crawl back to the ditch where the Americans had hidden earlier. As dusk began to fall, the four crawled the rest of the way to the barbed wire where the B.A.R. men of Bravo Company waited. Then, with the full darkness of night, the entire patrol returned to the company area.

The two prisoners turned out to be an enemy Sergeant and Pfc from a German division's headquarters. The information obtained provided the strategy for the 100th's break out from Anzio a week later. A month later a special ceremony was held to honor Lieutenant Kim and other heroes of the Purple Heart Battalion. On that day General Mark Clark personally pinned the Distinguished Service Cross on Kim's uniform shirt. Then the general stepped back and looked at the Lieutenant again, recognition dawning. Just a few months earlier Clark had presented this same brave lieutenant with a Silver Star. The 5th Army commander called one of his aides, a captain, to his side. He removed one of the aide's parallel silver bars, and pinned them on Kim. Most people, including General Clark, always thought of Kim as being Japanese because of his role with the 100th Infantry Battalion. Captain Kim was the only Korean-American to receive the Distinguished Service Cross in World War II.

The break out from Anzio began as scheduled on May 23rd. Thanks to intelligence reports generated by the interrogation of the prisoners captured six days earlier by Kim and Akahoshi, the Fifth Army chose to make the main thrust through the same area the two soldiers had crawled in their daring feat. Knowing where the enemy was, what his strength was and how best to deploy the Allied troops didn't negate the danger, however, or the fact that every mile to Rome would be a battleground. Once the Fifth Army broke out of the beachhead and crossed no-man's land, they would be faced with digging a well-entrenched German force out of the rugged mountains and valleys.
On May 28th the 7th Infantry was slugging its way through the enemy strongholds near Artena. When a rifle company became bogged down, a mainland soldier of Filipino-Spanish descent from Vista, California came to the rescue. Staff Sergeant Rudolph Davila moved his machine gunners along an exposed hillside when the enemy opened fire. Davila urged his gunners forward but they were reluctant in the face of the fierce enemy fire. Sergeant Davila crawled 50 yards to the nearest machine gun, set it up alone, and began returning the enemy's fire. Kneeling in an exposed position in order to maintain accuracy, the brave sergeant stayed in an exposed position firing his gun while enemy bullets bounced off the metal tripod of his own gun. Ordering one of his men to replace him at the trigger, Davila crawled forward to direct the fire of his team until both of the threatening enemy positions were destroyed. He brought his three remaining guns forward and commanded and directed their fire until the enemy pulled back.

On the move again, a bullet slammed into Davila's leg. Enemy fire peppered the hillside as the wounded sergeant ignored his pain to run towards a burning tank. Bullets ricocheted off the hot metal of the destroyed tank as Davila pulled himself to the turret to turn its big gun on the enemy. That done, his attention was drawn to a house 150 yards away from which enemy fire poured down on his men. He forced himself to run to within 20 yards, crawled the rest of the way, and charged into the building hurtling grenades and firing at the enemy. When the 5 enemy who had held the house were dead, Sergeant Davila climbed to the attic. The walls were falling apart as fire raked the building. Davila found a large shell hole in the attic and again rained death on the enemy, destroying two more enemy guns and forcing the enemy to abandon their positions. Sergeant Davila was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for his heroism that day.

Fifty-six years later when President Clinton presented Medals of Honor to 22 Asian-American heroes of World War II, Rudolph Davila was present. One of the 22 awards went to a Chinese-American for heroism in the Pacific. The other 21 awards went to heroic warriors for their heroism in the European theater. Of the many Asian Americans who fought in Italy and France in units other than the 100th/442nd, Davila was the only one to receive the Medal of Honor.

On June 2nd the 442nd Regimental Combat Team landed at Naples to move north and link up with its Nisei brothers. Relief for the 1300-man Purple Heart Battalion that had suffered more than 900 casualties during nine months of combat, was on the way. Before the reunion however, there would be more casualties.

Even as the 442nd was landing at Naples, the 100th was going into battle again. Joined by two artillery battalions, two antitank companies and a chemical mortar company, the 100th was part of "Task Force Singles" led by their battalion commander Colonel Gordon Singles. Their job was to spearhead the drive through Lanuvio and La Torreto, taking the cities and opening Highway 7 all the way into Rome. If they were successful the Fifth Army could move swiftly, liberating the city and entering it ahead of the British.

Even as Yeiki Kobashigawa's Nisei brothers of the 442nd were arriving on Italian soil, the 26-year old from Wailua, Hawaii was in the fight of his life. Yeiki was an original member of the 100th. Drafted to military service a month before Pearl Harbor, he had been assigned to the 298th Regiment of Hawaii's National Guard. After the immediate hysteria and summary discharge of Japanese-American soldiers that followed the attack, when the 100th Infantry Battalion was organized, Yeiki Kobashigawa had been there. From the battalion's first landing nearly a year before, he had fought his way through the rugged Apeninnies. Now, as Bravo Company moved against the Germans near Lanuvio, a series of heavily fortified machinegun nests raked the Nisei of his company with devastating fire.
The young sergeant finally spotted one of the enemy positions 50 yards away. With one of his men he crawled forward. With split-second timing he threw a grenade at the enemy position while the other soldier opened fire. Amid the hail of both friendly and enemy fire he charged forward through the smoke and debris of the grenade to kill one enemy and capture two more. When a second enemy position opened up on him, Sergeant Kobashigawa moved forward again, throwing grenades and giving cover fire to the soldier with him who rushed forward to capture the 4-man enemy gun crew. Continuing to lead and direct his men, Sergeant Kobashigawa managed to destroy two more enemy gun emplacements. Fifty-six years later the Distinguished Service Cross for his actions that day was upgraded, and President Clinton hung the blue ribbon of the Medal of Honor around the neck of the 82-year-old war hero.

A short distance away at La Torreto, Private Shinyei Nakamine crawled 175 yards towards an enemy machine gun nest that had caught his platoon in a crossfire. Suddenly he charged, hurtling grenades and firing his submachine gun. Three enemy soldiers fell dead and two others surrendered. The young Army private's first charge of the day had been a success.

A second enemy position fell to the intrepid private later in the day. As other soldiers from his squad provided covering fire, he again rushed forward with grenades to wound one enemy, capture four more, and destroy his second enemy position. A third position would not fall so easily. This time as the brave warrior from Hawaii rushed forward, the men of his squad watched in horror as a hail of enemy bullets abruptly halted his valiant charge. When his DSC was upgraded 56 years later, relatives would accept the award on behalf of the private who gave his life destroying the enemy positions that threatened his fellow soldiers.

The battle for Highway 7 lasted two days. In the end Lanuvio and La Torreto fell. From there Task Force Singles moved swiftly through Arricia, Albano, and Fattochie. Fifteen brave soldiers of the Purple Heart Battalion gave their lives in the march to Rome, 63 were wounded. By the afternoon of June 5th the Task Force had moved within 7 miles of the Italian Capitol and the long awaited triumphant entry was in sight. Excitement spread among the men, exuberance at victory, and the thrill of being first to enter and liberate the first European capitol from the Axis.

Then the march was halted, not by the Germans, but by General Harmon of the American First Armored Division. The men of the Purple Heart Battalion were ordered to halt their advance. They sat along the road watching other units march triumphantly down the Highway and into the heroes welcome lavished upon them by the liberated citizens of Rome. It was one of the saddest indignities the men who had fought so hard and given so much could have suffered. Finally, as night fell, a convoy of trucks arrived to transport the weary soldiers of the 100th Infantry Battalion to the outskirts of the city. Years later even the award of the Presidential Unit Citation to the 100th Infantry for its Rome-Arno Campaign (January 22 - September 9, 1945) could not soften the disappointment many of the men felt at the tragedy that befell them on the road to Rome, not by the enemy, but by their fellow Americans.
"In ten months of almost continuous fighting...the 100th Infantry (has been awarded)...1,000 Purple Hearts, 44 Silver Stars, 31 Bronze Stars, 9 Distinguished Service Crosses and 3 Legion of Merit medals. There has never been a case of desertion or absence without leave in the 100th, although there were two reported cases of 'reverse AWOL.' Before their battle wounds were completely healed in a field hospital behind the lines, two soldiers left the hospital and hitchhiked back to their companies on the battlefield."

(From an article in Army-Navy Register, August 12, 1944.)

“Reunion”

The Rome-Arno Campaign

The fall of Rome was a major coup for the Allies, the liberation of the first European capitol from Axis control. Though the men of the Purple Heart Battalion were denied the triumphal entry they deserved, their exploits had not gone unnoticed by the media. Repeatedly stories of their courage in battle, their fighting spirit, and their key role in the advance across Italy graced the front pages of newspapers and major magazines. Back at Camp Shelby, Mississippi other Nisei read these reports as they finished training with the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, and to a man they anxiously awaited the day they would be sent to Europe to join their brothers and prove their own mettle.

That opportunity almost never arrived. Despite the high praise lavished upon the soldiers of the 100th Infantry Battalion for their effectiveness in Italy, prejudice and fear still ran high back in the United States. Unknown to the trainees of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team and their support battalions, they were being prepared for duty at home rather than in combat. In the end it was not the exploits of the Purple Heart Battalion that changed this, but the dedication of the men training with the 442nd. On the training fields they proved themselves to be among the best of soldiers, and this admirable reputation led to the unit receiving orders for Italy. Already nearly 400 replacements from the 442nd had been sent to Italy to serve with the 100th, now the entire regiment would make the ocean crossing.

The 1st Battalion of the 442nd remained at Camp Shelby to train new replacements, and was redesignated the 171st Infantry Battalion (Separate). The second and third battalions, along with the 522d Field Artillery and the 232d Combat Engineer and other support companies, would bring the Nisei combat force in Italy to Regimental strength. Upon arrival, the 442nd would absorb the 100th Infantry Battalion to replace the 1st Battalion left at Camp Shelby. After nearly a month at sea, the 442nd arrived at Naples Harbor on June 2, 1944. The same day, further north, Yeiki Kobashigawa and Shinyei Nakamine were battling enemy soldiers in action that would net both Distinguished Service Crosses, later to be upgraded to Medals of Honor. The same action would cost Nakamine his life.

The 442nd made a short sea voyage from Naples to Anzio, arriving two days after the fall of Rome. The 100th had moved on through Rome and northwest to the town of Civitavecchia. It was here that the soldiers of the 442nd finally met up with their brothers, many of whom had spent almost a year in continuous combat. On June 15th the 100th Infantry Battalion was placed under the command of the “Go For Broke” Regiment, as its 1st Battalion. In a highly unusual move, the Army allowed the veteran unit to retain its designation as the 100th Infantry Battalion, due to the record that the unit had built for itself.

All was not joyous in the initial reunion, however. Many of the soldiers of the 442d were upset by the fact that the 100th had retained its designation, and felt that the move was an overt display of independence from the parent unit. The soldiers of the 100th were generally older than the new arrivals from Camp Shelby. The men of the 442d were volunteers almost "to a man", while many of the veterans of the 100th had been draftees before the war who had returned to service following the initial paranoia that
swept the Nation. Also, a good portion of the Nisei among the new arrivals consisted of kotonks, mainlanders...many of whom had enlisted from the relocation camps. For two weeks the veterans of the Purple Heart Battalion had an all too brief opportunity to try and "teach their kid brothers from the States the ropes", but it was inevitable that a degree of sibling rivalry would arise.

IT DID!

There was still a very strong German presence in Italy, and a lot of war to be fought. Following the fall of Rome, new enemy troops had arrived to build up the Gothic line north of Florence. Throughout the summer that Axis force would strengthen its hold, in hopes of holding on throughout the impending winter. For the Allies, the battle north from Rome would be a bitter one. In the process, the men of the 100th and the 442nd led the way. In the process they would learn quickly that, despite their differences, survival depended on learning to work together. It was a lesson that had taken the non-Japanese in the United States years to learn, a lesson many had still not learned. In combat, where focusing on differences could become a matter of life or death, it would be a lesson the Nisei learned in less than a month. When the chips are down, and everything is at stake, all you can do is put your back to the wall and

"Go For Broke"

June 26, 1944
Suvereto, Italy

Private First Class Kiyoshi Muranaga was a kotonk who had enlisted to serve with the 442d Regimental Combat Team from the relocation camp at Amache, Colorado. Now, a year after the small built youth had started his training, he found himself battling for his very life. It was the first taste of battle for the men of the 442d, and the taste left a bitter flavor of fear and desperation. This was not a war maneuver, the bullets weren't blank and the grenades weren't dummies. Everything, including the blood that his fellow soldiers were spilling on the Italian hillside was all too real.

The 442d had started early that morning on the short route to relieve elements of the 517th Infantry Regiment and 142d Infantry Regiment, in an area Major General Charles Ryder, commander of the 34th Division,
had been assured was occupied by friendly forces. Before the General realized how strong the enemy presence was, his jeep as well as the jeep of a Colonel accompanying him in the area, was captured. The drivers of both vehicles were wounded, but the General escaped capture himself. It was into the cauldron of such a powerful enemy presence that the raw recruits of the 442d tasted first blood...most of it their own.

The men of the 442d had been anxious to establish their own reputation, to prove they were every bit the warriors their veteran brothers of the 100th had proven to be. For this reason the Regimental commander, Colonel Charles Pence, had allowed the second and third battalions to move out at daylight on the road to Belvedere. The 100th was held in the rear in reserve.

Sweeping in along either side of Suvereto just south of Belvedere, they advanced directly into the heavy enemy concentration that held the important Italian city of Belvedere. By early morning the Second Battalion was pinned down by fire from inside the city of Belvedere as well as enemy 88mm weapons hidden in the high hills nearby. Companies E and G were unable to move and taking heavy casualties, including the battalion's operations officer Captain Ralph Ensminger, who was killed in action. Private Muranaga's F Company had been lured into a trap, and found itself under heavy direct fire from a self-propelled 88mm enemy gun.

As the heavy shells began falling on the men of Company F, a mortar squad attempted to set up resistance. The harsh terrain made their effort of no effect, and the soldiers were ordered to take cover. Private Muranaga remained at his gun position, and single-handedly began adjusting mortar fire on the enemy gun. The enemy position was only 400 yards from the exposed Nisei, but he braved the incoming leaden death to drop three rounds near the enemy, adjusting fire each time. His third round landed directly in front of the German 88, causing the enemy to withdraw. Before they withdrew however, they dropped yet another round on the Nisei position. As Private Muranaga prepared to fire a fourth mortar, his position took a direct hit. The young soldier from a Colorado relocation camp became one of the first casualties of the "Go For Broke" Regiment, earning the Distinguished Service Cross on his unit's first day of battle. More than 50 years later his award was upgraded to the Medal of Honor.

The Belvedere-Sassetta action was the first of three to warrant the award of the Presidential Unit Citation to the 100th Infantry Battalion. By the time it ended the Nisei killed 178 enemy, wounded 20 and captured 86, virtually destroying an entire enemy SS combat team. It cost the Purple Heart Battalion 11 casualties, including four soldiers killed in action. For the Second and Third Battalions of the 442d it was a bittersweet introduction to the warfare they had trained for. The newly arrived soldiers had wanted to win their first engagement without any help from their veteran brothers of the 100th.

In the end, it was these battle-savvy men who had already fought their way half the distance of Italy's western coast that saved the day. Moving swiftly in from their reserve position, the 100th Infantry moved around to the east of Belvedere. From the high ground north of the city they could see the exposed flank of the German motorized battalion that threatened their brothers in the 2d Battalion. Without protective artillery fire, Company B struck swiftly at the exposed enemy flank, catching it completely by surprise. Company A had moved north to cut off the retreat of the enemy, and Company C followed the enemy into a nearby olive grove to destroy them. By afternoon the road west of Belvedere, which had been expected to require several days of fierce fighting to wrest from enemy control, had fallen to the lightening strike of the 100th.

The previously untested soldiers of the 2d and 3d Battalions accepted the turn of events well. They had nothing to be ashamed of, had fought their first battle well and given a solid accounting of themselves. The "rescue" at Belvedere proved that the experience of the veteran Purple Heart Battalion was pivotal to the success of the Team, but it also marked the real beginning of the teamwork of all three battalions of the 442nd Regimental
Combat Team. One might also wonder if, in some unique way, it was the dress rehearsal for another incredible rescue effort in which the 2nd and 3rd Battalions would share the spotlight of "cavalry coming to the rescue" only six months later in the mountains of France.

The 442d held the area for four days, fighting northward to the Cecina River. On July 1st they crossed the Cecina, the 100th Battalion moving north along Highway 1 to Pisa and the 2d and 3d Battalions fighting their way inland towards Firenze. Both important cities sit on the Arno River and are linked by the east-west Highway 67. The drive to liberate them would remove the Germans from control of the Italian countryside south of the Arno River and bring direct pressure on the Gothic line.

Shortly after crossing the Cecina River, the 2d Battalion began the assault to drive the Germans out of the town of Castellina. Just a week earlier, Company G had been pinned down for most of the day at Belvedere. On the fourth of July they found themselves facing a similar threat. The enemy was dug in on well-fortified hillsides, and suddenly Company G was taking intense fire from several directions. Private First Class Frank Ono was moving forward with his squad when the torrent began. Quickly he turned his own machinegun on the enemy, knocking out one position with well-placed fire.

Refusing to be pinned down again, Pfc. Ono began advancing through the merciless hail of leaden death, killing a sniper and giving his squad leader time to reorganize the squad behind him. The enemy mounted an assault; determine to destroy the lone gunman. Pfc. Ono felt his machine gun ripped from his grasp by enemy fire. Undaunted he began throwing grenades, defending his position and forcing the enemy back until his platoon moved forward. Then, taking the rifle of a wounded soldier, he renewed his offensive. Suddenly he saw his platoon leader and a rifleman fall nearby. Ignoring the machinegun and mortar fire, Pfc. Ono ran into the fray to administer first aid. Then, as the platoon was organized to withdraw, the young Nisei who had volunteered for military service from Indiana, stayed behind alone to keep the enemy at bay and protect his platoon. Virtually unprotected, exposed to intense fire, and alone, he not only covered the withdrawal of his fellow soldiers, he survived to wear the Distinguished Service Cross awarded for his heroism that day. Mr. Ono never knew his DSC was upgraded to the Medal of Honor.

Nearby, Private First Class William "Bill" Nakamura found himself in a similarly perilous position. The twenty-two year old native of Seattle, Washington had been attending classes at the University of Washington when Executive Order 9066 ended his academic hopes and placed him at the relocation camp in Hunt, Idaho. Even as Frank Ono fought to save his squad, Pfc. Nakamura struggled to free his own pinned-down platoon. Alone, he voluntarily crawled toward the enemy gun that kept his fellow soldiers pressed to the ground, rising within 15 yards of the enemy to throw 4 grenades and eliminate the threat. Then he remained behind, again alone, to cover the withdrawal of the platoon. Suddenly he heard the sound of a fierce firefight. Near the tree line the enemy had opened up on the platoon once again. Pfc Nakamura crawled to a vantage point that allowed him to rain effective fire on the enemy, cutting off their assault and allowing the platoon to withdraw into the treeline. As the badly battered platoon from Company G reassembled to take stock and treat the wounded, Pfc. Nakamura was not among them. His body still lay on the battlefield where he gave his life for his fellow soldiers, dying to preserve the liberties of a Nation that a year earlier had itself imprisoned him. The date was July 4th, Independence Day, 1944.
The first three Medals of Honor awarded to members of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team all went to kotonks in the 2nd Battalion. Even as the new soldiers were proving themselves to their brothers in the 100th, the mainlanders were showing their comrades from the “Islands” that they had more in common than ancestry. They had a common courage and commitment. More and more the team was coming together. Three days after Pfc. Ono and Pfc. Nakamura wrote new history for the 2nd Battalion, 442nd Regimental Combat Team, Technical Sergeant Ted Tanouye gave the 3rd Battalion its first Medal of Honor hero.

The crest of the hill at Molino A Ventoabbto was vital to control of the vicinity, a strategic position that could control the lower terrain around it. Directed to capture the hilltop, Sergeant Tanouye was moving his platoon forward when he saw 5 enemy soldiers setting up a machine-gun position from which to attack his own men. Despite the lack of cover on the almost barren hillside, Sergeant Tanouye crept forward alone to destroy the enemy position. As he did, enemy soldiers in a second emplacement located the brave sergeant and began firing at him. Quickly Sergeant Tanouye returned fire, knocking out the second position. Grenades began to rain on the hillside as Sergeant Tanouye moved forward. Heedless of the explosions around him, one of which badly shattered his arm, Sergeant Tanouye moved towards an enemy-held trench, where he again rained death on the German soldiers. He fired until his ammunition was exhausted, then crawled 20 yards to obtain more, and continued his offensive. His leadership and courage inspired his men, and the platoon continued until they had wrested control of the strategic hill from the enemy. Before allowing himself to be sent back for treatment of his wounds, however, Sergeant Tanouye ignored his own pain long enough to organize his men into a defense of the hill they had just taken.

The wounded sergeant would later return to lead his men once more, to fight again for the country he loved, and ultimately to give his life on a foreign battlefield. Only his family would ever know that his heroism and inspiring example of leadership would be some day acknowledged by the award of his Nation's highest military award, the Medal of Honor. At the time of his heroism they prayed nightly for their son, a native of Los Angeles. They remembered him from the spartan accommodations of their temporary new home....in the Rohuer Relocation Camp.

On that same day, July 7th, the veteran soldiers of the 100th Infantry Battalion that had already endured far too much war, were fighting for survival near Castellina. Each town from the Cecina River to Livorno was a dangerous battleground, the rubble of stone houses providing German soldiers with fortified and well-camouflaged positions. Though war continued to be waged on the roads and in the mountains, some of the most dangerous encounters were in the towns. Private First Class Kaoru Moto was fighting such a battle from house to house when a machine gun opened up on his platoon. He moved to within ten yards of the enemy and destroyed the position. When another enemy opened fire on the Hawaiian soldier, Moto crawled around behind the position to surprise the enemy and capture him. With his prisoner in tow, Pfc. Moto took a position near a house he believed the enemy would attempt to take and use for an observation post, determined to repulse any attempt by the Germans to enter. While guarding the building, and with a prisoner under his control, he knocked out yet another machine gun position. Wounded by a sniper in another house, Pfc. Moto dressed his wounds, then made his way back to his platoon. Relieved of his position, Moto was ordered to the rear to have his wounds treated. Even while returning for first aid, the intrepid soldier wouldn't quit. Upon noticing an enemy position near the road, he quickly wounded two, then crawled up to the position and captured these enemies as well.

Pfc. Moto survived the war to wear his Distinguished Service Cross, but died 8 years before his DSC was upgraded to the Medal of Honor.
In the first three weeks of July the 442d Regimental Combat Team was in combat on an almost daily basis, fighting from one town to the next, pushing the Germans ever closer to the Arno River. The veteran warriors of the 100th Infantry Battalion and their newly arrived brothers of the 442d RCT killed more than 1,100 enemy and captured 331 along the way. It was a 3-week baptism of fire for the green troops from Camp Shelby, but more importantly it was the cornerstone of a developing team that was re-writing military history. They did it through solid tactics, great leadership, personal courage, and an aggressive attitude towards meeting the enemy and destroying him.

The actions of Company G Staff Sergeant Kazu Otani on July 15th is perhaps one of the best illustrations of how the soldiers of the Go For Broke battalion welded all these traits together. Sergeant Otani exhibited his great tactical intuition when his platoon was pinned down in a wheat field near Pieve di S. Luce. After killing a sniper, Sergeant Otani ordered his soldiers to crawl to the cover of a nearby cliff, after first making his own desperate dash through a hail of enemy bullets to prove to them that it could be accomplished. While the platoon raced to the cliff for shelter, Otani exposed himself to the enemy, drawing fire away from his men. When part of the platoon reached shelter, Otani organized these men into a defense, and then went back out into the field to encourage those soldiers still stranded there to safety. When one soldier fell wounded, Sergeant Otani crawled forward, completely exposed to enemy fire, to reach and drag the wounded man to shelter. While administering first aid, Sergeant Kazuo was killed by enemy machine-gun fire. Though he would never live to wear his Medal of Honor, his spirit of leadership and concern for his soldiers lived on in the many others like him who fought with the 442d Regimental Combat Team. Rejected by many of their own Nation, these brave warriors worked through their own differences to become more than a team.... they became a brotherhood.

The three weeks of bitter fighting ended with the liberation of Livorno. This time the Purple Heart Battalion would not be denied the honor due them. The 100th Infantry marched into the town, considered second only to Naples in military importance as a supply base for the Allied Army, preceded only by General Mark Clark in his jeep. General Clark then placed the battalion under direct command of Fifth Army Headquarters, with orders to guard and city and provide order. On July 20th the 2d and 3d Battalions made their own triumphal entry into the historic city of Pisa. On July 25th the 100th/442d RCT was pulled back to Vada on Highway 1 near the Cecina River for rest and recuperation.

While in Vada, General Clark presented the Purple Heart Battalion with the Presidential Unit Citation for their outstanding efforts at Belvedere. On July 28th members of the 2d Battalion formed part of the honor guard for His Majesty, King George IV of England. In August Prime Minister Winston Churchill visited the 34th Infantry Division. As he spoke to the soldiers who had fought so hard, for so long, and sacrificed so much....he could not miss those he knew had often led the way....greeting "the Americans of Japanese ancestry and your American officers."

On August 15th, the 2d and 3d battalions' rest came to an end. The soldiers, who had fought so hard to become a team, were separated for a time. The 100th was assigned to the 107th AAA Group, Task Force 45 of IV Corps. The same day the rest ended the 442d's Anti-Tank company was making glider landings on the southern coast of France. The 2d and 3d Battalions of the 442d were relieved from the 45th Infantry and attached to the 88th near Florence. Allied planners claimed the move was an effort to confuse German intelligence. The reputation of the Nisei had brought them again and again to the attention of the enemy, who tried their best to monitor the movement of one of history's finest fighting forces.

During the last two weeks of August there were more battles like those the Nisei had come to expect, meeting the Germans almost daily in clashes near the Arno River. Even for the 100th near Pisa, the struggle for survival continued. On August 19th an element of Company A, 100th Infantry Battalion was attacked by a large number of German soldiers. Private Masato Nakae recoiled in horror as a shell fragment destroyed his own
machine gun. In the face of an overwhelming force, his weapon useless, he refused to leave his post. Instead he picked up a rifle from a wounded comrade and began firing rifle-grenades at the advancing enemy. As the enemy surged forward determine to take the position by virtue of their superior number, Private Nakae began throwing grenades, ultimately repelling that first assault. A mortar barrage followed, during which Nakae was seriously wounded. Then a second assault was launched. Wounded and suffering intense pain, Masato Nakae refused to leave his position, firing back until the enemy was forced to withdraw. Private Nakae survived the war to return to his native Hawaii, where he died in 1998...two years before he was awarded the Medal of Honor for his heroism that day.

In all, the Rome-Arno campaign cost the 100th/442d RCT nearly 1,300 casualties...one fourth of their total strength. The Nisei buried 239 of their brothers, patched the wounds of 972, and remembered in their prayers the 17 men who were missing in action. Their reputation, highly envied, was praised by all. General Ryder himself had watched the Nisei march proudly in a parade during the month of August when Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal visited the Italian front for an inspection. As the men of the 442d marched past, General Ryder turned to the Secretary and said proudly,

"My best outfit."
"The Nisei bought an awful big hunk of America with their blood. We cannot let a single injury be done them without defeating the purposes for which they fought."

General Joseph W. Stilwell, speaking against prejudice at home. "Vinegar Joe" was especially enraged by barroom warriors who had never seen combat, but banded together to harass Japanese citizens at home.

“The Vosges Mountains”

A Different Kind Of War

On June 6, 1944, the day after the liberation of Rome, the Allied Forces stunned the Germans when 170,000 soldiers landed at Normandy on the northwest coast of France in Operation Overlord. While the 442nd Regimental Combat Team was slugging their way north in Italy from Rome to the Arno River in July and August, Allied forces were pushing eastward in France in the drive to liberate Paris.

The United States Army high command had initially wanted to launch a two-prong assault on France, one from the north (Operation Overlord) and one from the south (Operation Anvil). Prime Minister Winston Churchill was opposed to the idea, advising vehemently that all available manpower and material be marshaled for the landing at Normandy in the North. In the end, the British prevailed and the June 6th landing took place only at Normandy.

The concept for a landing on the coast of Southern France would not be forgotten. For weeks Allied commanders wrestled with the issue. Proponents wanted a massive invasion from the south that could move up the Rhone Valley via the historic Route Napoleon and become the right flank of the massive Allied movement inland after the breakout from Normandy. On July 15th while Staff Sergeant Otani was in the action that subsequently resulted in his award of the Medal of Honor, the 442d RCT’s Anti-Tank Company was pulled back to join the First Airborne Task Force that was training south of Rome for the invasion of Southern France. On August 15th the Nisei Anti-Tank unit landed with other American forces near Le Muy, France to begin the push eastward to open the Franco-Italian border. Ten days later farther to the north, Paris was liberated.

The Southern France Campaign extended from August 15th to September 14th. During the period the 442d Anti-Tank Company was awarded the Regiment’s second PRESIDENTIAL UNIT CITATION. Having made the invasion in gliders and fought with infantrymen of the 6th Army, these soldiers were authorized to wear both the Combat Infantryman’s Badge (CIB) and the distinctive Glider Patch on their uniforms.

Operation Anvil was still steeped in controversy and disagreement, so much so that the invasion was re-named Operation Dragoon. General Mark Clark was slated to lead the invasion of South France, but aligned his thinking with that of the British and asked General Eisenhower to allow him to remain with the Fifth Army in Rome. Eisenhower granted the request, but asked the Fifth Army to provide 3 divisions for the September invasion. Mark Clark quickly provided the necessary forces. He balked only when a second request arrived, asking him to also send the “Japanese-American units”.

The campaign in Italy was more bitterly contested than had been anticipated. Military planners had hoped to have almost concluded the effort by the fall of 1944. Instead, the Fifth Army was at a stalemate, facing an immovable enemy force across the Arno line. Such was the situation when the 442nd was relieved near Florence and sent south to Naples to prepare for the invasion of South France. While in Naples the unit received 672 new replacements. The 442d left Naples by transport ship on September 27th, landing near Marseille three days later. From Marseille the 100th and 2nd Battalions moved northward up the Rhone Valley more than 1,000 miles by truck. The 3d Battalion was loaded on a series of
old World War I railroad boxcars and sent to join them. Along the way the 442d Anti-Tank Company rejoined the regiment. By October 13th the reunited regiment was only miles from the French-German border, where they were attached to the 36th Infantry, the old Texas National Guard.

The "T-patchers" of the 36th Infantry were a proud lot. They boasted a Texas heritage, though there were certainly many soldiers among them from other states. Private William Crawford of Pueblo, Colorado had been one of the unit's early heroes when he earned the Medal of Honor near Altavilla, Italy. Also earning a Medal of Honor in Italy was a young former gang member from Pittsburgh's north-side tenements named Charles Kelly, forever remembered by his comrades and the media as "Commando Kelly" for his brazen combat heroics.

The "T-patchers" were also no strangers to the Nisei of the 100th Infantry Battalion, next to whom they had fought throughout Italy, most notably in the assault on Monte Cassino. During the disastrous Rapido River crossing, Stephen Gregg had been one of the few members of the nearly devastated 143d Regiment to survive. In that action Gregg had been awarded the Silver Star for heroism. In August the 36th Infantry was reassigned from the Fifth Army to General Alexander Patch's Seventh Army, to make the drive up the Rhone Valley into the Vosges Mountains. The 36th was already battling in France when the 442d left Naples for their Mediterranean crossing. While the Nisei were just one day at sea, Stephen Gregg had added a Medal of Honor to his Silver Star during action near Montelimar France. Now the Nisei were under the command of the 36th Infantry. Major General John Dahlquist welcomed them happily. He also wasted very little time putting the Regiment to work.

On October 15th the 442nd launched their attack on Bruyeres. As in Italy, it would be a battle for one hill at a time, moving from position to position. Unlike Italy where the resistance had been fierce, in the Vosges Mountains the fighting would be brutal. They were

"Knocking on the Enemy's Front Door"
Hill D was one of four rugged hillsides overlooking the French town of Bruyères.

It was about to be re-named!

On October 15th the 442d had begun the two-and-a-half mile offensive through the densely wooded Vosges Mountains under orders to liberate Bruyères. With the 3d Battalion in reserve, the 100th began its assault on Hill A, directly west of the town while the 2d Battalion moved in the direction of Hill B to the north. In the first day the Nisei advanced only 500 yards, losing one man killed and 20 wounded. The following morning the two battalions moved into the valley between their respective hills, fighting off a vicious early morning counter-attack by the enemy. On the morning of the October 17th Companies E and F managed to beat back the Germans before a second counter-attack was launched. Quickly the 100th moved in to shore up the defenses of its comrades in the 2d Battalion. On the morning of the 18th, five artillery battalions laid a 30-minute barrage on the enemy. Four hours of bitter fighting followed, finally allowing the 100th to take control of Hill A. After a similar 7-hour battle, the 2d Battalion took Hill B.

With Hills A and B under American control, the 3d Battalion joined the 36th Infantry's 142d Regiment in the sweep into the city. The battle to take Bruyères had taken three days, and it wasn't over yet. Despite 3 days of continuous combat, Hills C and D provided the enemy high ground from which to rain death down on the city. On the 19th the 2d Battalion took Hill C, then moved forward with the 3d Battalion towards La Broquaine. Soon after, word reached the soldiers that the enemy had counter-attacked, retaking Hill C. Companies F and H were sent back to retake the hill. The fighting was close and heated. Technical Sergeant Abraham Ohama watched as one of his soldiers fell wounded in the open. The sergeant ran forward to render aid, when he too was hit.

During a lull in the firing, the medics moved forward to treat the two wounded. They placed Sergeant Ohama on the stretcher to carry him to safety. As they did, a burst of enemy fire streaked through the mist, shattering the helpless body of the wounded sergeant being carried to safety. As the sergeant died, the full impact of what the other soldiers had just witnessed hit them with a fury. Up to the moments the enemy bullets had struck Sergeant Ohama, the effort to retake Hill D had been a stalemate, a seesaw struggle between the Nisei and the Germans to take and hold each yard. The senseless slaughter of the wounded sergeant sent a ripple of unchecked fury through his men. No order was given for the assault, it was a spontaneous response to what had just happened. To a man the men of Company F rose to their feet with a cry of anger and rushed boldly into the foray, heedless of the danger. The adrenaline charged onslaught quickly turned the stalemate into a rout. Fifty Germans were killed, seven captured, and Hill D once again secured. But for the Nisei it was no longer "Hill D", it became "Ohama's Hill".

Such was the nature of combat in the Vosges Mountains. In Italy it had not been uncommon during a lull in battle for medics from the 442nd to go onto the battlefields under a flag of truce to remove the wounded. The Nisei had extended the same courtesies to the medics of the enemy. But the fighting would be different in France. The Vosges Mountains were the last barrier between the Allies and the Rhine River, the German homeland.

Their backs to the wall, the enemy was under orders to hold the Vosges at all costs. Like a cornered animal, they fought with a ferocity here-to-for unseen. There would be no quarter, no mercy.

Added to the desperate resistance of the enemy, the battle in the Vosges would also be fought against the elements. The mountains were covered with thick conifers, heavy undergrowth, and rugged terrain. So thick was the vegetation that the enemy would dig in below ground, watch an American patrol pass within yards of their position, then pop up from hiding to rain death on them from behind. As had been the case in retaking Ohama's Hill, the enemy was not always ahead, they were also behind the advance.
October 20, 1944

With the fall of Hill C to the 100th Battalion the day following the charge at Ohama's Hill, the Americans controlled the high ground around Bruyères. After assaulting and pushing the enemy off the hill under a smoke screen, the 100th was ordered into reserve. They returned reluctantly to Bruyères, knowing there was still a strong enemy presence in the area. The hill they had fought so hard to take fell back into enemy hands when darkness fell after the Purple Heart Battalion's departure on the evening of the 20th. The following morning elements of another American Division approached Hill C, only to find it back under German control. It cost more than 100 casualties to retake the real estate purchased with Nisei blood the day before.

Meanwhile, elements of the 2d and 3d Battalions were stalemated a few miles east at the important rail center of La Broquaine. Because the enemy was behind as well as before the advancing Nisei, evacuation of wounded to the rear and the flow of supplies to soldiers in the forward areas was often difficult and dangerous.

On October 20th one supply train was attempting to shuttle needed ammunition and supplies forward when it was ambushed by strong enemy force. Staff Sergeant Robert Kuroda was leading his squad in an effort to destroy the snipers and machinegun nests in the hills when the supply train was pinned down by fire from a heavily wooded slope. Ignoring the deadly fusillade around him, Sergeant Kuroda advanced to the crest of the ridge where he located an enemy emplacement. Within 30 feet of the enemy he began hurling grenades and firing clip after clip of ammunition, destroying the position, and killing at least 3 enemy soldiers. As his ammunition was exhausted, he saw an American officer fall to the enemy hail of leaden death. Sergeant Kuroda ignored the heavy fire to rush to the aid of the officer. The officer was dead, killed by fire from an enemy position on an adjacent hill. Sergeant Kuroda took the fallen officer's Tommy gun and turned it on the enemy position, advancing until it fell quiet to his fearless charge and accurate fire. Slowly the Sergeant turned towards the sound of additional enemy gunfire, seeking to locate the position. As he prepared to turn his submachine gun on the position, a sniper's round streaked through the hillside, ending his valiant rescue of the supply train. For his heroism, H Company's Staff Sergeant Robert Kuroda was posthumously awarded the Distinguished Service Cross. Fifty-six years later it was upgraded to a Medal of Honor.

Biffontaine

The small French villages in the Vosges are only a few miles apart, but because of the terrain they can appear far removed from each other. They can almost seem isolated from each other by the thick forest. In the early winter, the weather causes them to seem even further apart. It rained on October 15th when the offensive towards Bruyères began, continued to rain almost constantly for the next ten days as the 442d battled from one hamlet to the next. In the early morning the moist ground would yield a dense fog causing even more difficulty in travel.

The 36th Infantry's 141st and 143d Infantry regiments, as well as the three battalions of the 442nd regiment, were scattered throughout the small region. Because of the terrain, the weather, and the fog, it was often difficult for the units to keep track of who was where. Companies I and K were pursuing the Germans who were withdrawing from Bruyères into the Belmont forest. Though in retreat, the enemy still fought furiously. Among
the Nisei killed pursuing the enemy was a young soldier from Los Angeles, Technical Sergeant Ted Tanouye who would never know he had earned the Medal of Honor less than 100 days earlier in Italy.

Meanwhile, Company K had found a complete set of the German defense plans for the region on the body of an enemy officer killed in a skirmish with a German armor column. This led to the formation of Task Force O'Connor, consisting of Companies F and L and led by 3d Battalion's Executive Officer Major Emmet O'Connor. Task Force O'Connor, bolstered by the new intelligence information, moved out with dawn the following day along the left flank of the 2d and 3d Battalions. After fierce fighting, the task force closed ranks with their comrades in a pincer movement that virtually secured the area from Bruyeres to La Broquaine by the evening of October 21st. Along the way the task force killed 80 enemy soldiers, captured 54, sent most stragglers deeper into the Belmont Forest, and earned a Presidential Unit Citation for the two companies.

After being ordered back to Bruyeres from Hill C, the 100th Battalion bedded down in the city. Early in the pre-dawn hours of October 21st, as the weary soldiers of the Purple Heart Battalion tried to rest, the unstoppable Captain Kim joined Colonel Singles at Battalion headquarters. The assistant division commander had arrived with new orders...."Prepare to move out for Biffontaine."

The small French hamlet in peacetime boasted a population of some 300 people, living in homes nestled among the hills of the Vosges. Now much of it was deserted, save for the Germans who had fortified a position near the village church. Without so much as a full night's sleep, the Nisei of the Purple Heart Battalion were roused for a quick, forward movement. In the hours before dawn they nearly ran as they forced their way to a ridge overlooking Biffontaine. In the process they passed through the enemy defenses, only to find themselves isolated by early morning, cut off from the rest of the 442d. As night fell on the 21st the brave but weary warriors were low on ammunition and supplies. For many there had been no food rations in more than 24 hours. The soldiers clasped hands over their empty stomachs, counted their rounds, and dug in for the night.

Early the following morning the 100th began digging the enemy out of the area. The Nisei were taking fire from three sides, and their meager supplies were almost gone. The battalion S-3 sent a report that; "The 100th will have to be throwing stones if they don't get ammo." One supply train from Company A was ambushed by 50 Germans. Captain Kim and his other officers would have been content to sit on the ridge and hold the line until they could obtain resupply and reinforcements. Any other action would have been foolish. Foolishness prevailed!

"Capture Biffontaine," was the order transmitted from the division to the officers of the 100th.

"This puts us beyond radio range and artillery support, and we are low on ammunition," Captain Kim responded over the radio. "Promise that you'll put another unit in our position (on the ridge overlooking Biffontaine) if we go down into Biffontaine." The regimental commander promised. And with that, the battered Nisei fighting force began sliding down the steep slopes of the ridge and into the city.

Fortunately, most of the Germans that had been holed up in the city had already escaped the "back way". Only about 50 Germans remained behind, unable to make the withdrawal. Biffontaine fell easily to the Purple Heart Battalion. It would not be held so easily. Rather than leaving the town to the Allies, the Germans attacked from four directions, moving in on the Nisei. One emerging German fired several rounds at Captain Bill Pye, Commander of Charlie Company. He missed the CO, the bullets flying under the officer's arm as he pointed to the enemy. Three of the whispering shards of death slammed into Captain Kim's right hand. While the soldiers tried desperately to hold in the face of the German counter attack, help was on the way.

The Felber task force consisting of an armored group set out from Belmont to bring fresh water and ammunition to the surrounded Nisei at Biffontaine. From the high ridge that separated the two towns, the same ridge held by the Nisei at the time they were ordered into the village, German fire halted the supply train. The
Second Battalion was pulled from reserve and sent to the rescue. As they struggled towards their surrounded, outnumbered comrades, their flank was hit by a special detachment of German bicycle troops. The advance to Biffontaine slowed, but the infantrymen of the 442d beat back the superior mobility and firepower of their motorized opponents. Company K of the Third Battalion moved along the floor of the valleys to dig out the enemy and fight their way into Biffontaine. Troops from Company G of the 2d Battalion were moving on foot under the leadership of the battalion S-4 Captain George Grandstaff in an effort to carry supplies to the beleaguered force at Biffontaine.

The fighting was incessant, one ridge at a time, one more yard gained, yesterday's accomplishments quickly forgotten in the challenges of today. Three days earlier Private Barney Hajiro of Hawaii had distinguished himself near Bruyeres by exposing himself to an enemy gun emplacement to draw their fire away from other troops attacking the position. He had quickly killed two enemy snipers bringing a much-needed relief to the attacking Americans. That was three days before, miles behind his current position where on October 22d he and another soldier concealed themselves to ambush an enemy patrol. Together, the two men killed two, wounded one, and captured the remainder. Today's fierce fighting and Private Hajiro's heroic action would not allow himself a moment to relax and ponder his accomplishments as a soldier. The 18-man enemy patrol was only one of hundreds that moved through the forests of the Vosges Mountains.

Late in the day the Germans launched a second counter-attack at Biffontaine, supported by tanks. None of the resupply/reinforcement efforts had yet succeeded. The men of the Purple Heart Battalion would have to hang on by sheer force of their own will. As darkness fell, the enemy had moved infantry and armor into the city, proclaiming, "You are surrounded." The rifle fire and grenades of Nisei who refused to quit met their calls for surrender. As darkness fell on the 22nd, the 100th Infantry Battalion was still surrounded in a city they shared with the enemy. The house-to-house battle ranged into the night.

Before the sun arose on the morning of October 23d, an attempt was made to send out a party of wounded under Lieutenant Jimmie Kanaya. Six guards were assigned to protect the 11 wounded men that included Captain Kim. Morphine had dulled some of the brave Korean's pain, but it had also dulled his senses and created some disorientation. The wounded that could not walk were carried on stretchers by a group of 20 German prisoners of war. As the small contingent moved through the dark forest, they paused momentarily to rest. Suddenly a squad of enemy confronted them. The Nisei called for the enemy squad to surrender. At first it seemed the ruse would work, then the world caved in. Captain Kim and Private Richard Chinen, a medic, managed to make it into the woods in an effort to evade the enemy. The badly wounded Kim and the medic were the only men of the litter detachment to escape capture. Kim would reach safety and have his wounds treated, but his war was over. Also lost to the leadership of the 100th Battalion was the Captured Lieutenant Kanaya and Alpha Company Commander First Lieutenant Sam Sakamoto. The latter had been evacuated on a stretcher after being severely wounded in the back, when the Germans captured him.

With virtually no officers to command them and no resupply in two days, the men of the Purple Heart Battalion struggled to hang on through the morning of the 23d. The Germans launched a third brutal assault on Biffontaine. The Nisei were reduced to fighting back with weapons taken from the dead bodies of their enemies. Miraculously they held, forcing the enemy to withdraw. By afternoon the 3d Battalion took control of the ridge overlooking Biffontaine. Task Force Felber broke through with water and ammunition and, more importantly, reinforcements for the battered city. The Germans had lost Biffontaine, along with 40 men killed or wounded and another 40 captured. It had cost the Purple Heart Battalion 21 soldiers killed, 122 wounded, and 18 captured.

The casualty numbers didn't reflect the loss in leadership to the 100th. In addition to Kim and Lieutenant Sakamoto, Bravo Company's Captain Sakae Takahashi had also been wounded. The entire 442d was pulled back to Belmont to lick its wounds and mourn its dead. As night fell on October 24th, the venerable unit could look back proudly on eight days of continuous combat under the most untenable of conditions. Badly battered, their ranks severely depleted, they had survived the enemy, the elements, and a series of bad decisions by division headquarters. Now, at last, they could rest for a few days, maybe even a week.
Unknown to the Nisei in that moment was the predicament faced by the 3d Battalion, 141st regiment of 36th Infantry more hopelessly surrounded than the Purple Heart Battalion had been at Biffontaine. Nine miles into enemy territory, every effort had been expended to save them...all to no avail. To call the battered 442d back into action so soon would be to sign the death warrant of a legendary battalion. But when all else had failed the stranded T-Patchers were left with only one hope of rescue. The Go For Broke regiment was sent back into the cauldron with new orders:

Rescue The Lost Battalion!
"This is my commandment, That ye love one another, as I have loved you. Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends."

*The Holy Bible, John 15:12 & 13*

**"The Lost Battalion"**

Rescue in the Vosges Mountains

Veterans of the 442d Regimental Combat Team take great pride in the accomplishments of their unit. Still, many often refer to their role in World War II as being “cannon fodder” for the Germans. Whether this perception is accurate or not, the events in the Vosges from October 15th to the 30th certainly gave the brave soldiers cause to believe it was true.

In Italy the Purple Heart Battalion had become renown for suffering a record casualty rate. In Italy, however, the Nisei had believed there were clear-cut objectives to be purchased with their blood and their sacrifice. At Monte Cassino they had watched non-Japanese units, such as the 36th Infantry's 141st and 143d Regiments nearly decimated right next to them. In France where the rain and fog in the Belmont forest obscured the terrain, in the Vosges Mountains many of the brave Nisei felt their orders and objectives were as vaguely defined. From October 15th to 24th each Company had been thrown, almost in a scattered “shot-gun” pattern, at numerous hills and positions, with what they often felt was little clear-cut reason. Frequently, as had been the case with Hill D, once they had purchased a position with their blood, they were moved on to the next assault only to watch hard-earned acreage fall back into enemy hands due to poor planning at the division level.

The outspoken Captain Kim had always stood up for the men, never defying orders, but often questioning them or offering more reasonable alternatives. When rousted in the early morning hours of October 21st and ordered to move his weary soldiers into the ridge above Biffontaine, Kim had dutifully followed orders. He didn't understand the reasoning behind them, indeed walked back to his jeep muttering, "This is crazy. This is crazy." But, like all the men of the only World War II unit to be able to claim zero battlefield desertions during the war, he followed those orders. As the weary regiment bedded down at Belmont on October 24th for what they hoped would be at least the two-day rest period they'd been promised, Kim was gone, recovering from his wounds at Biffontaine.

There must come, at some point in time, a limit to the endurance of the human spirit, mind, and body. The Bruyeres-Biffontaine campaign had certainly pushed the young Nisei to that point. For days they had tasted fear as they met the enemy, watched their comrades mutilated beyond recognition by enemy machinegun and artillery fire, and struggled to survive with few supplies and little support. Those unwounded soldiers of the 442d that bedded down at Belmont carried scars deep inside their souls. To add to their misery, the rain had been almost constant throughout the previous 8 days of combat. Every man was soaked to the skin, the constant moisture turning flesh white and wrinkled. The constant movement through the cold mud of the mountains had kept feet from drying for more than a week. A new threat became as real as the armed enemy...trenchfoot...far worse than athlete's foot for it could not only immobilize a foot soldier, it could cost him the loss of a leg.

The campaign had also been costly for the enemy, 645 Germans captured and at least an equal number killed or wounded. It had been a bitter defeat for them, right at their own doorstep. At the American Army's Corps level it was determined that enemy resistance west of the Meurthe River had been effectively crushed. Military planners at headquarters determined that the time was ripe to send the 3d Division, which had been in rest for ten days, in a push to reach the Meurthe River from St. Die. Further south, the 36th Infantry was ordered to move east of Biffontaine to protect the 3d Division's right flank. Even as the 442nd was pulling back to Belmont to heal, a unit consisting of Company A, Company B, and a portion of Company C (as well as one platoon from Company
D) of the 1st Battalion, 141st Regiment of the 36th Infantry Division was moving eastward from Belmont to fulfill this task. Joining the 274 T-Patchers was First Lieutenant Erwin Blonder, an artillery observer.

The 1st Battalion had moved out with dawn on October 24th, moving down a thickly wooded valley between Gerardmer and St. Die to rout the enemy from their hidden positions. By mid-afternoon the soldiers had traveled nearly 6 miles into enemy territory, flanked by 3d Battalion on a ridge to the north. Rising from the valley, the 1st Battalion attacked the heavily wooded hillsides, beating back the Germans. Suddenly the enemy counter-attacked, splitting the two Battalions and cutting the 1st Battalion off from its flank support.

As night fell, 1st Battalion had taken a position on the barren crest of the densely wooded hilltop. As they prepared for the long night, the battalion's 3 Lieutenants under Lt. Blonder held a war council. Together with the NCOs, they asked each soldier to empty his pack, counting rations, supplies, and ammunition, and then distributing them equally among the men. So far forward was the unit that transmissions to the rear were scratchy and barely audible on Lieutenant Blonder's radio. The officers could only hope that headquarters understood the coded message sent back that first night: "No rations, no water, no communications with headquarters...four litter cases." As desperate as the situation sounded, the officers of the 1st Battalion did not realize yet just HOW critical their situation was.

First Sergeant Bill Hull sent a 36-man patrol to work their way back to friendly lines and obtain needed supplies for the men on the hilltop. Almost immediately after leaving the perimeter, the patrol ran into the Germans. The first hint of just how badly surrounded the 1st Battalion was, came when only five of the thirty-six escaped to return to the hilltop. In the darkness of that first night, the soldiers took turns standing guard duty. But no one really slept. They knew the enemy was near, that they were surrounded. They suspected that they were also heavily outnumbered.

They were indeed. Stinging from their defeat in the Belmont forest, the Germans had rushed a massive number of fresh, crack troops into the region. During that first night it was later estimated that some 700 enemy soldiers moved in to surround the 1st Battalion. At 10 o'clock the following morning the enemy revealed their presence. Slowly a lone German tank moved through the forest to confront the American soldiers huddled in their small, muddy perimeter. As the enemy began the frontal attack, the T-patchers met it with a hail of machinegun fire. When the initial fusillade died down, the tank withdrew. It had simply been a probe, an effort by the enemy to determine the strength of the surrounded Americans. The charade would continue daily, almost like clockwork...a frontal assault by a lone German tank. Each time the Americans met it with a hail of bullets, all the while knowing their supply of ammunition was getting lower. Most felt that the only reason the Germans had not yet attacked in force was because they weren't sure how many Americans were on the hill. Any sign of weakness, any lessening of the full resistance necessary to convince the Germans that they were up against a powerful Allied unit, would result in the battalion's immediate annihilation.

Throughout the day the soldiers continued to reinforce their position, digging foxholes into the ground and using knives to cut down trees for cover. Every effort was made to maintain silence, for the Germans seemed to be everywhere. Some of the soldiers resorted to wrapping blankets around small trees as they cut through the trunks, in order to quiet them as they fell.

Back at headquarters, Major General Dahlquist, Commander of the 36th Infantry Division, was concerned. The situation faced by the 275 men he had sent from Belmont posed potential for a major military disaster. Throughout the previous night, the 3d Battalion of the 141st had tried to fight their way in past the forces that had stopped 2nd Battalion from reaching the trapped unit. It was all to no avail. Quickly the Americans were learning how strong the reinforced German defenses had become.

"Hang on, a heavy force is coming to relieve you," headquarters radioed back to Lieutenant Blonder.
With his staff, General Dahlquist had committed all the resources of the 2d and 3d Battalions to the situation, while trying hard to determine what kind of manpower would be required to push through to the lonely hill where the majority of his 1st Battalion was huddled against the powerful German force. On the hillside, the enemy was moving in more tanks, heavy guns, and dropping artillery fire on his cornered prey. In the forests they were blocking the advance of the American relief efforts. The 1st Battalion wasn't really "lost", the Germans knew where they were, and so did General Dahlquist. But knowing where the trapped unit was, and affecting their rescue, was two different problems. Huddled in the mud protecting the radio that provided the Lost Battalions' only link to the rear, Lieutenant Blonder prayed for a miracle.

Back in Belmont, weary Nisei who had already been pushed beyond the limit of human endurance were rising up to do the impossible. Sometimes when you go for broke, you win big. At other times the roll of the dice can be cruel, and rob you of everything. This time the roll of the dice would be insanely cruel, for men who

"Refused to Quit, Refused to Lose!"

October 25, 1944 (2:30 PM)
Belmont, France

Colonel Charles Pence knew something major was up the minute General Dahlquist walked into the 442d RCT's command post at Belmont. The RCT commander wasn't surprised to see the division commander, visits from the General and his crisp aide Lieutenant Lewis, were common. Today, however, Colonel Pence's attention was quickly drawn to the other officer with General Dahlquist. It was hard to miss the three stars on the uniform of Lieutenant General Alexander Patch, commander of the 7th Army Corps. Yes, something was definitely in the wind.

"I don't really want to send your soldiers to battle again, so soon," General Dahlquist told Colonel Pence, "But I have little choice." With that, he ordered Second Battalion to move out before darkness fell, to assume a defensive position on the flank of the 141st Regiment. From there, the General visited Lieutenant Colonel Singles at the 100th Battalion's command post. He laid out the scenario being played out on the hilltop near La Houssiere, explaining the predicament of the Lost 1st Battalion and informed the Purple Heart Battalion's commander to have his soldiers ready to move out on a moments notice, should it be necessary to commit them to the rescue effort.

October 26, 1944

The 100th and the 3d Battalions remained for one more day at Belmont as the exhausted men of the 2d Battalion moved out in support of the 141st Regiment. As dawn broke the skies on Thursday, October 26th, the Lost Battalion had survived its second night on the hill. The beleaguered soldiers were under almost constant enemy artillery fire and most had not eaten in 24 hours.

Meanwhile, for two days the enemy had pushed back every effort by the rest of the 141st Regiment to reach their trapped comrades. East of Belmont Technical Sergeant Charles Coolidge was covering 3d Battalions right flank. His subsequent Medal of Honor citation explains much of the difficulty the "Texas Division" encountered:
COOLIDGE, CHARLES H.


Leading a section of heavy machineguns supported by 1 platoon of Company K, he took a position near Hill 623, east of Belmont sur Buttant, France, on 24 October 1944, with the mission of covering the right flank of the 3d Battalion and supporting its action. T/Sgt. Coolidge went forward with a sergeant of Company K to reconnoiter positions for coordinating the fires of the light and heavy machineguns. They ran into an enemy force in the woods estimated to be an infantry company. T/Sgt. Coolidge, attempting to bluff the Germans by a show of assurance and boldness called upon them to surrender, whereupon the enemy opened fire. With his carbine, T/Sgt. Coolidge wounded 2 of them. There being no officer present with the force, T/Sgt. Coolidge at once assumed command. Many of the men were replacements recently arrived; this was their first experience under fire. T/Sgt. Coolidge, unmindful of the enemy fire delivered at close range, walked along the position, calming and encouraging his men and directing their fire. The attack was thrown back. Through 25 and 26 October the enemy launched repeated attacks against the position of this combat group but each was repulsed due to T/Sgt. Coolidge's able leadership. On 27 October, German infantry, supported by 2 tanks, made a determined attack on the position. T/Sgt. Coolidge armed himself with a bazooka and advanced to within 25 yards of the tanks. His bazooka failed to function and he threw it aside. Securing all the hand grenades he could carry, he crawled forward and inflicted heavy casualties on the advancing enemy. Finally it became apparent that the enemy, in greatly superior force, supported by tanks, would overrun the position. T/Sgt. Coolidge, displaying great coolness and courage, directed and conducted an orderly withdrawal, being himself the last to leave the position. As a result of T/Sgt. Coolidge's heroic and superior leadership, the mission of this combat group was accomplished throughout 4 days of continuous fighting against numerically superior enemy troops in rain and cold and amid dense woods.

The men of the 442d's Second Battalion were ordered to move out in front of the 141st's Third Battalion. Though the Nisei themselves were not yet aware of the plight of the Lost Battalion or the reason for the move, it was the first step in a series of actions that would place the fate of Lieutenant Blonder in the hands of the Go For Broke regiment.

Lieutenant Blonder knew the men were getting desperate. It was possible to survive for a period without food, but the men needed water. When possible, rainwater was collected from shell holes on the hilltop. Further down the hill was a larger pond that had accumulated considerable water from the incessant precipitation. The water was green and foul tasting, but it was water. At night the Americans would try to slip through the forest to haul back the much-needed water. They did so with their weapons gripped tightly, their senses alert. The Germans controlled the forested sides of the hill, and drew water from the same hole.
October 27, 1944

Back at Belmont, at 2:00 A.M., the two remaining battalions of the 442d Regimental Combat Team were alerted. Two hours later the 3d Battalion moved out and into the darkness of the forest. An hour later the 100th Battalion followed. Every other effort to relieve the Lost Battalion had failed. Now it would be up to a group of soldiers who had left more than a week of combat two days earlier, to accomplish what no one else seemed able to do. Still the Nisei were not aware of the nature of their mission, the lives that depended upon their success. But as they moved out of Belmont it was hard to miss the line of ambulances and built up aid stations that had been assembled for the eventual rescue. It was an eerie symbol of what lay ahead.

Moving into the forest, it was almost impossible to see. The soldiers created a human chain, each man holding the straps of the pack ahead of him. Sliding down muddy trails, forcing their way through dense brush, and stumbling over sharp rocks, the Nisei walked obediently into the jaws of certain death.

All three battalions moved slowly northward in the direction of St. Die, to approach the La Houssier position from the northwest. Third Battalion, already far forward, would make the drive down the middle with the 100th and 2d Battalions guarding the flanks. On that first day, a heavy concentration of German 88mm fire tore into the men of the 3d Battalion, causing numerous casualties. Still, the brave men fought on. In the forests, the Germans seemed to be fighting with increased intensity. The German high command had become aware that their soldiers in the Vosges had trapped nearly an entire American battalion and Adolph Hitler had personally issued orders to stop any rescue effort.

October 28, 1944

The three battalions of the 442d spent their first full night back in the forest trying to hold their positions and stay alive. Their orders were to attack at daylight, in what General Dahlquist expected to be an aggressive and swift push to snatch the Lost Battalion out of harms way. During the night the enemy moved reinforcements, including heavy armor into the valley to turn back the Americans. When the attack commenced at 6:30, it was still dark in the forest. Suddenly the darkness came alive with the brilliant flashes of enemy artillery. Company K took two hours to push forward some 350 yards when an enemy mortar left several brave soldiers lying in the mud, dead and dying. By mid-morning platoon sergeant George Nishi was the only NCO left in the unit. As he attempted to pull his men back a grenade landed in his foxhole. Quickly he tossed it back at the enemy. A second grenade came in his direction, killing the young soldier behind him. Nishi was wounded in the back.

Shortly before noon, after receiving orders from General Dahlquist, Colonel Pence ordered Company L out of reserve. The division commander was desperate; the loss of the Lieutenant Blonder and his “Lost Battalion” would be a major catastrophe. Not only did the General order an unrelenting frontal assault by the 442d regardless of cost, he went to the front himself...issuing orders and pushing men forward. To many of the Nisei, none of whom still were aware that their mission was one to rescue a lost battalion of friendlies, it was senseless. It was difficult to see themselves as anything other than cannon fodder, expendable in the push through the Vosges.

The battle raged through the morning. Artillery support was requested. On the right flank the 100th battled through the forest. First Lieutenant James Boodry, the battalion S-3, was killed by an airburst as he huddled next to Charlie Company Commander Bill Pye mapping out the forward strategy of the battalion. Boodry had replaced Kim when the latter was wounded at Biffontaine by bullets meant for Pye. The same shrapnel that split open the head of Lieutenant Boodry also wounded the Charlie Company commander. Reeling in horror, blood streaming from his wounds, Pye moved forward. Minutes later the fierce enemy fire reached out to him again. He would go no further into the Vosges, one leg shattered by an enemy shell.
Everywhere, casualties were falling...to enemy fire...to artillery fire...to mines and booby traps. Technician Fifth Grade James Okubo was a medic. All the medics of the 442d had gained the respect of the soldiers time and again, going into the open to recover wounded, hoping that the enemy would respect their non-combatant status. Sometimes it worked...sometimes it didn't. As the Nisei advanced on the enemy they were faced first with minefields and roadblocks, behind which the enemy could hide and rain leaden death on the advancing Americans. One hundred fifty yards ahead of Okubo lay wounded soldiers, within 40 yards of the enemy lines. Despite the heavy fire he crawled forward time and again. Two grenades landed near him but he ignored the danger they represented. In all he rescued and treated 17 men.

As darkness fell again over the forest, even Lieutenant Colonel Singles was wounded. The same shell that peppered his body with hot metal as it struck his jeep had killed the passenger next to him and wounded another. After two days of horrible fighting, two lieutenants were all that remained to command the entire battalion. During the night a patrol of twelve men was sent through the darkness to the rear to obtain badly needed ammunition and supplies. The patrol was unable to finish their important task. Two were killed and the remaining ten all wounded.

Lieutenant Blonder huddled next to the radio as dusk fell on the battalion's fifth night alone on the barren hilltop. Freshly turned dirt revealed the place where earlier in the day, his men had buried three more of their own. He had made it a practice to send out only two radio messages each day in an effort to spare the battery of the one precious link the men had with the rear. His messages were always the same: "Send us medical supplies." "We need rations." "Please, we need fresh Water." "I need radio batteries." "My wounded need plasma." Every morning the enemy tank had appeared. Throughout the day and night, enemy artillery fell on their small 350-yard defensive position.

During the day a flight of P47 fighter-bombers of the XII Tactical Air Combat Wing flew over to drop supplies. The stranded soldiers on the ground waved white underwear and popped smoke grenades to guide them in. None-the-less, few of the supplies landed in the small perimeter, and much of the supplies that were on target quickly rolled down the hillside and into the hands of the enemy.

That evening an American 105 artillery round whistled through the air, homing in on top of the men of the Lost Battalion. Buried in the nose of the warhead in place of explosives, was chocolate. It was a bizarre, desperate effort to get some nourishment to embattled soldiers who had not eaten in a week. The velocity of the shell caused the chocolate to burrow deep into the mud upon impact. It was a novel idea, a good effort, but like all other efforts to provide relief to the Lost Battalion, it had failed.

The survivors on the hillside had no way of knowing that the men of the Go For Broke regiment were slugging their way to reach them. They could only hope and pray that tomorrow they see friendly faces breaking through the forest below them. With dawn they would face their sixth day alone in enemy territory. Though they prayed that day six would bring rescue, instead it would only bring the worst yet....both for the men on the hill and the brave Nisei coming to their rescue.

October 29, 1944

For the first time the men of the 442d Regimental Combat Team were made aware of the fate of the Lost Battalion and their mission. With that knowledge came some understanding of the events of the previous days. For the men of the 100th who had been cut off and surrounded at Biffontaine, there was a special sense of identity with Lieutenant Blonder and his men. It steeled the resolve of the surviving Nisei to push forward. It also helped to explain the division commander's frustration and drive in the field.

The men of the 442nd knew that General Dahlquist, despite all his perceived shortcomings in the way he used the Nisei unit, did not lack in courage. Field commanders had become accustomed to seeing top brass in the
field on occasion. They were not accustomed to seeing the commander so close to the fighting, so often. During the effort to rescue the Lost Battalion, the division commander was desperate to bring the mission to a successful conclusion. The darkest day yet for the Nisei would also be the General's darkest moment.

At dawn the 100th and 3d Battalion launched their attack, running directly into heavy resistance supported by enemy armor. It was the small Nisei infantrymen going head to head with multi-ton, steel fortresses of death. The brave soldiers never wavered. At eight in the morning General Dahlquist urged Colonel Singles to push his men onward. "There's a battalion about to die up there (in the mountains) and we've got to reach them." Before noon the General had arrived at the scene of the fighting with his young aide, Lieutenant Lewis. As Colonel Singles and the division commander viewed the terrain, an enemy machinegun some 40 yards away opened fire. Twenty-seven year old Wells Lewis, the eldest son of the first American to receive the Nobel Prize for literature Sinclair Lewis, fell dead...his blood splattering the uniform of his commanding general. It was a blow to the General from which he never fully recovered. Still, he remained in the field to issue orders and command the Nisei forward.

In the valleys, the Go For Broke Regiment's 232d Combat Engineers fought through the mud to shore up roadways with logs. Along the hillsides they cleared minefields and booby traps. Wounded were everywhere. James Okubo, the medic who had braved enemy fire the day before to rescue 17 men continued his courageous efforts in the face of enemy fire to rescue 8 more. His actions the previous day combined with his actions on the 29th to save a total of 25 wounded Nisei. He would survive to wear his Silver Star medal, but before his war would end there would be more lives to save.

Lieutenant Colonel Pursall of the 3d Battalion ordered Companies I and K to assault the high ground. His men were hesitant to move from the safety of their foxholes, knowing the assault would be deadly and useless. Standing in the open, bareheaded without a helmet, the Battalion commander raised his .45 Army Colt pistol and said, "Okay, boys, let's go." as he led the way forward in classic John Wayne style.

Second Lieutenant Edward Davis was the only officer left in company K. Slowly he rose to his feet as the Nisei around him watched in amazement. All knew the order to assault the enemy above them would be suicidal and were reluctant to move further. The lieutenant turned to Sergeant Kohashi and asked, not ordered, the NCO to follow him. Then something amazing happened. Sergeant Kohashi rose to his feet with a loud yell of desperation that reverberated across the hillside. It shook the Japanese-American soldiers to the soul, eliciting similar cries. As a unit the Nisei leaped screaming to their feet in a "banzai" charge against the Germans.

In his own sector, Private Barney Hajiro rose to his feet to lead his own assault. Next to him was a friend he had known since basic training, Takeyasu "Thomas" Onaga'. As they moved forward young Hajiro watched in horror as the close friend who moments earlier had loaded his Browning automatic rifle, fell dead to a hail of enemy bullets. The young private who had already twice demonstrated the highest degree of valor could contain the torment of his soul no longer. With abandon he assaulted "suicide hill", yards ahead of the other men of his platoon, raining the rounds his dead comrade had loaded in the BAR on the enemy. Camouflage netting could not hide the enemy gunners from the fury of his assault, nor could the continuous stream of enemy machinegun fire turn back his determination. Private Barney Hajiro quickly knocked out two enemy gun emplacements and shot two snipers, allowing the rest of his unit to advance. Then enemy rounds slammed into Private Hajiro's left arm, rendering it useless. Fifty-six years later that arm still hung at his side, helplessly paralyzed, as the President presented Barney Hajiro the Medal of Honor for his actions on October 19th, 20th, and 29th. Every Memorial Day for those 56 years Mr. Hajiro has visited Thomas Onaga's gravesite at the Punchbowl in Hawaii. Barney Hajiro believes, despite the permanent loss of the use of his left arm, that he was the fortunate soldier that fateful day.

The banzai charge on "suicide hill" consumed an hour. The Nisei suffered many casualties, but by 3:30 they had taken the hill. Those enemy soldiers who had been wounded or otherwise unable to escape the hill covered in fear before the survivors of the onslaught. Never had they seen such courage, such fierce determination, and such sheer force of will power in the face of unbelievable odds.
These kinds of banzai charges, when looked upon in retrospect, further reveal the desperation to which the men of the 442d had been pushed. Pulled out of the line one day after concluding their 8-days of continuous combat to liberate Bruyères and Biffontaine, suffering the physical maladies forced upon them by the cold, wet weather, and driven beyond human endurance to accomplish what two previous regiments had been unable to do, their situation appeared hopeless. Many believed that relief would come only when they had freed the Lost Battalion or when the 442d Regiment had been destroyed to a man. They were beaten beyond emotion, yet they could not help the emotions that rose up within their breast at the horrible slaughter around them. Mr. George Sakato, a retired postal worker from Denver, Colorado looked back on October 29, 1944 fifty-six years later and summed the events up by saying, "Nowadays, they call it road rage." He should know, for he was there. His eyes still fill with tears whenever he is asked to recall the events of that day, reflecting the emotion of an event not reflected in his Medal of Honor citation.

The men of Private Sakato's platoon from E Company knew their objective only as Hill 617. Sakato's citation tells how the men moved forward to take the hill, destroying two enemy positions. Private Sakato personally killed five enemy soldiers and captured four more. Then the enemy counter attacked.

Private Sakato and his buddy Saburo Tanamachi had been together since basic training. As the enemy launched their renewed assault, George turned to Saburo and told him to watch out for a machine gun. It was too late. The enemy rounds slammed into his friend, ripping flesh and spilling blood. As Saburo Tanamachi died in Sakato's arms, tears welled up within the young private's eyes. A rage began to boil deep within as he gently lowered his friend's lifeless body to the ground. Tears continuing to blur his vision he leaped to his feet, heedless of the enemy fire that tore into the brush around him, to launch his one-man assault on the Germans. Using an enemy rifle and P-38 pistol he charged headlong into the counter-attack, killing 12 enemy, wounding two more and capturing four. Inspired by Private Sakato's brazen assault, his platoon followed, retaking the hill and capturing 34 prisoners. In all, Companies E and F killed 100 enemy and captured 41 in the taking of Hill 617.

Just How Close Was The Enemy?

If there was any doubt, the question was answered on the morning of October 29th. During the darkness of the previous night one of the Americans had been huddling in his foxhole when he felt another soldier climb in next to him. Exhausted, both men fell asleep, content to share the wet hole in the ground and to share their body heat. When the American awakened at daylight he saw his bedmate for the first time. It was a German soldier who, in the darkness had wandered into the small perimeter and taken shelter with the Americans, believing they were his German comrades. Not only had the Lost Battalion survived their fifth night, they captured a prisoner. Lieutenant Blonder was worried. Despite nearly a week without food and sustained by only the brackish water drawn from shell holes, even in spite of the hopelessness of their position, the men were holding up reasonably well. Most sincerely believed, even after six days with no respite, that help was on the way. What worried Lieutenant Blonder was that the Germans probably knew by now, how few and how desperate were the men of the Lost Battalion. The attempt at an airdrop the previous day certainly had sent a message to they enemy as to the dire straits of the men they had surrounded. To his chagrin, he was correct.

The attack began with an artillery barrage. The men on the hill had been subjected to constant shelling for six days, but this was the worst yet. And then they came, moving through the brush to attack in force. Fortunately, the enemy while now realizing how helpless the battalion was, did not know where they had placed their heavy machineguns. By chance they made their assault on the most heavily defended area of the American perimeter. The gunners restrained themselves, firing single-shot bursts as the enemy came closer. Then, when the encroaching force was almost upon the defenders, the Lost Battalion cut loose with everything they had. The hillside was littered with the bodies of enemy soldiers, the attack thwarted, as the men of the Lost Battalion settled in for their sixth night in hell.
It was the fifth day in the forest for the soldiers of the 442d as 3d Battalion led the way. The rain that had fallen virtually every day since October 15th began to turn to snow, altering conditions from bad to worse. Time was running out for the Lost Battalion and, equally important, the "cavalry" was running out of men to send to their rescue.

What remained of the 3d Battalion's I and K Companies joined with B and C Companies of the 100th to sweep down the ridge that led to the position of the Lost Battalion. To the left, the 2d Battalion was moving on the flank to dig out enemy soldiers and protect the efforts on the ridge. Men of the 232d Engineers and the 522d Artillery were fighting as infantrymen; many replacing lost soldiers in the battered line companies. It would have been a beautiful display of complete teamwork by the Regiment, a tribute to their personal maturity since the squabbles months earlier when the 2d and 3d Battalion arrived in Italy, were it not for the sad loss of so many team members.

Leading the way was the decimated remains of I Company, which soon ran into a roadblock manned by 50 enemy. K Company moved over to assist their badly outnumbered comrades, killing and routing the enemy and destroying the roadblock. Then, despite their fatigue, the Nisei moved on. Only two platoons remained in I Company which had been fully staffed at the beginning of the rescue mission, a company of 205 men: First Platoon consisting of six men, and Second Platoon containing two. The highest-ranking officer of the 8-man company was an NCO, Sergeant Tak Senzaki. Shortly after 2 O'clock, it was these men who finally broke through to the Lost Battalion.

Private First Class Matt Sakumoto was the point man, the first friendly face the 211 survivors of the surrounded battalion had seen in a week. As the Nisei enlisted man walked past the first T-patcher he noticed the man's lips begin to quiver and his eyes fill with tears. He stared with relief and numbed shock at the miracle that had appeared out of the forest in the Vosges Mountains. It was an emotion charged moment of silence...what can one say at a time like that. Turning to the mud blacked face, tears streaming down the cheeks from sunken eyes, PFC Sakumoto could only say, "Want a smoke?"

Minutes later the rest of I Company broke through, and was joined shortly thereafter by K Company...or what remained of K Company...17 men. In all the Nisei had lost 800 men in five days of battle to rescue 211. Sergeant Senzaki didn't allow his men time to reflect in their accomplishment, for the enemy was still nearby. He ordered his 8-man company to move on to take up defensive positions on the far side of the hill to protect the men so many of his brothers had sacrificed to reach. Within an hour Lieutenant Blonder and his Lost Battalion were on their way down the other side, into the shelter of the waiting aid stations and the spotlight of a battery of newsmen. For those who survived it was one of those experiences that stamps itself indelibly on the subconscious, never to be forgotten. For the 442d Regiment Combat Team, in a series of wartime accomplishments unprecedented in military history, it was

A Defining Moment.
"The best troops are called upon to do the hardest fighting. Whenever a general finds himself up against a tough proposition he sends for the best troops he has. In a critical situation he can't take chances with anything less than the best. A man who is being shot at daily has a hard time recognizing it as a compliment when, dead tired, bruised and battered, he is called upon to make one more effort to risk his life another time--but it is a compliment, nevertheless." (Colonel Sherwood Dixon, a War Department staffer in a letter to 442d RCT Chaplain Masao Yamada, 22 November 1944.)

“Pushed To The Limit”

Fighting For Survival

The rescue of the Lost Battalion was indeed a defining moment for the 442d Regimental Combat Team. The Presidential Unit Citation was awarded, individually, to each Battalion of the Go For Broke Regiment, the 100th adding a second such award to the one received earlier in Italy and the 3d Battalion earning two in the 21 day campaign. A PUC was also awarded to the Regiment's 232d Combat Engineer Company.

Five men of the regiment were awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for their individual heroism during the incredible 5-day ordeal to save the Lost Battalion. The rescued survivors of the Lost Battalion felt a debt of gratitude to the Nisei that still exists 56 years later. Veterans still are moved to tears when they recount the joy of seeing the small Japanese-American soldiers breaking through the forest to approach their position.

The rank and file among the Lost Battalion survivors launched a campaign to have all members of the 442d declared "honorary Texans". But for the sacrifice of the brave Nisei, Texas might have claimed a second Alamo. Such an honor was promised, but the promise quickly forgotten. A few years after the war the men who owed their lives to the Nisei, now most of them civilians, would not let the forgotten promise fall by the wayside. Texas Governor John Connolly took the unprecedented step of issuing a proclamation declaring each and every member of the 442d Regimental Combat Team to be "Honorary Texans". Also, after the war, a painting was commissioned to depict the members of the 442d in action, battling through the Vosges to rescue the Lost Battalion. That painting has hung since at the Pentagon, a constant reminder of the incredible feat.

I Company Commander Captain James Wheatley submitted Private Barney Hajiro for both the Medal of Honor and the Victoria Cross. The wounded private, because of his nomination for his Nation's highest award, was not allowed to rejoin his unit after recovering from his wounds. Instead, he was transferred to a segregated all-black unit. In 1948 he indeed received the Victoria Cross, the British equivalent of the United States Medal of Honor. His nomination for the latter award however, was downgraded to the Distinguished Service Cross. (This was finally upgraded to the Medal of Honor 56 years after his heroic actions.)
As quickly as the rescued members of the Lost Battalion were moved down the hill from the grasp of the enemy, the badly battered soldiers of the 442d pushed into the forest to secure the area. The Vosges was literally crawling with enemy soldiers including hundreds of fresh troops brought in to prevent the rescue that the Nisei had just miraculously accomplished. Sergeant Senzaki ordered his 8-man company to continue past the liberated Lost Battalion and into the forest on the far side of the ridge. A short time later the remains of Company K moved over to join them.

Upon learning that the Lost Battalion had been rescued, General Dahlquist wasted little time sending his thanks to his Nisei troops. His message came with new orders, "Take the next hill." Company K took the lead as the 3d Battalion continued forward in the offensive to secure the entire ridge. The day after the rescue, Company K was assigned a new officer to command the unit. Within 24 hours he was killed in action. By November 1st the 3d Battalion was down to 200 men, less than a quarter of its full, authorized strength. Lieutenant Colonel Pursall told Regimental headquarters that if he didn't get more men he would have to withdraw and give the hill up to the Germans. Still, orders from Division headquarters were for the 442d, led by what remained of 2d Battalion, to not only hold but to push forward to completely remove the entrenched enemy from the ridge.

Companies I, K and L fought down the middle the ridge, with Companies F, G, and E covering the flanks. It was intense, bitter fighting that wore down soldiers already suffering the strain of too much misery, too many brushes with the enemy, and too many friends killed. On November 2d while radioing back to S-3, Lieutenant Colonel Pursall was asked if there was anything that could be done for him. His simple reply, "Relieve us!"

The only relief that arrived was the infusion of a few replacements on November 3d. They were not infantrymen, but members of the 232d Engineers, assigned to replace the lost infantrymen of the 2d Battalion. Throughout the day they fought side by side with their comrades. As darkness fell on the night of November 3d,
the Nisei had pushed the enemy to the forward areas the ridge, withstood a strong counter-attack, and lost more men. Despite the fact that finally the men of the 442d controlled the entire ridge, on the morning of November 4th General Dahlquist ordered the 442d to attack and push the enemy from their positions on the forward slope of the ridge.

If the last week of October was a "shining star" in the crown of achievements of the 442d Regimental Combat Team, the first week of November was the blemish that dimmed a brilliant glow. Historians will treat the manner in which General Dahlquist deployed and used his Nisei unit with mixed reviews. Among the veterans of the 442d there would be no doubt. They felt used, abused, squandered and pushed beyond any reasonable limits. Indeed years later after the war, Lieutenant Colonel Singles who had remained to pursue a career in the military, met General Dahlquist at a military ceremony. The white, former commander of the 442d dutifully rendered a proper salute to the General who now sported 4 stars on his uniform. After returning the salute, General Dahlquist proffered his right hand saying, "Let bygones be bygones. It's all water under the bridge, isn't it?" Singles maintained his salute, ignoring the General's extended hand...rendering proper military protocol but refusing to forgive what many considered the blatant waste of a brave group of Japanese-American soldiers.

Despite the fact that historians may dispute General Dahlquist's performance, no one can dispute the performance of the soldiers of the 442d Regimental Combat Team during their darkest hours. Every advance meant fighting past the bodies of dead and dying comrades with the knowledge that for each soldier it was probably just a matter of time. You survived today, only to be lost tomorrow. The ridge was littered with the wounded, brave infantrymen as well as engineers forced to take up rifles and fight beside them. Among them moved the medics, struggling against hope to patch up broken bodies. There could be little satisfaction or sense of accomplishment in lives saved. A medic might patch up one soldier with minor wounds today, only to find him lying on the battlefield the next day with limbs shattered or missing, or dead. Indeed, 13 medics were themselves killed in action during the brief campaign in the Vosges Mountains.

On the morning of November 4th an impatient division commander asked when the 2d Battalion was going to push their way through the enemy along the forward edges of the ridge, and enter the villages below. He hung the "carrot" of hot showers in the houses below as an incentive. So thin were the ranks of the Nisei and so ever-present the power of the enemy, Lieutenant Colonel Pursall asked, "Who is going to hold the hill while we get down in those houses?" It was all too easy to remember how quickly Hill C had fallen back into enemy hands near Breyeres three weeks earlier after the 100th had fought so hard to take it. Colonel Pursall could not envision taking his men downhill to the farmhouses below, only to have the enemy retake the hill and use it to rain death on his men. Their showers could quickly turn into showers of death. General Dahlquist refused to budge. The showers were simply an excuse. The goal was to keep the advance moving forward. Colonel Pursall followed orders, leading his men down the hill and directly into a minefield. Suddenly the enemy was everywhere, unleashing torrents of fire on the weary American soldiers.

Among the medics still trying to save lives was James Okubo, who had stayed in the field to treat wounded for more than a week of continuous combat. Early in the effort to reach the Lost Battalion he had repeatedly risked his life to reach, treat and rescue wounded Nisei. Most notably he had been cited for a specific incident on October 28th, then again on October 29th. On November 4th as the soldiers pushed deeper into the forest and ever closer to the German homeland, T/5 Okubo saw smoke rising from a tank that had been hit and destroyed by the Germans. Since the armor-protected tanks led the way for the infantrymen, the burning ruins were far forward of most friendly support, and dangerously close to the enemy. While small arms fire rained around him, he ran more than 75 yards into the fusillade to remove a wounded crewman from the burning tank, and carried him to safety. The commanding officers of the 442d recommended the brave medic for the Medal of Honor for his repeated efforts in the face of fierce enemy fire, to rescue and treat the wounded. They were told that, as a non-combatant medic, T/5 Okubo was not eligible for the Medal of Honor. Believing the Silver Star was the highest award for which the brave soldier was eligible; they submitted him for what is our Nation's third highest combat decoration. After the war James Okubo returned home, eventually becoming a dentist in Detroit.
When a review of the Asian Americans awarded the Distinguished Service Cross was undertaken in the 1990s to determine which should possibly be upgraded to the Medal of Honor, 21 were selected. To that group was added one additional hero. Under separate legislation James Okubo's Silver Star was upgraded, and the Medal of Honor presented to his family. Dr. Okubo had died in an automobile accident 33 years earlier.

Meanwhile, there would be no showers for the weary Nisei. A determined enemy had halted their advance into the houses below the hill.

Though the incessant rain had turned into snow on the day of the Lost Battalion's rescue, the snow had been a wet, slushy snow that quickly melted. The first serious snowfall in the Vosges occurred on November 7th. Company I continued to push forward though the entire company that had numbered 205 at the beginning of the push had, even with replacements, dwindled to only 34 riflemen. Though each of the 442d's three regiments were assigned four infantry companies as well as a headquarters company, all three regiments were barely at the strength of a single company. The Purple Heart Battalion that numbered 1,432 a little more than a year earlier when the full-strength battalion had landed in Italy, now numbered only 239 infantrymen, commanded by 21 officers. The Second Battalion was largest, numbering 316 riflemen with 17 officers. Not a single company in the Third Battalion had as many as 100 riflemen. The entire regiment had less than 800 soldiers.

The 2d Battalion's Company G had a total of 87 men and 5 officers. For three days the soldiers had fought their way across the ridge, unable to dislodge the well-fortified enemy. Each day men fell, hidden mines and booby traps exploded, the enemy dropped more artillery, and soldiers suffered. On November 7th Private First Class Joe M. Nishimoto had had enough. The slightly built, mild mannered young infantryman from California turned into a one-man army. Though he was only a Pfc, due to the loss of so many men, Joe Nishimoto was acting as an assistant squad leader. First he crawled through an enemy mine field to destroy one machinegun nest with a grenade.

Upon locating a second enemy position, he circled it to approach from the rear. His submachine gun spitting fire, he advanced on the startled Germans, killing one and wounding the second. Even when enemy soldiers tried to withdraw from the fearless soldiers onslaught, he refused to quit...chasing until he either destroyed them or forced them so far into the forest they could no longer be a threat to his men. Before concluding his one-man campaign to win the war in the Vosges that day, he wiped out still another enemy machinegun, chasing the enemy from their position. For his actions PFC Joe M. Nishomoto would be subsequently awarded the Distinguished Service Cross.

On November 9th, the 442d was finally ordered back. The soldiers had been in the field since October 15th with only the 1-2 day respite afforded them at Belmont on October 24-25 prior to the mission to rescue the Lost Battalion. When the Go For Broke Regiment had been attached to the 36th Infantry on October 13, 1944, the unit had been at full strength with 2,943 riflemen and officers. From the beginning of the first battles for Breyeres until the unit was relieved near La Houissiere 24 days later, 140 brave soldiers were killed in action, more than 1800 wounded, and 43 were missing in action. Two days later, Veterans Day, General Dahlquist ordered the men of the 442d RCT to stand formation, during which he intended to recognize the men for their accomplishments. Afterwards the Chaplains would conduct a memorial service to honor those who had fallen in battle. As the general approached the small formation he was at first upset to see such a small gathering. "I want ALL your soldiers to stand for this formation," he told Lieutenant Colonel Miller of the 442d. The response:

"This is all there is!"
Soon afterwards the 100th Battalion began preparing to move south. Meanwhile, on November 13th after less than four days rest, the 2d and 3d Battalions were again committed to combat. Compared to the hell the soldiers had just left, their return to the field for four days was a tolerable interruption of their recuperation period. It was not without casualties. On November 15th PFC Joe Nishimoto was killed in action, never to wear the DSC earned a week earlier, or to know it was upgraded 56 years later to the Medal of Honor. And, though not as severe as the previous weeks, there were others.

It would take months for the unit to rebuild to effective fighting strength. On November 19th General Dahlquist spoke of the Combat Team’s five weeks with his division:

"The courage, steadfastness, and willingness of your officers and men were equal to any ever displayed by United States troops. Every man of the (36th Infantry) Division joins me in our best personal regards and good wishes to every member of your command, and we hope that we may be honored again by having you as a member of our Division."

With those words General Dahlquist relinquished command the 442d Regimental Combat Team. What remained of the Regiment was to be attached to the 44th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade with a mission to guard the Franco-Italian border. Compared to the hell the regiment left behind in the Vosges, it would be an almost five month "R & R" (Rest and Recuperation). There would still be casualties, more than 60 in the first 90 days in southern France. But as the Go For Broke Regiment left behind a Vosges campaign that had earned the unit an unprecedented FIVE Presidential Unit Citations in 21 days, it was a welcomed reprieve. For the men of the 442d it became known as

"The Champagne Campaign"

**December, 1944**

**South France**

It was almost Christmas and the sun warmed the Mediterranean and the hillsides along the French Riviera. From high above a small, sheltered bay a soldier from the 442d looked out across the distant range of the Alps, then back to the bright waters of the sea. The Go For Broke Regiment had finally been assigned some "pretty choice“ duty.

From Switzerland to the north, the Alps ran down the western border of France, separating its boundaries from neighboring Italy. The 442d had been tasked with patrolling an 18-mile stretch from the coast northward. It was not without hazard; Nisei encountered enemy patrols from time to time. But it was certainly a whole different way to fight a war than what the weary soldiers had experienced in the Vosges. During the entire month of December, twenty members of the 442d were killed in action, which when compared to 140 KIAs in 21 days in the Vosges, was quite preferable.
The 100th Battalion had arrived first, snatching the prime job of patrolling near Nice on the French Riviera. Third Battalion had been assigned further north near Sospel, with Second Battalion going into the high mountains of the Alps. New replacements were arriving almost daily, as well as badly needed resupply.

The lookout chuckled to himself as he thought of the latter. Going into the Rhineland Campaign (the official title for the Vosges Mountains actions), the 442d had not had any winter clothing. A requisition had been sent in for winter wear and other clothing for the Nisei. Finally some of the supplies had caught up to the quickly moving regiment: raincoats and clean underwear. When the men opened the boxes containing raincoats they found labels inside reading "WAC" (Women's Army Corps). Due the small stature of the Nisei as compared to other GIs, the Army Quartermasters had resorted to the women's wear to find small enough raincoats for the men battling in the Vosges. When it is cold outside, you take what you can get, and the Nisei had bundled against the elements in the WAC raincoats without any sense of embarrassment. The clean underwear would have to wait. None of them would wear the panties that had arrived in boxes marked "shorts".

As the lookout chuckled to himself, he noticed a sudden flash of light on the waters of the bay. It was a reflection unlike the normal reflection from the sea. He shifted his position and peered more closely through the binoculars. It looked like a large whale might be floating on the surface. The lookout peered more closely through the binoculars and the "whale" began to take a more distinct shape. It was a small, two-man German submarine. Quickly he radioed his report back to headquarters, which dispatched a squad armed with 50 caliber machine guns and trench mortars.

The submarine seemed to be floundering in the bay, its crew struggling with mechanical difficulties, as the Nisei began a fifteen-minute attack on the submersible. In the face of the American attack, the two enemy soldiers guided their vessel to the sandy beach and surrendered. The submarine and its two submariners were handed over to the Navy. Less than a year later the story was related in a column in the San Francisco Chronicle. Reporter Robert O'Brien indicated "The 442d Regimental Combat Team is probably the only infantry unit in history to capture an enemy submarine."

It wasn't all work for the Go For Broke team. Passes were dispersed liberally. Certainly the brave soldiers of the 442d had earned some respite. It was a brief interlude that allowed them to rebuild the Team, heal their bodies, and push horrible memories of the Vosges into the back of their subconscious. Of course, the best sites in
Southern France were restricted, but there has never been a war-weary GI that would let an "Off Limits" sign keep him from attractions like Monaco.

Amid the juggling act between mountain patrols and parties in the city, the Nisei even found time to become sympathetic to Southern France's innocent victims of World War II. As Christmas approached the men of 2d Battalion decorated a Christmas tree in the town square of one small French city, then invited the residents to join them in a holiday celebration. After a time of singing Christmas carols and sharing their own holiday spirit with the local citizens, the GIs started handing out Christmas gifts to the children. Each man had given a week's rations to accumulate the candy and gifts they shared so freely with others.

Back in the United States, newspapers and magazines were beginning to relate the tale of the rescue of the Lost Battalion just weeks before. The 442d gained a National attention few military units ever achieved. Decorated veterans, wounded beyond further service were returning home and providing visual evidence of the courage and sacrifices of the Japanese-Americans of the 442d, as well as those serving in the Pacific in other units. One would be led to believe that such high praise for the tremendous sacrifice of the Nisei would have a positive impact. While it did in many areas, prejudice dies hard. In January, 1945 the American Legion Post in Hood River Oregon removed the names of 16 Nisei servicemen, including one who had earned the Bronze Star Medal and another killed in action in the Philippines, from its honor roll of Veterans. And such acts of prejudice and hatred were not limited only to Oregon. Despite the sacrifice, many Americans refused to recognize the courage of our Japanese citizens.

Others however, began to deal with their irrational fears and prejudice. Collier's magazine blasted the act in Oregon calling it "tops in blind hatred". In the spring of 1944 Mary Masuda had returned to her home in Talbert, California from the relocation center in Gila. On May 4th a group of local men made a late night visit to terrorize her, warning that if she did not leave she might be physically injured. Frightened, she quickly departed. Then, in December the Army announced the award of the Distinguished Service Cross to Mary's brother Staff Sergeant Kazuo Masuda who had heroically sacrificed his life in Italy. Mary and her family were encouraged to return home to receive his award in a very public ceremony. The award was presented by General "Vinegar Joe" Stillwell who made his thoughts on such prejudice quickly clear:

"The Nisei bought an awful big hunk of America with their blood. You're damn right those Nisei boys have a place in American heart, now and forever. And I say we soldiers ought to form a pickax club to protect Japanese Americans who fought the war with us. Any time we see a barfly commando picking on these kids or discriminating against them, we ought to bang him over the head with a pickax. I'm willing to be a charter member. We cannot allow a single injustice to be done to the Nisei without defeating the purposes for which we fought."

General Joseph Stillwell

They didn't call the big American General "Vinegar Joe" for no reason.

Back in south France Lieutenant Colonel James M. Hanley was more tactful but he still got his point across.

LTC Hanley was commander of the 2d Battalion, 442d Regimental Combat Team and a veteran of the fierce battles of the Vosges. As he relaxed with his men in southern France he had occasional opportunities to connect to his home via the receipt of his hometown newspaper. One day as he perused a copy of the Mandan Daily Pioneer from his home town of Mandan, North Dakota he was both hurt and stunned by a comment in Editor Charles F. Pierce's column that read, "A squib in a paper makes the statement that there are some good Jap-Americans in this country but it didn't say where they are buried." On March 10th he scribbled off a reply that was printed 21 days later. It read:
Dear Charlie:

Just received the Pioneer of Jan. 20 and noted the paragraph enclosed.

Yes, Charlie, I know where there are some GOOD Japanese Americans--there are some 5000 of them in this unit. They are American soldiers--and I know where some of them are buried. I wish I could show you some of them, Charlie. I remember one Japanese American. He was walking ahead of me in a forest in France. A German shell took the right side of his face off. I recall another boy; an 88 had been trying to get us for some time--finally got him. When they carried him out on a stretcher the bloody meat from the middle of the thighs hung down over the end of the stretcher and dragged in the dirt--the bone parts were gone.

I recall a sergeant--a Japanese American if you will--who had his back blown in two--what was he doing? Why, he was only lying on top of an officer who had been wounded, to protect him from shell fragments during a barrage.

I recall one of my boys who stopped a German counterattack single-handed. He fired all his BAR ammunition, picked a German rifle, emptied that--used a German Luger pistol he had taken from a prisoner.**

I wish I could tell you the number of Japanese Americans who have died in this unit alone.

I wish the boys in the "Lost Battalion" could tell you what they think of Japanese Americans.

I wish that all the troops we have fought beside could tell you what they know.

The marvel is, Charlie, that these boys fight at all--they are good soldiers in spite of the type of racial prejudice shown by your paragraph.

I know it makes a good joke--but it is the kind of joke that prejudice thrives upon. It shows a lack of faith in the American ideal. Our system is supposed to make good Americans out of anyone--it certainly has done it in the case of these boys.

You, the Hood River Legion post, Hearst (newspapers) and a few others make one wonder just what we are fighting for. I hope it isn't racial prejudice.

Come over here, Charlie, I'll show you where "some good Japanese Americans" are buried.

J. M. Hanley,
HQ. 442d INF. APO 758

It was the dedication of the Nisei themselves that proved the loyalty and patriotism of our Nation's Japanese-American citizens. Men like General Stillwell and Lieutenant Colonel Hanley did their best to point this fact out. Little by little the United States grew to truly appreciate the sacrifice of some of our Nation's bravest sons. Colonel Hanley would have been proud to note that, though it would take 56 years, one day the last vestiges of that prejudice would disappear and one of the soldiers he had spoken of in his letter would live to see the President hang the Medal of Honor around his neck.

Rudolph Davila (Center) and **George Sakato (Right) at Arlington just prior to being presented the Medal of Honor.
Even as Lieutenant Colonel Hanley was mailing his letter home, the period of rest was coming to an end for the men of the 442d Regimental Combat Team. In Italy General Mark Clark wanted his Japanese-American unit back. They would return to some of the bitterest fighting yet. The Regiment's 522d Field Artillery would be spared the horrors of the last bitter campaign in Italy's Po Valley. Before the rest of the Regiment shipped out to Italy, the artillery unit was sent back up the Rhine Valley to join the 63d Division in their assault on the Siegfried Line.

From March 12 - 21 the unit gave fire support to the 63d. In the last week of March the Artillery Battalion crossed the Rhine River to provide support to the 4th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop, then the famed 101st Airborne. On April 26th the regiment crossed the Danube with the 4th Infantry Division. During the period the unit supported seven different army divisions, fired more than 150,000 rounds on the enemy, and served in the post-war occupation army of Austria. It would be many months before the Nisei artillerymen would be reunited with their brothers. Before that reunion the rest of the 442d would make a final visit into a nightmare of combat on foreign shores.

For the men of the 522d Field Artillery, the pathway to victory in Europe led to an entirely different kind of nightmare...one perhaps, even worse than combat.
“Final Victory”

On March 28, 1945 the 100th/442d Regimental Combat Team departed France to return to Italy. The unit had been brought back to regimental strength through the arrival of replacements throughout the winter. For the men who had been with the Team since the early days...those who had survived the Vosges...upon arrival near Pisa it was almost as if time had stood still during the Team’s absence. Very little had changed.

In the previous campaign the 100th/442d had joined the Fifth Army in the bitter battle to secure the western coast of Italy, digging out the well-fortified enemy emplacements on the western ridges of the high Appenine Mountains. From the 100th Infantry Battalion's landing at Salerno on September 26, 1943 to the movement of the reunited Combat Team into France a year later, the Nisei had fought their way past Rome to secure the area from Pisa to Florence south of the Arno River. Prior to their departure for the campaign in the Vosges, the Team had crossed the Arno River to battle German soldiers all along the area south of the Gothic Line. Upon their return, the Go For Broke Regiment found the Allied advance on the western coast of northern Italy still stalled before the formidable Gothic Line. Throughout the winter the enemy had built up their forces, reinforced their positions, and strengthened their hold in the high mountains.

The Allied campaign to push the Germans out of Italy had been a veritable coalition of wide National and ethnic diversity. The British Eighth Army had battled along the eastern slopes of the Apennines, the Canadians had liberated Ravenna and a New Zealand unit had battled its way into Senio. Polish soldiers had fought valiantly throughout the campaign, most notably in the struggle to take Monte Cassino, an effort that almost wiped out an entire Polish battalion. French Moroccan Goums became renown for their fierce fighting, the 8th Indian Division supported the United States Fifth Army, and the Brazilian Corps of 25,000 soldiers entered the battle for Italy in August 1944. The American Fifth Army also included the 92d Division, the all-black American Army unit.

The battle for northern Italy had continued for these Allies through the winter of 1944-45 while the 442d had fought valiantly in the Vosges, then assumed their border patrols in Southern France. Late in 1944 General Mark Clark was appointed to command the 15th Army Group and command of the Fifth Army had fallen to General Lucian Truscott. While the advance had stalled along the Gothic Line, General Clark began developing a plan to crush enemy resistance by ordering the Fifth Army in a bold frontal assault on the Gothic Line while simultaneously moving the Eight Army westward from Bologna to trap the fleeing enemy and crush them near the Po River. Meanwhile, German Field Marshall Kesselring swiftly moved 4 divisions westward to bouy up his heavy fortifications north and west of the Gothic Line. Using more than 15,000 slave-laborers, the Germans created more than 2,000 well-fortified machinegun nests, observation posts, and fighting positions to repel any attempt to breach the Gothic Line.
The early months of 1945 provided a brief respite for the weary Allied troops, as clandestine meetings were held at the highest military levels in neighboring Switzerland. There were rumors of a German surrender and in March top aides to both the Allied and Axis forces met in the Sunrise negotiations. Even as it seemed the war might end without further bloodshed to breach the Gothic Line, General Mark Clark continued to plan his offensive as an alternative. To spearhead the drive along the western coast, General Clark turned to the soldiers that had successfully taken every barrier they had been assigned in Italy. On March 28th the 442d Regimental Combat Team left France to take up positions near Pisa, an area they had left 6 months earlier. Their redeployment below the Gothic line was a closely guarded military secret. When the last hopes of a negotiated surrender by the Germans fell through on April 1st, General Clark launched his offensive.

On the night of April 1st British commandos along the eastern coast began raids near Lake Comacchio bordering the Adriatic. The move on the eastern side of the Gothic line drew swift attention to the flank, allowing the Eight Army to prepare for their assault across the Senio River that ran eastward from the Apennines to the Adriatic. While the Eighth Army was assaulting the right side of the Gothic Line, the Fifth Army was preparing to assault on the left.

Rising up from the Ligurian Sea, a series of high mountains spread inland to provide a natural barrier to the advance northward towards Massa. They also provided rugged concealment for the well-entrenched enemy. Each mountaintop led to the next, each higher than the one before. First were Georgia, then Florida, Ohio 1, Ohio 2, Ohio 3, Mount Cerreta and Mount Folgorita. Just inland from Massa were three more major mountaintops critical to control of the area, Mount Belvedere, Mount Carchio, and the dominant inland peak of the 3000-foot high Mount Altissimo. Breaking through the Gothic Line would require taking each mountain in turn, all the while under fire from the large coastal guns at La Spezia.

As darkness fell on April 3rd the 100th Battalion was moving quietly into the small town of Vallechiov below the high tops of Georgia and Florida. Third Battalion moved by truck to the flank, using the cover of the dark night to silently traverse up the valley facing Azzano to the east of Mount Cerreta. Men slipped and fell beneath backpacks laden with supplies and ammunition as the Nisei forged through the darkness, never breaking silence. The following day the two battalions, still maintaining strict silence, positioned themselves for the first day of the renewed offensive. The Purple Heart Battalion relieved the 371st Infantry at Florida, the Third Battalion positioning itself near Mount Folgorita and Mount Carchio. As the calendar turned to the opening day of April 5th, the Germans still had no idea that the Japanese-American soldiers they had come to fear a year before, now lay hidden below their mountaintop fortifications. Before daylight dawned, they would be awakened to the sudden realization that the Go For Broke Regiment was back in Italy, ready to break through their venerable Gothic Line and put an end to the stalemate that had gone on for months. At 0500 the order was given to the Nisei of the Purple Heart Battalion to attack.

"The Gothic Line was about to be Broken"
Sadao had been born in Los Angeles shortly after his parents emigrated from Japan, and the family quickly became Americanized. Sadao and his two brothers and sisters had heard stories of Japan from their parents, who frequently reminded their children how fortunate they were to be raised in the United States with its freedom and liberty. Then, when Sadao was only 18 years old, his father had died leaving the young man to assume the responsibilities for the Munemori household. Young Sadao had worked hard as an auto mechanic in his native Los Angeles to support the family. The following year Pearl Harbor was attacked. Outraged, young Sadao Munemori tried to enlist in the Army. He was rejected because of his parentage. Then, to further darken the young American's future, the country his parents had always praised for its freedoms, took away the liberty of the Munemori family. The family lost almost everything, allowed only to carry a few items to their new "home"...the Manzinar relocation camp. When finally the success of the 100th Infantry Battalion convinced the War Department to seek volunteers for an all Japanese-American military unit, Sadao had quickly volunteered.

Pfc Munemori watched for ten minutes as the heavy American artillery rounds pounded Georgia Hill, the thunder of their explosive force reverberating through the valley below. In their fortified positions, the enemy took cover from the fierce shelling. At 0500 the artillery fire began to cease. As the enemy tried to regroup they were faced with a sight they had not expected to see. Hundreds of Japanese-American soldiers were making a frontal assault on the hilltop the Germans had held for months. The Go For Broke Regiment had returned to Italy, and their presence was no longer a secret.

Quickly the enemy began to recover from the shelling to rain machinegun fire on the advancing Nisei, interspersed with occasional grenades. As Company A attacked, PFC Munemori watched his squad leader fall, wounded by a German grenade. The Private First Class took control of the squad, leading them through the enemy's protective minefield to within 30 yards of the first machinegun nest. Then the Germans turned their machineguns on the advancing squad. Quickly the men, many of them replacements tasting combat for the first time, dived for the protection of the craters the earlier artillery barrage had created on the hilltop. Pressing their bodies firmly into the dirt, the continuous fire from two enemy gun emplacements had them pinned down and at the mercy of the enemy.
Checking his own supply of ordinance, PFC Munemori grabbed grenades from a couple of his men, arming himself for a one-man assault. Moving within 15 yards of the enemy as lethal missiles of death rained around him, the 22-year old combat veteran threw his first grenade, then another, and another. In all, the brave Nisei managed to lob six grenades, destroying both enemy machinegun nests.

The immediate threat destroyed, the Pfc began to work his way back to his squad of men huddled in their shell holes. Other machinegun nests opened fire as he moved back, and enemy soldiers began throwing grenades. As Pfc Sadao Munemori reached his men he felt something hard slam into his helmet, then fall to the ground inside the shell hole where two of his soldiers waited. Quickly the young Nisei dove on top of the grenade, covering it with his body as it detonated. Beside him, two soldiers survived because of the young hero's sacrifice.

All along the slopes of Georgia, other soldiers of the Purple Heart Battalion pressed the assault. Half an hour later the shooting began to die down...the enemy routed. In half an hour the Purple Heart Battalion had taken Georgia Hill, the opening steps in the month-long campaign to end the war in Italy.

To the northeast, 3rd Battalion had spent the previous night climbing towards Mount Folgorita. There would be no rest for, after the all-night hike, at 0600 hours Company L launched the attack on its objectives. The enemy alerted the coastal batteries at La Spezia and German artillery and mortars began to create a curtain between the Nisei and the well-fortified Germans. Heedless of the explosions that ripped the mountainside, the Nisei pressed forward, often engaging the enemy in hand-to-hand combat. Meanwhile Company K, reinforced by an M Company mortar platoon, began a bold, daylight climb towards the crest of Mount Folgorita. From their high vantage point on Mount Altissimo, the enemy rained effective mortar fire on the brave Nisei. Seventeen young Nisei were killed, eighty-three wounded. Still the company pressed their attack, destroying one enemy stronghold after another.

As the exhausted, battle-weary Nisei settled in for the night, they knew that some of the worst was yet to come. That very night the Germans launched a counter-attack on the Purple Heart Battalion in a strong effort to retake their strategic positions. Despite the fact that the men had been nearly two days without sleep, they fought back valiantly and repulsed the enemy.

The attack of the Combat Team had caught the Germans totally unprepared. The secret arrival of the Nisei had been well guarded. The sudden appearance of the Japanese-American unit had stunned the enemy, both by its presence on the Gothic Line as well as by the ferocity of its fighting men. In the first day the Germans lost 30 men killed in action, more wounded or captured. Perhaps more importantly, they had lost a dozen well-fortified bunkers, 17 machineguns, and three big 75mm howitzers.

In the darkness the Nisei pondered their own losses as well, 100 casualties for Company K alone. Stories of the heroism of the day also passed among the exhausted soldiers, giving them new resolve. Stories like that of PFC Henry Arao who had single-handedly knocked out two enemy machinegun nests, one after crawling through a minefield. And the story of the young Pfc from Los Angeles who lost everything in an American relocation camp to come to Italy and fight for the Nation that had once disowned him, ultimately giving his own life to save the lives of his men. The story of Sadao Munemori could not be ignored. If indeed there was still racial prejudice in the American military that prevented the Japanese-American soldiers from receiving their Nation's highest award for military valor, that prejudice was silenced by Munemori's valiant spirit. Two years almost to the day later, on April 7, 1947, a quiet but dignified ceremony was held to honor an American hero. On that day Sadao Munemori's mother accepted his Medal of Honor. For 56 years it would remain the only Medal of Honor awarded to a Japanese-American for heroism in World War II. (Sadao Munemori's Medal of Honor is now on public display at the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C.)
April 6, 1945

With the dawn of April 6th the soldiers of the 442d continued to press the attack. By mid-day the Nisei had secured the area all the way from Georgia to Mount Folgorita. Only Ohio 1, 2 and 3 remained with any measured resistance, much of the enemy now cut off from the rest of their command. Throughout the day American artillery pounded the last defenders, effectively nullifying their impact on the advance through the mountains.

Meanwhile, Company L assaulted and took control of Mount Cerreta and Company F and Company I took control of Mount Carchio in the shadow of Mount Belvedere and Mount Altissimo. The latter were the only remaining major enemy positions between the Nisei and a complete breach of the Gothic Line.

Company F had been able to lend their assistance to 3d Battalion's I Company at Mount Cerreta because the 2d Battalion was already in the area. While the fighting had raged on the ridgelines from Georgia to Mount Folgorita, the Second Battalion had been positioning itself for the assault on the all-important Mount Belvedere overlooking Massa and the Frigido River. Limited action on April 6th gave way to the full-scale assault on April 7th. It would culminate two days of combat to roust the crack Kesselring Machine Gun Battalion and the effort to break open the Po Valley campaign. In three days the 442d Regimental Combat Team would end a stalemate that had existed for the entire six months they had been gone.

April 7, 1945

Mount Belvedere was the one remaining major obstacle facing the advance of the 442d, and 2nd Battalion attacked from the heights of Mount Folgorita with a vengeance. As seemed to be the modus operandi for the entire effort to move up the coastline, the Nisei had spent the previous night hiking up mountain trails to get into position, and then already exhausted and without sleep, they attacked at dawn. One unfamiliar with the terrain might envision a series of individual mountains among the dominant peaks stretching along the Gothic Line. In actual fact, it was more a series of peaks along a continuous ridgeline, each separated by a low-lying saddle. The approaches varied from dense forests to dangerous open expanses of loose shale. Embedded on all approaches were the hidden, well-fortified machinegun nests of the crack Kesselring Battalion.

Darting from boulder to boulder, the 2nd Battalion advanced on the Germans entrenched on Mount Belvedere. Mortar fire began to fall among the ranks of the Nisei as the enemy struggled to hold their last bastion in the chain of mountains that sheltered Massa and the Frigido River. Company F was moving forward when three enemy emplacements opened up on one of its platoons in a deadly crossfire that halted the advance and sent the men seeking cover. Huddled among the rocks, the scattered Nisei were at the mercy of the enemy fire, unable to move in any direction. Unless something dramatic happened soon, the enemy would be able to drop accurate mortar fire on the embattled platoon while the machineguns kept them pinned in position.

Technical Sergeant Yukio Okutsu watched the deadly fire criss-cross the hillside, lethal missiles of hot lead reaching out to kill his men. Slowly he began to crawl towards the first enemy position, moving within 30 yards. Then he rose up, throwing two grenades. The enemy gun fell silent, the men who had manned it dead. Sergeant Okutsu moved on. Locating the position of the second gun, he darted from rock to rock, and then hugged the barren ground to crawl from one vantage point to the next. Again he rose up to throw a well-aimed grenade in the direction of the enemy. The second position fell silent, two of its gunners wounded. The remaining enemy quickly surrendered. A third position continued to rain a torrent of death on the Nisei. Bullets ricocheted off the hard shale of the hillside as Sergeant Okutsu continued his one-man assault. His men watched his onslaught in amazement, rendering what cover fire they could. Suddenly the brave sergeant staggered from the impact of a hard blow to the head. As Okutsu staggered, his men could hear the sound of the impact on his helmet. Fortunately, the round was deflected by the steel pot and, recovering quickly, Sergeant Okutsu rushed the enemy position with his submachine gun spitting fire. Under the unremitting charge, the enemy withdrew. Sergeant Okutsu's men were
spared, able to rise up and move forward.

The Nisei of the 2d Battalion spent the day going head-to-head with the fortified positions of some of Germany's finest machine gunners. In the end, it was the brave American soldiers who prevailed. The Kesselring Machine Gun Battalion was, for all practical purposes, not only nullified...but destroyed.

April 8, 1945

The secret return of the 442d Regimental Combat Team was certainly no longer a secret; the valiant unit had made an astonishingly quick and successful assault on the Gothic Line, and broken it. The two-day offensive left the German forces stunned, survivors pulling back in a hasty and poorly organized withdrawal. The April 8th issue of Stars and Stripes told the story under a headline that read:

THE 45th's ATTACK SPEARHEADED BY 442 NISEI REGIMENT

"They (the 442d) remained within carefully guarded bivouac areas until last Wednesday. Then under cover of darkness, they moved into the line, and hid within mountain villages until the attack was launched. German prisoners said they had been caught completely by surprise."

Stars And Stripes

So swiftly had the Nisei taken their objectives, it was often hard for the supply line behind them to keep up with the advancing soldiers on the front line. While 2d Battalion had been assaulting Mount Belvedere the previous day, 3d Battalion's Company K had been moving so swiftly they had actually moved beyond their initial enemy-held objective. Turning back, they approached their assigned position from the rear, catching the enemy unprepared and quickly capturing 20 of them.

The battle was still far from over. Pockets of resistance still confronted the advancing Nisei in the days that followed. But the Allies now controlled Highway 1 along Italy’s western coastline. Needed supplies flowed quickly and freely northward from Pisa to Massa. The soldiers of the 442d pressed their advantage, liberating the Italian towns at a rate of two or three a day. Within three days of the opening assault they had taken the high ground around Massa, opened Highway 1 from Pisa to Massa, and continued to push the enemy off their vaunted Gothic Line. For the following five days the Team continued to fight, taking the towns of Montignoso, Altagnana and Pariana. The latter was a small village to which the survivors of the Kesselring Machine Gun Battalion had withdrawn. All day and into the night, 2d Battalion's E and F Companies took the battle to the 150 survivors of the infamous German battalion. By April 10th, of the 150 enemy trapped in the village, 65 were killed and 62 were captured. Twelve enemy mortars and 8 enemy machineguns were taken as well in the fierce fighting.

Without a pause, the 442d pushed onward past Massa and towards Carrara, half a mile past the Frigido River. Carrera fell quickly as the enemy retreat turned into a rout. The following day the towns of Gragnana and Sorgnano were taken, almost without a shot. By Thursday, April the twelfth, Highway 1 was opened from Massa to Carrara, and it seemed nothing would stop the invincible Nisei. But that was the day before...

FRIDAY THE 13th

Second Battalion had moved five miles north of Carrara, passing by the towns of Gragnana and Castelpoggio and chasing the fleeing enemy. Unknown to the Nisei, from high atop Mount Pizzacuto, the Germans could plainly view the advance of the American Soldiers below. Just as Second Battalion reached the base of the mountain the German gunfire opened fire. The battalion was quickly pinned down, as was the Purple Heart Battalion slightly a mile behind them. The advance halted and casualties began to mount. The enemy had been retreating in disarray, but it became quickly apparent that the war in Italy wasn't over yet.
The heavy enemy coastal guns at La Spezia pounded both American battalions, also dropping heavy artillery on 3d Battalion, which was being held in reserve at Carrara. For the Americans there was no friendly heavy fire support. So quickly had the Go For Broke Regiment advanced, their supporting artillery could not keep up with them. Under cover of darkness that night, Company B slipped quietly into Castelpoggia to support the 2d Battalion's command group. Meanwhile, also during the night, the Allied artillery moved its big guns forward to lend support.

As dawn broke the skies on April 14th, the Germans sent a battalion to attack Castelpoggia. They were caught unprepared by the developments of the dark hours of the previous night. In the bitter fighting that followed the enemy was thrown back with many casualties. The Nisei suffered five of their own comrades killed in action, five more wounded. But the Americans had held.

In the week that followed the Allied advance continued at a furious pace. On April 17th the Germans destroyed their railroad guns at La Spezia, pulling back to concentrate their forces in and around Aulla in the Po Valley. For three days the enemy continued to destroy their fortifications to keep them from falling to the Allies, while pulling all their manpower into a tight "last ditch defense" of Aulla. To take Aulla the Nisei battled their way over Mount Pizzaculo and Mount Grugola stretching along the coast from Castelpoggia to Aulla. Along the way they entered the small town of San Terenzo. From there the attacks would be launched to take Aulla, Task Force Fukuda (consisting of Companies B and F) sweeping in from the coast, the 100th and 3d Battalions attacking from the inland side. In their path loomed the towering heights of Mount Nebbione southeast of Aulla, the last high ground to protect the Germans fighting for survival in Italy.

On April 19th, 2nd and 3d Battalions assaulted Mount Nebbione. After a day of fierce fighting, the enemy held and the Nisei pulled back to recover and plan for a renewed effort. On their flank the 100th was lending support by taking the town of Marciaso and Posterla. Next in line for the Purple Heart Battalion was Colle Musatello. The order to attack came early on the evening of April 20th.

**April 21, 1945**

Lieutenant Daniel Inouye positioned his rifle team for the assault in the early morning darkness. With the first rays of sunshine, his rifle platoon would join two others in the assault on the heavily defended ridge that was Colle Musatello. Lieutenant Inouye and his men had faced far too many ridges like this in the previous weeks, but today things were different. The 20-year old Nisei officer had an eerie feeling something bad was about to happen.

Daniel Inouye had trained with the 442d at Camp Shelby, shipped out with the Team to Europe, and landed with it nearly a year earlier at Naples. Promoted enroute to buck sergeant, he was transferred to the 100th Infantry Battalion as a replacement, and had fought through the first drive north to the Arno River. He had survived war in the Vosges, missing the Rescue of the Lost Battalion only because he had been pulled back to headquarters for a field promotion to lieutenant. By the time he got back to his men, the rescue was completed. His platoon had been cut in half by the horrible fighting, and Lieutenant Inouye began the arduous task of rebuilding his part of the Go For Broke Team.
Lieutenant Inouye had seen nine months of combat, and had served with pride and honor...remembering the words of his father the day he had left to begin training with the 442d:

"Son, you know what 'on' means?"
"Yes, father."
"The Inouyes have a great 'on' for America. It has been good to us. And now it is you who must try to return the goodness. You are my first son, and you are very precious to your mother and to me, but you must do what must be done. If it is necessary, you must be ready to....to..."
"I know, Papa. I understand."
"Son, Do not bring dishonor on our name."

("On" is a Japanese colloquialism, very deep in the Japanese culture. It requires that when one man is aided by another, he incurs a debt that is never canceled, one that must be repaid at every opportunity.) From Daniel Inouye's Autobiography

As the first rays of sunlight began breaking through the morning skies, Lieutenant Inouye still couldn't shake his uneasy feeling. He put his hand to the breast pocket of his uniform again, feeling nothing. And that was the problem. Throughout nine months of combat, he had always felt the hard shape of two silver dollars in that pocket. One was cracked, the other bent...but the enemy bullet that had damaged the two coins was halted and had left only a dark bruise on the flesh over his heart. Had it not been for the two coins, Lieutenant Inouye would have been killed in the battlefields of France. From the moment the two silver dollars saved his life, the Nisei officer had carried them in the same pocket through every campaign, through every battle. The previous day, somehow, they had fallen out. Well into the night he had searched in vain to find them. Now, with the order to attack, their absence sent a foreboding sense of disaster to his young mind.

Realizing how irrational his regard for the two "lucky charms" was, Lieutenant Inouye prepared his men for the assault. Two other rifle platoons would attack Colle Musatello from the front, Lieutenant Inouye's 3d platoon moving in on the left flank. At the first sounds of gunfire from the other two platoons, Inouye led his own men forward.

At first it seemed the feelings of impending disaster had been foolish. Lieutenant Inouye skillfully led his men forward and, despite heavy opposition, quickly overcame every enemy position. Third platoon met and quickly defeated an enemy patrol, captured a mortar position, and moved within 40 yards of the main defensive force the Germans had emplaced on Colle Musatello. So well had the attack been coordinated by third platoon, it was in position to attack the main fortifications while first and second platoons were still struggling to make their way through enemy defenses further down the ridge. Almost within grenade range of the enemy, Lieutenant Inouye had to make a decision. Either his men could take shelter and wait for the other two platoons, Inouye led his own men forward.

Lieutenant Inouye didn't order his men forward. He led them forward. Rising, the platoon began their assault on the last German stronghold, Lieutenant Inouye well out in front of them. Three enemy machineguns began spitting lethal death at the advancing Nisei, pressing them to take cover. Alone in advance of his men, Lieutenant Inouye took a grenade from his belt and rose up to throw it. As he did, he felt a powerful blow to his side. Ignoring the pain, he counted down three seconds and lobbed the lethal orb. As the enemy pulled back from their destroyed position, Lieutenant Inouye stood his ground to cut them down, all the while motioning his men...
forward. When finally they reached Inouye's position, one of them said, "My God, Dan, you're bleeding! Get down and I'll get an aid man." It was only then that the young officer realized he had been shot in the side as he had risen up to throw his grenade.

The other two enemy gun positions continued to rain fire on the Nisei platoon. They had to be destroyed. Ignoring his pain, Lieutenant Inouye forced his body forward, rushing towards the second enemy position. Moments before his legs collapsed from under him, he managed to close in on the second position and throw two more grenades. The second enemy gun fell silent, even as the broken body of Dan Inouye collapsed to the ground.

"Go For Broke", yelled one of the soldiers of Inouye's platoon as the brave Nisei charged headlong into the third enemy machinegun. A curtain of death met them. Heedless of the danger, they pressed forward. Struggling to maintain consciousness, their wounded Lieutenant watched their display of raw courage with great pride and admiration. But raw courage could not shield flesh and blood from the ravages of the hot lead the enemy guns rained on the platoon. The attack faltered, the survivors of Inouye's third platoon forced to pull back and seek cover.

The valiant charge had given the wounded officer more than just an opportunity to observe his men in action. Their assault had monopolized the attention of the enemy in the last machinegun nest. Lieutenant Inouye had used the diversion to great advantage, dragging himself unseen along the enemy flank. Even as the attack faltered, Lieutenant Inouye was close enough. He forced his body, weakened by loss of blood, to respond beyond its limits. He pulled the pin on his last grenade, and then stood to release the spoon and throw it. As he rose, one of the enemy spotted him and quickly fired a rifle grenade at the lone Nisei. There was a horrible explosion and a searing pain in the young lieutenant's arm. When Inouye looked down, his arm was destroyed, hanging in place by only a few stringy tendons. Clutched in the nearly detached hand that could no longer respond to impulses from the brain, was the grenade.

The men of third platoon were horror-struck, rising up to rush to the aid of their commander. "Get back!" Inouye screamed at them. With his one good hand he pried the grenade from the frozen fingers of his useless right and threw it at the enemy. Then, stumbling to his feet and firing his tommy-gun left handed, he continued to advance through the smoke and dust of its explosion to kill all but one of the enemy. The last survivor sent a burst of fire in the direction of the brave lieutenant, advancing fearlessly while the destroyed tissue that had once been an arm, flopped uselessly at his right side. One round hit Lieutenant Inouye in the right leg, halting his advance and sending him rolling down the hillside.

Quickly the men of third platoon rushed to the side of their leader's body. He had been shot in the stomach, the right leg, and his right arm had been destroyed beyond repair. As they reached his side, the young officer gritted his teeth through the pain and ordered, "Get back up that hill! Nobody called off the war." They did, and inspired by their brave lieutenant, they took their position.

April 22, 1945

On the same day that Lieutenant Inouye had lost his two silver dollars, and as Company E was preparing for their assault on Colle Musatello, 3d Battalion had moved within ten miles of Aulla. Company K had attacked along the hillsides above Tendola when enemy machinegun fire halted the advance and left the slopes littered with the bodies of wounded Nisei. Private Joe Hayashi had moved his men within 75 yards of the enemy before they fell to the enemy fire. Despite the heavy enemy fire, Private Hayashi dragged the bodies of his wounded friends downhill and out of harm's way. Then he returned to the center of combat, boldly advancing alone and in full view of the enemy, to direct and adjust supporting mortar fire. When the bombardment began to die down, Private Hayashi took command of what remained of his platoon and led them forward to capture the hilltop. In that action, because of Hayashi's courage in standing openly in the field of battle to direct the fire of the mortar crews, three machinegun nests had been destroyed and 27 enemy soldiers killed.

Throughout the remainder of the 20th and into the following day, while Lieutenant Inouye and the 100th Battalion had battled for control of the San Terenzo area, 3rd Battalion fought to claim each of the hillsides above Tendola. The attack on Tendola itself commenced on April 22nd.
Private Hayashi’s squad was assigned to take a steep hillside above Tendola, a mission not unlike the one two days earlier when the brave infantryman had so distinguished himself. On this day Private Hayashi moved his squad up the steep, terraced hillside to within 100 yards of the enemy. As the Germans opened fire on the advancing Nisei with their heavy machineguns, Private Hayashi crawled forward alone until he was close enough to destroy the enemy position with a well-aimed grenade. While pursuing the enemy that had previously held the position, Hayashi noticed other elements of his platoon being raked by fire from four additional enemy positions. Hayashi lobbed a grenade at the closest, destroying it. Then he crawled to the right flank of another, killing four of the enemy gunners and forcing the remaining enemy to abandon the position. As he attempted to pursue the fleeing enemy soldiers, a burst of machine pistol fire erupted his way. Private Hayashi would become one of the last casualties of the war for the 442nd. When his posthumous award of the Distinguished Service Cross was upgraded to the Medal of Honor 56 years later, his would become the last Medal of Honor action by a member of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, and the last such action by any U.S. Army infantryman on the fields of battle in Europe during World War II.

**Final Victory**

San Terenzo fell on April 23rd, second battalion killing 40 enemy and capturing 135. Meanwhile third battalion finally took Mount Nebbione and Mount Carbolo, and Major Mitsuyoshi Fukuda led his “Task Force Fukuda” to control the important road junction that was the German lifeline to Aulla. Two days later Aulla fell with second battalion and Task Force Fukuda advancing into the town in a pincer movement that cut off all hope for the enemy. In the days that followed, 2d Battalion moved into Alessandra and Asti, the 100th Battalion took Busalla, and 3d Battalion moved in to control Genoa after it had fallen to the Italian Partisans. The Fifth and Eighth Armies continued their advance into the Po Valley where, on April 24-25 Army Air Force First Lieutenant Raymond Knight received the last Medal of Honor of WWII's European theater of operations for his low-level strafing missions over the Po Valley. He was killed in action on the 25th.

On May 2, 1945 the war ended in Italy. On May 6th the Go For Broke Regiment held a memorial service at Novi Liguria near Genoa for its fallen comrades. In all, the regiment had suffered nearly 700 killed in action, 67 missing in action, and nearly 10,000 wounded in action. Three days after the memorial service, Germany surrendered.

**On May 9, 1945 World War II ended in Europe.**
"Before World War II, I entertained some doubt as to the loyalty of American citizens of Japanese ancestry in the event of war with Japan. From my observations during World War II, I no longer have that doubt."

(Admiral Chester W. Nimitz.)

MIS and the Nisei

Ben and Fred Kuroki grew up in the small town of Hershey, Nebraska….population less than 500. When Pearl Harbor was attacked their father called a family conference and urged his sons to enlist in the Army. "America is your country," he told the boys. On December 10th, three days after the opening volley of World War II, the two young Japanese-Americans joined the line of young men at recruiting headquarters in Grand Island, Nebraska. Both were refused enlistment because they were "Japs". Hurt and discouraged, the two young patriots refused to give in to the prejudice that faced them. Two months later they drove to North Platte, where they were finally accepted.

Both young men faced tremendous prejudice as they trained with all white volunteers during basic training in Texas. Shunned by fellow soldiers and permanently assigned to KP duty, Ben Kuroki later described the two of them as "the loneliest soldiers in the U.S. Army." Still, they refused to quit.

For nearly a year before the 100th Infantry Battalion arrived in Europe and began making headlines to echo the valor of the Japanese-American soldier in combat, Sergeant Ben Kuroki flew in the skies over Europe and North Africa. He flew more than the allotted 25 missions, 29 in all, most as a top turret gunner on a B-24 Liberator, including participating in the ill-fated bombing mission over the Ploetsi oil fields. Wounded in his last mission, he returned home with an impressive array of medals including the Distinguished Service Cross. He was featured in Time Magazine, hailed a hero by the War Department, and toured the internment camps as a popular speaker.

In 1944 Ben Kuroki requested assignment with the Army Air Force flying B-29 bombers over Japan. Despite his status as an American hero, he was initially denied. Only after enlisting support from one of his Nebraska senators did he finally get the assignment he sought. By war’s end, Ben Kuroki had flown an incredible 58 bombing missions.

Because of the intense media praise heaped upon the soldiers of the 100th/442d Regimental Combat Team, one might quickly forget that Japanese-Americans fought elsewhere during World War II. While four of the five Masaoka brothers indeed fought with the Nisei Regiment, their fifth brother Henry fought with men of the 101st Airborne Division. (All five of the Masaoka brothers were wounded in action, and Ben Masaoka was killed in action during the rescue of the Lost Battalion. In all, the 5 brothers earned more than 30 combat decorations for their service.) And, scattered throughout other units, were other brave Nisei.

Some 6,000 Nisei served in the Pacific Theater of operations, but their exploits were less publicized and are still less known. Part of this stems from the fact that there was no single Japanese-American unit in the Pacific, the Nisei were scattered individually throughout other units. Primarily, however, this fact is true because most of those serving in the Pacific were working for MIS (Military Intelligence Service), in roles that were kept
classified. In fact, the secrecy under which many of them served in the Pacific theater was so thorough, citations for the many awards earned by these patriots were brief, general, and in some cases non-existent. Even half a century after the end of World War II, the valor and exploits of these brave soldiers is still generally unknown to most Americans.

The fact remains that these brave soldiers fought in every battle and every campaign in the Pacific, in roles that became vital to victory.

The groundwork for the use of Nisei in the Pacific began in earnest six months before Pearl Harbor. With diplomatic relations between the United States and Japan at a stalemate, the potential for hostilities between the two nations was obvious. The War Department began to secretly recruit Asian Americans living on the West Coast for use as Japanese-language interpreters and translators. When Pearl Harbor was attacked in December, some sixty of these soldiers were already undergoing specialized training in military intelligence and communications at the Presidio of San Francisco. Classes were held under the leadership of four Nisei instructors, and of the 60 initial students at the top-secret school, 58 were Japanese-Americans. By the spring of 1942 the first 35 graduates of the school were transferred to duty in the Pacific, serving in Guadalcanal and the Buna-Gona campaign.

While these were the first graduates of the MIS training program and the largest initial group to be assigned to duty in the Pacific, a similar program had also been underway in Hawaii. Young Nisei had been trained in the Corps of Intelligence Police (CIP) and Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) early in 1941, and were already serving in the Pacific when the first 60 West Coast Nisei began their schooling. Richard Sakakida was serving as an interpreter in the Philippines by May of 1941, where he was also used by the CIP in clandestine espionage. When the Japanese attacked the Philippines shortly after Pearl Harbor, Sakakida was transferred to Bataan to translate Japanese documents obtained from captured or killed enemy soldiers. He served throughout the first dark months of the battle at Bataan, moving to Corregidor at the same time General MacArthur moved his headquarters to the island fortress. On May 6, 1942 it was Richard Sakakida who broadcast the surrender announcement in Japanese, and it was also Mr. Sakakida who accompanied General Jonathan Wainwright's Chief of Staff to meet the enemy in the surrender negotiation. After the fall of Corregidor, Sakakida suffered cruel torture at the hands of the Japanese, who found little sympathy for a man of Japanese ancestry serving in the uniform of the United States of America.

In the summer of 1942 the MIS linguistics school was moved to Camp Savage, Minnesota where, by war's end close to 3,000 Nisei were trained for duty as interpreters in the Pacific. More than 2,000 of them actually served in the combat zones.

These Nisei interpreters faced unique challenges, not the least of which was the fact that, if separated from their white fellow-soldiers they could be quickly mistaken for an enemy soldier who had disguised himself as an American soldier. For this reason, the Nisei interpreters often had bodyguards, and were carefully protected. Their service was extremely valuable. General Douglas MacArthur maintained a small group of MIS graduates on his staff. In 1944 Japanese Admiral Yamamoto's successor, Admiral Fukudome was carrying battle plans for the Japanese fleet when his airplane crashed in the Philippines. Translated by two Hawaiian-born Nisei, Technical Sergeant Yoshikazu Yamada and Staff Sergeant George Yamashiro, these documents became invaluable in planning for the Battle of the Philippine Sea, where Japanese air and sea power were literally crushed.

In the India-Burma Campaign, Nisei also served. General Frank Merrill of the 5307th Composite Unit (Merrill's Marauders) had fourteen Nisei working with him behind enemy lines throughout his heroic campaign. These were graduates of the MIS school, again serving in secretive roles unknown in most circles. In fact, when the movie Merrill's Marauders was filmed in 1962, these brave Japanese-Americans were erroneously identified in the movie as Filipino interpreters. All were Japanese-Americans.

Sergeant Roy Matsumoto was with General Merrill during the 15-day siege at Maggot Hill in the spring of 1944. One night, with only the darkness to shelter him, he crawled close enough to the enemy camp to hug the ground and eavesdrop on the enemy's plans for an attack the following morning. Such information became invaluable to General Merrill.
More than half a century after the end of World War II, with volumes of books, documentaries, and historical articles about American service during the war, two erroneous myths often remain concerning the service of the Japanese-Americans in the Pacific. The first is that the role of MIS linguistics was a relative safe position. Indeed, Sadao Munemori who was the only Japanese-American to receive the Medal of Honor during World War II, had declined MIS duty in order to be sent to a combat unit. This mis-conception of the role of the MIS graduates is quickly dispelled by the fact that 3 received Distinguished Service Crosses, many more won Silver Stars, and Purple Heart awards were spread liberally among the MIS graduates...many of them posthumous awards.

The second erroneous myth is that the role of linguistics was the only role the Nisei were allowed in the Pacific theater. Early in the war Lieutenant Colonel Harrison A. Gerhardt outlined three reasons the War Department was reluctant to commit Japanese-American soldiers to combat in the Pacific:

1. The enemy might put on the uniforms of dead American soldiers to infiltrate the ranks as American Nisei soldiers, thus wreaking havoc;
2. There was a substantial risk of severe torture in the event a Japanese-American soldier was captured by the enemy; and
3. Integrating Japanese-American soldiers into American units deployed to the Pacific would require extensive screening of each unit (a subtle indication of the suspicion with which the military still regarded the Japanese Americans.)

Despite this official policy, nearly 4,000 Japanese-American soldiers (excluding the nearly 3,000 MIS graduates) served in combat theaters throughout the Pacific, landing with each new invasion, fighting honorably in each campaign, and leaving their blood on the beaches of islands like

**Guadalcanal, Saipan, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa**
War In the Pacific

Hoichi "Bob" Kubo gripped the rope tightly as he began to slide over the edge of the 100-foot cliff on the Island of Saipan. The Hawaiian-born Nisei soldier had faced danger before, had participated in the invasions of the Makin, Majuro, Saipan, and Tsugemjima. A few days earlier on July 7, 1944 the enemy had attacked in a banzai charge. Two American battalions of the 27th Infantry, short on ammunition, had been forced to pull back. The enemy pressed forward, assaulting the headquarters where Kubo worked as an interrogator and interpreter. American soldiers jumped into an anti-tank ditch and fired their weapons as the bodies of the suicidal enemy piled up around them. For days afterward Kubo's job called for him to sift through the bodies of the enemy for documents and papers that, when translated, might offer information helpful to American war planners.

As the Japanese fell back from the Islands that they had held, Kubo had one of the most dangerous jobs in the Pacific...he was a "cave flusher". The Pacific Islands were covered with deep caverns carved out of the lava that had created many of the islands. Into these caves fled the enemy, as well as the innocent Japanese civilians who populated the regions. Enemy propaganda had filled the civilians with great fear of the now advancing Americans, stories of mass torture, rape and mutilation of civilians at other islands that had fallen. So terrified were many of the civilians on these Pacific Islands that, as the Americans advanced, thousands committed suicide rather than endure the fate the Japanese soldiers warned would befall them at the hands of US soldiers. In droves, young mothers clutching infants often plunged off high cliffs and into the sea to avoid becoming victims of the Americans. The senseless deaths of these civilians shocked the American soldiers. They were stunned beyond belief, upon witnessing piles of bodies below the cliffs, at the effectiveness of the enemy propaganda machine. Soldiers like Bob Kubo worked to discredit that propaganda machine and save civilian lives.

The Nisei cave flushers were effective in turning the tide of this propaganda, not only because they could speak the language of the civilians who retreated for safety to the deep caverns, but simply by their presence. Japanese soldiers had been told and believed, that the United States had executed all Japanese immigrants at the outbreak of World War II and in retaliation for Pearl Harbor. The appearance of a Japanese face in an American uniform was the first step in discrediting such reports both among the fleeing Japanese soldiers and the local civilian populace. Cave flushers repeatedly entered the caverns to speak to civilians in their native tongue, coaxing them to safety with assurances that what they had heard about American atrocities to civilians was untrue.

As Bob Kubo slipped down the rope into yet another cave, he knew danger lurked ahead. Such caves usually held not only civilians, but frequently also contained enemy soldiers. On this day the group of 122 local women and children seeking refuge in the cavern also included 8 enemy soldiers who were trapped with them. Armed only with a pistol, carefully hidden under his uniform, and carrying a case of C-rations, Bob Kubo slipped into the darkness to negotiate the surrender of the enemy and rescue the lives of the civilians. Alone, his greatest weapon would be his ability to think fast and speak their language.

Quickly Kubo built a rapport with the enemy soldiers, explaining that what they had heard about American treatment of prisoners was false. He shared his C-rations with the hungry, trapped Japanese. He gained their respect by relating to the enemy commander that his grandfathers had fought in the Sino-Japanese war. As the enemy came to grips with the unexpected appearance of a Japanese face in the uniform of a United States soldier, they asked how Kubo could fight for the Americans. Kubo's parents back in Hawaii had taken great pains to insure that their son, though American, would never lose a sense of his heritage. In that cave his understanding of Japanese history and culture served him well. He replied with a quote from ancestral lore when a son faced his father on a battlefield. When asked by the father how he could fight against him, the son replied: "If I am filial, I cannot serve the Emperor. If I serve the Emperor, I cannot be filial." It was a statement the enemy soldiers quickly recognized and understood. After four and a half hours, Bob Kubo emerged from the cave with eight prisoners, and 122 freed civilians.

It was actions such as these that vividly portray the heroism of the Nisei who served in the MIS. Bob Kubo had initially resisted assignment as a linguist, preferring to fight with his Nisei brothers in the 100th Infantry. "I tried to fail it," he later said of his exam for MIS training. "I didn't want to go to the Pacific and sit in a
corner somewhere with a dictionary in my hand." Such was the impression of the role of the MIS graduates then, a myth many still believe today. For his action in the cave at Saipan, Bob Kubo was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross. He went on to join his unit in the deadly assault at Okinawa, continuing his work of saving civilian lives. He was one of ten such Nisei "interpreters" serving in the 27th Division under the command of Second Lieutenant Benjamin Hazard. Hundreds more served in similar roles throughout the Pacific. He emerged from World War II the most decorated Japanese-American in the Pacific Theater. (Bob Kubo passed away on February 1, 1998 in San Jose, California where he moved after the war and retired in 1984 as a successful grocer.)

The role of the MIS linguists was indeed a unique and challenging one. The young Nisei, often the only Japanese face in an American unit, were at first suspected and avoided, later prized and protected. There were moments of incredible accomplishment as in the translation of captured, vital enemy war plans or the rescue of innocent civilians. There were also moments of macabre duty, sifting through enemy bodies, often bloated and decaying, for documents that might provide valuable information. "There are things you want to forget," Bob Kubo said in a 1994 interview with the Las Vegas Review-Journal. "You want to make them vague. But some things you cannot forget."

And there were some moments when friend and foe were unable to be separated by a war that could not escape their heritage. Technician Third Grade Takejiro Higa had volunteered for service in Hawaii in 1943, and two years later found himself working as a linguist on Okinawa...the island where he had grown up himself. One day as he sat before enemy prisoners to interrogate them, he found himself facing two of his former classmates from the 7th and 8th grades. Wearing the uniform of a United States soldier, the frightened Japanese prisoners hadn't recognized him. "Don't you recognize your own classmate?" He asked in surprise. "They looked up at me in total disbelief and then started crying...in happiness and relief," Higa later recounted. "That hit me very hard and I, too, could not help but shed some tears.

Not all of the Asian faces behind American uniforms in the Pacific were Japanese. Thousands of Filipinos, both native and American, served throughout the Pacific Islands and elsewhere. Rudolph Davila of the 442d Regimental Combat Team in Italy and France was an American born of Hispanic and Filipino heritage. In the Philippine Islands, other Filipinos fought bravely for their homeland. Among them were the famed Filipino Scouts that made up much of General Douglas MacArthur's valiant army. These citizens of the Philippines had been trained by American military instructors; carried weapons supplied by the United States, and were commanded in the field by American Army officers. They were a brave group of men who met the enemy when the Japanese invaded the Philippines in December 1941. Those who escaped capture continued to wage guerrilla warfare on the enemy until their homeland was again liberated.
Among the Filipino scouts at the time of the Japanese invasion on the peninsula of Bataan was a 34-year-old mess sergeant named Jose Calugas. Sergeant Calugas directed the efforts to feed the scouts who went into the jungles to meet and repel the advancing Japanese. On January 16, 1942 Sergeant Calugas had finished serving breakfast and was leading a detail of KPs to get water to clean up when Japanese artillery began landing in and around the large guns of his Battery B, 88th Field Artillery. The enemy barrage was followed by low level bombing attacks, as some 900 enemy soldiers half a mile north of the position began moving forward to attack.

For hours into the afternoon the enemy continued to rain death on the small compound, forcing the men to remain under cover in nearby caves. When Sergeant Calugas noted that one of his battery's big guns had been knocked out, its crew killed, he raced through 1,000 yards of open ground, heedless of the enemy fire, to round up volunteers to man the gun. As he moved his small band of volunteers toward the now silent artillery piece, enemy fire continued to fall on the area. By the time he reached the overturned big gun, Calugas was alone. Enlisting assistance from a wounded member of the original gun crew, he righted the heavy artillery piece. Then, for four hours, the Army mess sergeant single-handedly operated the gun, his effective fire keeping the enemy at bay.

On February 24, 1942 the general order announcing the award of the Medal of Honor to Sergeant Jose Calugas was read before the entire battery. The "Voice of Freedom" radio broadcast the account of his actions and proclaimed him a hero. Two months later Bataan fell to the Japanese, Sergeant Calugas himself becoming a prisoner of war. He survived three years as a captive of the Japanese, including the infamous Bataan Death March. On April 30, 1945 the repatriated hero finally received his Medal of Honor from General George C. Marshall at Pampanga, Camp Olivas, in the Philippine Islands.

Although Asian Americans served valiantly throughout both theaters of action during World War II, few were allowed combat leadership roles. Few and far between were officers like Captain Kim of the Purple Heart Battalion. Most Nisei and other Asian Americans served under white officers. One of the exceptions was Hawaii's Captain Francis B. Wai.

Wai was born of mixed ancestry; his mother a native Hawaiian, his father was Chinese. After graduating from Punahou School in Honolulu, young Francis Wai enrolled at the University of California in Los Angeles. He enlisted in the Hawaii National guard and was called to active duty in 1940. In 1941 he received his commission through OCS (Officer's Candidate School).

By the fall of 1944 Francis Wai was an Army captain assigned to Headquarters, 24th Infantry. On October 20th he landed with his unit at Red Beach on Leyte, in the Philippine Islands. It was the first steps in General MacArthur's return to the Philippines.

The attack on Leyte began early on the morning of the 20th with heavy aerial and Naval bombardment. At 10 A.M. the ground forces of X Corps, composed of the 24th Infantry and 1st Cavalry Divisions, began their amphibious assault near Palo on the north coast of Leyte. Captain Wai's men waded ashore at Red Beach. As they broke through the surf and crossed the open expanse of the sandy beach, the enemy opened fire. Hidden in a palm grove bounded by submerged rice paddies, the enemy had both concealment and a broad field of fire. Four waves of advancing American soldiers walked into their withering fire, all of their officers falling and the men reeling back in fear and confusion. Heedless of the enemy fire, Captain Wai moved forward, issuing clear and concise commands, bringing order out of the chaos among the first four ranks. Then he began moving forward, into the rice paddies and fully exposed to the enemy fire, to assault his positions.
Watching the lone officer proceed into the hail of death alone and determined to succeed, the men were inspired to rise up and follow. As they followed, Captain Wai repeatedly exposed himself to draw enemy fire and allow the advancing Americans to locate the hidden enemy and destroy them. One by one the Americans began to take the well-fortified Japanese positions. While assaulting the last remaining Japanese pillbox in the area, Captain Wai was killed. The vivid picture of his courage at Red Beach remained in the minds of his soldiers, continued to motivate them forward after his death. Before the initial assault was completed in those critical first 24 hours, the 24th Infantry Division moved a mile inland to secure their objectives along Highway 1. Out of the chaos that could have spelled disaster, the courageous Chinese-American had brought incredible victory.

Captain Francis Wai was buried at the Punchbowl in Honolulu, and posthumously awarded the Distinguished Service Cross. He was the only Chinese-American of World War II to receive his Nation's second highest award for combat valor. On June 21, 2000 when President Clinton awarded Medals of Honor to twenty Japanese-Americans and one Hispanic-Filipino for their World War II heroism, Francis Wai of Honolulu became the only Chinese-American Medal of Honor recipient of World War II.

On September 2, 1945 a contingent of Japanese government and military leaders slowly boarded the USS Missouri from their launch in Tokyo Harbor. Waiting for them on board was General Douglas MacArthur. Above their heads flew the American flag, ironically and appropriately, the same identical flag that was flying over our Nation's Capitol on December 7, 1941 when World War II began. As they stepped to the table to sign the historic documents ending World War II, a line of Allied military leaders watched the historic proceedings. Among them stood the Nisei, graduates of MIS, called to interpret and translate the proceedings to end the war, just as they had so valiantly served to interpret and translate millions of pages of documents that led immeasurably to the Allied victory. Unfortunately, because of the secrecy within which many of them worked, few Americans would ever know the vital role they played by their sacrifice.
"Blood that has soaked into the sands of a beach is all one color. America stands unique in the world, the only country
not founded on race, but on a way--an ideal."  
(General Joseph "Vinegar Joe" Stilwell upon presenting a posthumous award of the Distinguished Service Cross to Mary
Masuda, sister of Staff Sergeant Kazuo Masuda.)

"Retiring The Colors"

The Long Road Home

The last, victorious campaign of the 100th/442nd was a beautiful example of the teamwork and espirit de
corps that existed in the Nisei unit. Unfortunately, not all members of the team were present to
participate. In Germany the Teams 522d Field Artillery Battalion was still "on loan" to other units. The
closing days of the war would provide the unit one of their most haunting engagements of the war.

Many of the young soldiers of the 522d Field Artillery Battalion had come to the 442nd after enlisting at
relocation camps in the Western United States. Many Japanese Americans who then populated the camps, as
indeed do many even today, disliked the term "Relocation Camp". The hastily constructed facilities were laid out
in a militaristic fashion with spartan surroundings. Around the camp were barbed wire and gun towers. While the
government exercised great caution in censorship of the photographs taken of the camps, occasionally an
embarrassing photo surfaced. Every effort had been expended to screen out photos that showed the Japanese
interred there in the presence of army guards. But the fact remained, and a few uncensored photos proved, that
these American citizens were indeed under armed guard. For all practical intents and purposes, these
relocation camps were actually America's version of concentration camps.

As the Allied advance moved swiftly into the heart of Germany, the
soldiers of the 522d once again saw similar facilities, spartan camps laid out in
military fashion and surrounded by barbed wire and gun towers. The Nisei
were among the first to enter the gates of the Dachau concentration camp
where some of the most grotesque and inhumane medical experiments of the
war were performed on living human beings...most of them Jewish. The
liberation of Dachau provided a picture most of the Nisei would never forget,
one that haunted them in their dreams. Under orders not to share supplies as
the war was still in progress, the Nisei could not ignore the pleas of the human
skeltons that paraded thankfully before them. As the Nisei handed out food
from their own packs, sympathetic officers looked the other way. Sometimes,
the heart demanded that one ignore orders and do what is right. Sadly, too
many German soldiers had never learned this lesson, and the horrors of
Dachau provided ample proof to attest to this fact.

For the 522d's Central Europe Campaign from March 22 to May 11,
1945, the 552d Field Artillery Battalion added yet another Presidential Unit
Citation to the incredible record of the 442d Regimental Combat Team.
Shortly after the liberation of Dachau, the unit returned to Italy to join the rest
of their team.

Over the next fourteen months the 442nd remained in Italy to direct much of the post-war effort. Many of
their duties after the May 9, 1945 German surrender were the guarding of prisoners of war. Immediately after the
war ended, nearly 200 combat veterans of the 100th/442d (including 4 officers), volunteered for the MIS (now called MISLS - Military Intelligence Service Language School) in order to serve in the Pacific. Before the summer came to an end however, the Japanese surrendered. With the historic signing aboard the USS Missouri in Tokyo Harbor on September 2, 1945, all World War II hostilities had terminated.

Without battles to wage, the focus of the Nisei unit changed. During the training phases for both the 100th Infantry Battalion and the 442d RCT in the days before combat, the Nisei units had stood out for their military professionalism, pride, and military bearing. Now, in the months before the expected return home, the unit turned once again to close-order drills, spit-shines, starch, and inspections. In the early months of 1946, the emphasis increased to an even greater pitch. Not only was the 442d Regimental Combat Team going home, they were to be the ONLY returning military unit to date to be received by the President of the United States.

On July 16, 1946 the proud Nisei of the 100th Infantry Battalion/442d Regimental combat team marched proudly down Constitution Avenue in Washington, DC. It was a festive day, more than 10,000 citizens braving the rain to watch the return of the most decorated unit of World War II, perhaps the most decorated in American military history.

Dignitaries and military officials abounded. The War Department and other Federal agencies gave employees special time off to witness the return of the Nisei. The proud "Go For Broke" regiment marched up Constitution to the White House lawn where they met their Commander in Chief. As the proud young soldiers stood rigidly at attention, the President removed his hat and placed it over his heart as he passed in review. Then he presented the unit with its SEVENTH Presidential Unit Citation. As he looked out over the proud, young faces of the Japanese-American soldiers, he spoke proudly of their service.

"You fought for the free nations of the world.

"You fought not only the enemy, you fought prejudice--and you won.

"Keep up that fight...continue to win--make this great Republic stand for what the Constitution says it stands for: 'the welfare of all the people, all the time.'"

President Harry S Truman
July 15, 1945
Following the heraldic reception in our Nation's Capitol, veterans of the 100th/442d began returning home. In August the 442d Regimental Combat Team was demobilized and inactivated. The lineage and honors have been preserved by the 100th Battalion, 442d Infantry (U.S. Army Reserve).

If we the living, the beneficiaries of their sacrifices are truly intent upon showing our gratitude, we must do more than gather together for speechmaking and perfunctory ceremonies. We must undertake to carry on the unfinished work which they so nobly advanced. The fight against prejudice is not confined to the battlefield alone. It is here and with us now. So long as a single member of our citizenry is denied the use of public facilities and denied the right to earn a decent living because, and solely because of the color of his skin, we who 'fought against prejudice and won' ought not sit idly by and tolerate the perpetuation of injustices."

Senator Spark M. Matsunaga
(A Purple Heart Veteran of the Purple Heart Bn.)

POSTSCRIPT:

Even as World War II was drawing to a close, a group of freshly trained young Nisei was enroute as replacements for the 100th/442nd. The troop transport carrying the eager young soldiers to Italy was five days from shore when word arrived that the war was over. Among the new arrivals was a young Nisei from Gallup, New Mexico....Private Hiroshi H. Miyamura.

Young "Hershey", as he was called, served with the 100th/442nd during their post-war year in Italy, then returned to the United States with his victorious unit, never having seen combat. But the torch of liberty, together with a proud heritage, had been passed to a new generation of Japanese-Americans. Seven years later Hershey returned to battle on foreign shores, this time in Korea. There he fought with the same courage and determination that marked his brothers of World War II. In Korea, Hiroshi H. Miyamura became the second Japanese-American to receive the Medal of Honor, and until the DSCs of the World War II Nisei were upgraded on June 21, 2000, he was the only living Japanese-American Medal of Honor recipient.
From its inception during the Civil War and through the Spanish-American War (1898), the Honor Roll of Medal Of Honor recipients reflected a wide diversity of American soldiers, from low ranking privates to top generals. Ethnic and cultural diversity was also reflected, the award going to Native Americans, Buffalo Soldiers, Hispanic Americans, Jewish heroes, and foreign immigrants. Awards of the Medal of Honor during the Korean and Vietnam Wars reflected a similar cross-section of America. Of the more than 500 Medals of Honor awarded during World War I and II, however, the same could not be said. Though Hispanic and Native Americans had received the award during the two World Wars, not a single Black American, one Filipino, and only one Japanese-American soldier was awarded the Medal of Honor.

This initially prompted a review of World War I Distinguished Service Cross awards to Black American soldiers. On April 24, 1991 President George Bush presented the Medal of Honor to the sisters of Corporal Freddie Stowers, a young black soldier killed in action during World War I. His actions had been deemed of sufficient valor to merit our Nation's highest award. A similar review of Black American soldiers awarded the DSC in World War II followed and, on January 13, 1997, President Clinton presented Medals of Honor to seven Black heroes of World War II. Six of the awards were posthumous presentations accepted by surviving family members. Of the seven, only Vernon Baker had survived both the war and the interval of years, to personally receive his Medal.

Unlike America's Black veterans of the two World Wars, the Japanese-Americans could claim one Medal of Honor during the period, the award presented to Sadao Munemori. (Even Munemori had initially been awarded the DSC, but Utah Senator Albert Thomas had pushed for its upgrade to the Medal of Honor shortly after the end of World War II.) In view of the impressive record of the Nisei in World War II and particularly the incredible accomplishments of the 100th Infantry Battalion/442d Regimental Combat Team, it was generally believed that there should have been more.

In 1996 Hawaii Senator Daniel Akaka sponsored legislation ordering the re-evaluation of World War II awards to Japanese-Americans, and other Asian/Pacific Islanders who fought in both theaters. On June 21, 2000 President Clinton awarded 22 Medals of Honor as a result of this action.

Of the 22 awards upgraded, all had received the Distinguished Service Cross except medic James Okubo, who had received the Silver Star (his commanders believed it was the highest award for which he was eligible as a medic.) Okubo's upgrade was pushed through Congress in separate legislation, and approved in time for his Medal of Honor to be presented with the other 21.
Of the 22 awardees of the Medal of Honor, 10 were killed in action (9 in Europe and 1 in the Pacific). Of the remaining twelve, only seven had survived the half-century interim to personally receive the Medal of Honor. The posthumous presentations were made to surviving family members. One such award was the posthumous presentation to Robert Kuroda. All four young men in the Kuroda family served in World War II. Ronald Kuroda accepted the Medal of Honor on behalf of his brother. Ronald had himself, received the Distinguished Service Cross during World War II.

The seven who survived to personally accept their Medals Of Honor from President Clinton are:

Rudolph Davila  
Barney Hajiro  
Shizuya Hayashi  
Daniel Inouye  
Yeiki Kobashigawa  
Yukio Okutsu  
George Sakato
Awards and Decorations
100th Infantry Battalion/442d Regimental Combat Team

Medals Of Honor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinguished Service Cross</th>
<th>Silver Star</th>
<th>Bronze Star</th>
<th>Purple Heart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>9,486</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presidential Unit Citations
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Campaigns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Campaign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NAPLES-FOGGIA (9 September, 1943 - 21 January, 1944)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ANZIO (26 March to 2 June, 1944)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ROME-ARNO RIVER (22 January to 4 September, 1944)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SOUTHERN FRANCE (15 August to 14 September, 1944) 442d Anti-Tank Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NORTHERN APENNINES (10 September, 1944 to 4 April, 1945)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RHINELAND (15 September, 1944 to 21 March, 1945)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CENTRAL EUROPE (15 March to 11 May, 1945) 552d Field Artillery Battalion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PO VALLEY (5 April to 8 May, 1945)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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*Hasemoto, Mikio

**Rank and organization:** Private, U.S. Army, Company B, 100th Infantry Battalion (Separate). **Place and date:** Cerasuolo, Italy, 29 November 1943. **Born:** 13 July 1916, Honolulu, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.

**Citation:** Private Mikio Hasemoto distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 29 November 1943, in the vicinity of Cerasuolo, Italy. A force of approximately 40 enemy soldiers, armed with machine guns, machine pistols, rifles, and grenades, attacked the left flank of his platoon. Two enemy soldiers with machine guns advanced forward, firing their weapons. Private Hasemoto, an automatic rifleman, challenged these two machine gunners. After firing four magazines at the approaching enemy, his weapon was shot and damaged. Unhesitatingly, he ran 10 yards to the rear, secured another automatic rifle and continued to fire until his weapon jammed. At this point, Private Hasemoto and his squad leader had killed approximately 20 enemy soldiers. Again, Private Hasemoto ran through a barrage of enemy machine gun fire to pick up an M-1 rifle. Continuing their fire, Private Hasemoto and his squad leader killed 10 more enemy soldiers. With only three enemy soldiers left, he and his squad leader charged courageously forward, killing one, wounding one, and capturing another. The following day, Private Hasemoto continued to repel enemy attacks until he was killed by enemy fire. Private Hasemoto’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

*Ohata, Allan M.*

**Rank and organization:** Staff Sergeant, U.S. Army, Company B, 100th Infantry Battalion (Separate). **Place and date:** Cerasuolo, Italy, 29-30 November, 1943. **Born:** 13 September 1918, Honolulu, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Honolulu, Hawaii.

**Citation:** Sergeant Allan M. Ohata distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 29 and 30 November 1943, near Cerasuolo, Italy. Sergeant Ohata, his squad leader, and three men were ordered to protect his platoon’s left flank against an attacking enemy force of 40 men, armed with machine guns, machine pistols, and rifles. He posted one of his men, an automatic rifleman, on the extreme left, 15 yards from his own position. Taking his position, Sergeant Ohata delivered effective fire against the advancing enemy. The man to his left called for assistance when his automatic rifle was shot and damaged. With utter disregard for his personal safety, Sergeant Ohata left his position and advanced 15 yards through heavy machine gun fire. Reaching his comrade’s position, he immediately fired upon the enemy, killing 10 enemy soldiers and successfully covering his comrade’s withdrawal to replace his damaged weapon. Sergeant Ohata and the automatic rifleman held their position and killed 37 enemy soldiers. Both men then charged the three remaining soldiers and captured them. Later, Sergeant Ohata and the automatic rifleman stopped another attacking force of 14, killing four and wounding three while the others fled. The following day he and the automatic rifleman held their flank with grim determination and staved off all attacks. Staff Sergeant Ohata’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

Hayashi, Shizuya

**Rank and organization:** Private, U.S. Army, Company A, 100th Infantry Battalion (Separate). **Place and date:** Cerasuolo, Italy, 29 November 1943. **Born:** 28 November 1917, Waialua, Oahu, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.

**Citation:** Private Shizuya Hayashi distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 29 November 1943, near Cerasuolo, Italy. During a flank assault on high ground held by the enemy, Private Hayashi rose alone in the face of grenade, rifle, and machine gun fire. Firing his automatic rifle from the hip, he charged and overtook an enemy machine gun position, killing seven men in the nest and two more as they fled. After his platoon advanced 200 yards from this point, an enemy antiaircraft gun opened fire on the men. Private Hayashi returned fire at the hostile position, killing nine of the enemy, taking four prisoners, and forcing the remainder of the force to withdraw from the hill. Private Hayashi’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.
**Davila, Rudolph B.**


*Citation:*
Staff Sergeant Rudolph B. Davila distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action, on 28 May 1944, near Artena, Italy. During the offensive which broke through the German mountain strongholds surrounding the Anzio beachhead, Staff Sergeant Davila risked death to provide heavy weapons support for a beleaguered rifle company. Caught on an exposed hillside by heavy, grazing fire from a well-entrenched German force, his machine gunners were reluctant to risk putting their guns into action. Crawling fifty yards to the nearest machine gun, Staff Sergeant Davila set it up alone and opened fire on the enemy. In order to observe the effect of his fire, Sergeant Davila fired from the kneeling position, ignoring the enemy fire that struck the tripod and passed between his legs. Ordering a gunner to take over, he crawled forward to a vantage point and directed the firefight with hand and arm signals until both hostile machine guns were silenced. Bringing his three remaining machine guns into action, he drove the enemy to a reserve position two hundred yards to the rear. When he received a painful wound in the leg, he dashed to a burned tank and, despite the crash of bullets on the hull, engaged a second enemy force from the tank’s turret. Dismounting, he advanced 130 yards in short rushes, crawled 20 yards and charged into an enemy-held house to eliminate the defending force of five with a hand grenade and rifle fire. Climbing to the attic, he straddled a large shell hole in the wall and opened fire on the enemy. Although the walls of the house were crumbling, he continued to fire until he had destroyed two more machine guns. His intrepid actions brought desperately needed heavy weapons support to a hard-pressed rifle company and silenced four machine gunners, which forced the enemy to abandon their prepared positions. Staff Sergeant Davila’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

---

**Kobashigawa, Yeiki**


*Citation:*
Technical Sergeant Yeiki Kobashigawa distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 2 June 1944, in the vicinity of Lanuvio, Italy. During an attack, Technical Sergeant Kobashigawa’s platoon encountered strong enemy resistance from a series of machine guns providing supporting fire. Observing a machine gun nest 50 yards from his position, Technical Sergeant Kobashigawa crawled forward with one of his men, threw a grenade and then charged the enemy with his submachine gun while a fellow soldier provided covering fire. He killed one enemy soldier and captured two prisoners. Meanwhile, Technical Sergeant Kobashigawa and his comrade were fired upon by another machine gun 50 yards ahead. Directing a squad to advance to his first position, Technical Sergeant Kobashigawa again moved forward with a fellow soldier to subdue the second machine gun nest. After throwing grenades into the position, Technical Sergeant Kobashigawa provided close supporting fire while a fellow soldier charged, capturing four prisoners. On the alert for other machine gun nests, Technical Sergeant Kobashigawa discovered four more, and skillfully led a squad in neutralizing two of them. Technical Sergeant Kobashigawa’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

---

**Nakamine, Shinyei**


*Citation:*
Private Shinyei Nakamine distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 2 June 1944, near La Torreto, Italy. During an attack, Private Nakamine’s platoon became pinned down by intense machine gun crossfire from a small knoll 200 yards to the front. On his own initiative, Private Nakamine crawled toward one of the hostile weapons. Reaching a point 25 yards from the enemy, he charged the machine gun nest, firing his submachine gun, and killed three enemy soldiers and captured two. Later that afternoon, Private Nakamine discovered an enemy soldier on the right flank of his platoon’s position. Crawling 25 yards from his position, Private Nakamine opened fire and killed the soldier. Then, seeing a machine gun nest to his front approximately 75 yards away, he returned to his platoon and led an automatic rifle team toward the enemy. Under covering fire from his team, Private Nakamine crawled to a point 25 yards from the nest and threw hand grenades at the enemy soldiers, wounding one and capturing four. Spotting another machine gun nest 100 yards to his right flank, he led the automatic rifle team toward the hostile position but was killed by a burst of machine gun fire. Private Nakamine’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.
Private First Class Frank H. Ono distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 4 July 1944, near Castellina, Italy. In attacking a heavily defended hill, Private First Class Ono’s squad was caught in a hail of formidable fire from the well-entrenched enemy. Private First Class Ono opened fire with his automatic rifle and silenced one machine gun 300 hundred yards to the right front. Advancing through incessant fire, he killed a sniper with another burst of fire, and while his squad leader reorganized the rest of the platoon in the rear, he alone defended the critical position. His weapon was then wrested from his grasp by a burst of enemy machine pistol fire as enemy troops attempted to close in on him. Hurling hand grenades, Private First Class Ono forced the enemy to abandon the attempt, resolutely defending the newly won ground until the rest of the platoon moved forward. Taking a wounded comrade’s rifle, Private First Class Ono again joined in the assault. After killing two more enemy soldiers, he boldly ran through withering automatic, small arms, and mortar fire to render first aid to his platoon leader and a seriously wounded rifleman. In danger of being encircled, the platoon was ordered to withdraw. Volunteering to cover the platoon, Private First Class Ono occupied virtually unprotected positions near the crest of the hill, engaging an enemy machine gun emplaced on an adjoining ridge and exchanging fire with snipers armed with machine pistols. Completely disregarding his own safety, he made himself the constant target of concentrated enemy fire until the platoon reached the comparative safety of a draw. He then descended the hill in stages, firing his rifle, until he rejoined the platoon. Private First Class Ono’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

Private First Class Kiyoshi K. Muranaga distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 26 June 1944, near Suvereto, Italy. Private First Class Muranaga’s company encountered a strong enemy force in commanding positions and with superior firepower. An enemy 88mm self-propelled gun opened direct fire on the company, causing the men to disperse and seek cover. Private First Class Muranaga’s mortar squad was ordered to action, but the terrain made it impossible to set up their weapons. The squad leader, realizing the vulnerability of the mortar position, moved his men away from the gun to positions of relative safety. Because of the heavy casualties being inflicted on his company, Private First Class Muranaga, who served as a gunner, attempted to neutralize the 88mm weapon alone. Voluntarily remaining at his gun position, Private First Class Muranaga manned the mortar himself and opened fire on the enemy gun at a range of approximately 400 yards. With his third round, he was able to correct his fire so that the shell landed directly in front of the enemy gun. Meanwhile, the enemy crew, immediately aware of the source of mortar fire, turned their 88mm weapon directly on Private First Class Muranaga’s position. Before Private First Class Muranaga could fire a fourth round, an 88mm shell scored a direct hit on his position, killing him instantly. Because of the accuracy of Private First Class Muranaga’s previous fire, the enemy soldiers decided not to risk further exposure and immediately abandoned their position. Private First Class Muranaga’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

Private First Class William K. Nakamura distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 4 July 1944, near Castellina, Italy. During a fierce firefight, Private First Class Nakamura’s platoon became pinned down by enemy machine gun fire from a concealed position. On his own initiative, Private First Class Nakamura crawled 20 yards toward the hostile nest with fire from the enemy machine gun barely missing him. Reaching a point 15 yards from the position, he quickly raised himself to a kneeling position and threw four hand grenades, killing or wounding at least three of the enemy soldiers. The enemy weapon silenced. Private First Class Nakamura crawled back to his platoon, which was able to continue its advance as a result of his courageous action. Later, his company was ordered to withdraw from the crest of a hill so that a mortar barrage could be placed on the ridge. On his own initiative, Private First Class Nakamura remained in position to cover his comrades’ withdrawal. While moving toward the safety of a wooded draw, his platoon became pinned down by deadly machine gun fire. Crawling to a point from which he could fire on the enemy position, Private First Class Nakamura quickly and accurately fired his weapon to pin down the enemy machine gunners. His platoon was then able to withdraw to safety without further casualties. Private First Class Nakamura was killed during this heroic stand. Private First Class Nakamura’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

Private First Class Frank H. Ono distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 4 July 1944, near Castellina, Italy. In attacking a heavily defended hill, Private First Class Ono’s squad was caught in a hail of formidable fire from the well-entrenched enemy. Private First Class Ono opened fire with his automatic rifle and silenced one machine gun 300 hundred yards to the right front. Advancing through incessant fire, he killed a sniper with another burst of fire, and while his squad leader reorganized the rest of the platoon in the rear, he alone defended the critical position. His weapon was then wrested from his grasp by a burst of enemy machine pistol fire as enemy troops attempted to close in on him. Hurling hand grenades, Private First Class Ono forced the enemy to abandon the attempt, resolutely defending the newly won ground until the rest of the platoon moved forward. Taking a wounded comrade’s rifle, Private First Class Ono again joined in the assault. After killing two more enemy soldiers, he boldly ran through withering automatic, small arms, and mortar fire to render first aid to his platoon leader and a seriously wounded rifleman. In danger of being encircled, the platoon was ordered to withdraw. Volunteering to cover the platoon, Private First Class Ono occupied virtually unprotected positions near the crest of the hill, engaging an enemy machine gun emplaced on an adjoining ridge and exchanging fire with snipers armed with machine pistols. Completely disregarding his own safety, he made himself the constant target of concentrated enemy fire until the platoon reached the comparative safety of a draw. He then descended the hill in stages, firing his rifle, until he rejoined the platoon. Private First Class Ono’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.
**Moto, Kaoru**  
*Rank and organization*: Private First Class, U.S. Army, Company C, 100th Infantry Battalion (Separate).  
*Place and date*: Castellina, Italy, 7 July, 1944.  
*Birth*: Hawaii.  
*Entered service at*: Spreckelsville, Maui, Hawaii.  

**Citation:**  
Private First Class Kaoru Moto distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 7 July 1944, near Castellina, Italy. While serving as first scout, Private First Class Moto observed a machine gun nest that was hindering his platoon’s progress. On his own initiative, he made his way to a point ten paces from the hostile position, and killed the enemy machine gunner. Immediately, the enemy assistant gunner opened fire in the direction of Private First Class Moto. Crawling to the rear of the position, Private First Class Moto surprised the enemy soldier, who quickly surrendered. Taking his prisoner with him, Private First Class Moto took a position a few yards from a house to prevent the enemy from using the building as an observation post. While guarding the house and his prisoner, he observed an enemy machine gun team moving into position. He engaged them, and with deadly fire forced the enemy to withdraw. An enemy sniper located in another house fired at Private First Class Moto, severely wounding him. Applying first aid to his wound, he changed position to elude the sniper fire and to advance. Finally relieved of his position, he made his way to the rear for treatment. Crossing a road, he spotted an enemy machine gun nest. Opening fire, he wounded two of the three soldiers occupying the position. Not satisfied with this accomplishment, he then crawled forward to a better position and ordered the enemy soldier to surrender. Receiving no answer, Private First Class Moto fired at the position, and the soldiers surrendered. Private First Class Moto’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

**Tanouye, Ted T.**  
*Place and date*: Molina A Ventoabotto, Italy 7 July 1944.  
*Born*: Torrance, Calif.  
*Entered service at*: Fort MacArthur, Calif.  

**Citation:**  
Technical Sergeant Ted T. Tanouye distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 7 July 1944, near Molino A Ventoabotto, Italy. Technical Sergeant Tanouye led his platoon in an attack to capture the crest of a strategically important hill that afforded little cover. Observing an enemy machine gun crew placing its gun in position to his left front, Technical Sergeant Tanouye crept forward a few yards and opened fire on the position, killing or wounding three and causing two others to disperse. Immediately, an enemy machine pistol opened fire on him. He returned the fire and killed or wounded three more enemy soldiers. While advancing forward, Technical Sergeant Tanouye was subjected to grenade bursts, which severely wounded his left arm. Sighting an enemy-held trench, he raked the position with fire from his submachine gun and wounded several of the enemy. Running out of ammunition, he crawled 20 yards to obtain several clips from a comrade on his left flank. Next, sighting an enemy machine pistol that had pinned down his men, Technical Sergeant Tanouye crawled forward a few yards and threw a hand grenade into the position, silencing the pistol. He then located another enemy machine gun firing down the slope of the hill, opened fire on it, and silenced that position. Drawing fire from a machine pistol nest located above him, he opened fire on it and wounded three of its occupants. Finally taking his objective, Technical Sergeant Tanouye organized a defensive position on the reverse slope of the hill before accepting first aid treatment and evacuation. Technical Sergeant Tanouye’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

**Otani, Kazuo**  
*Place and date*: Pieve di S. Luce, Italy, 15 July 1944.  
*Born*: Visalia, Calif.  
*Entered service at*: Rivers Relocation Center, Ariz.  

**Citation:**  
Staff Sergeant Kazuo Otani distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 15 July 1944, near Pieve Di S. Luce, Italy. Advancing to attack a hill objective, Staff Sergeant Otani’s platoon became pinned down in a wheat field by concentrated fire from enemy machine gun and sniper positions. Realizing the danger confronting his platoon, Staff Sergeant Otani left his cover and shot and killed a sniper who was firing with deadly effect upon the platoon. Followed by a steady stream of machine gun bullets, Staff Sergeant Otani then dashed across the open wheat field toward the foot of a cliff, and directed his men to crawl to the cover of the cliff. When the movement of the platoon drew heavy enemy fire, he dashed along the cliff toward the left flank, exposing himself to enemy fire. By attracting the attention of the enemy, he enabled the men closest to the cliff to reach cover. Organizing these men to guard against possible enemy counterattack, Staff Sergeant Otani again made his way across the open field, shouting instructions to the stranded men while continuing to draw enemy fire. Reaching the rear of the platoon position, he took partial cover in a shallow ditch and directed covering fire for the men who had begun to move forward. At this point, one of his men became seriously wounded. Ordering his men to remain under cover, Staff Sergeant Otani crawled to the wounded soldier who was lying on open ground in full view of the enemy. Dragging the wounded soldier to a shallow ditch, Staff Sergeant Otani proceeded to render first aid treatment, but was mortally wounded by machine gun fire. Staff Sergeant Otani’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.
Nakae, Masato

**Rank and organization:** Private, U.S. Army, Company A, 100th/442nd Infantry. **Place and date:** Pisa, Italy, 19 August 1944. **Birth:** Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Honolulu, Hawaii.

**Citation:**

Private Masato Nakae distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 19 August 1944, near Pisa, Italy. When his submachine gun was damaged by a shell fragment during a fierce attack by a superior enemy force, Private Nakae quickly picked up his wounded comrade’s M-1 rifle and fired rifle grenades at the steadily advancing enemy. As the hostile force continued to close in on his position, Private Nakae threw six grenades and forced them to withdraw. During a concentrated enemy mortar barrage that preceded the next assault by the enemy force, a mortar shell fragment seriously wounded Private Nakae. Despite his injury, he refused to surrender his position and continued firing at the advancing enemy. By inflicting heavy casualties on the enemy force, he finally succeeded in breaking up the attack and caused the enemy to withdraw. Private Nakae’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

Hajiro, Barney F.

**Rank and organization:** Private, U.S. Army, Company I, 442nd Regimental Combat Team. **Place and date:** Bruyères and Biffontain, France, 19, 22 & 29 October, 1944. **Born:** 16 September 1916, Punene, Maui, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Honolulu, Hawaii.

**Citation:**

Private Barney F. Hajiro distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 19, 22, and 29 October 1944, in the vicinity of Bruyeres and Biffontaine, eastern France. Private Hajiro, while acting as a sentry on top of an embankment on 19 October 1944, in the vicinity of Bruyeres, France, rendered assistance to allied troops attacking a house 200 yards away by exposing himself to enemy fire and directing fire at an enemy strong point. He assisted the unit on his right by firing his automatic rifle and killing or wounding two enemy snipers. On 22 October 1944, he and one comrade took up an outpost security position about 50 yards to the right front of their platoon, concealed themselves, and ambushed an 18-man, heavily armed, enemy patrol, killing two, wounding one, and taking the remainder as prisoners. On 29 October 1944, in a wooded area in the vicinity of Biffontaine, France, Private Hajiro initiated an attack up the slope of a hill referred to as "Suicide Hill" by running forward approximately 100 yards under fire. He then advanced ahead of his comrades about 10 yards, drawing fire and spotting camouflaged machine gun nests. He fearlessly met fire with fire and single-handedly destroyed two machine gun nests and killed two enemy snipers. As a result of Private Hajiro’s heroic actions, the attack was successful. Private Hajiro’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit upon him, his unit, and the United States Army.

Kuroda, Robert T.

**Rank and organization:** Staff Sergeant, U.S. Army, Company H, 442nd Regimental Combat Team. **Place and date:** Bruyeres, France, 20 October 1944. **Birth:** 8 November 1922, Aiea, Oahu, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Honolulu, Hawaii.

**Citation:**

Staff Sergeant Robert T. Kuroda distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action, on 20 October 1944, near Bruyeres, France. Leading his men in an advance to destroy snipers and machine gun nests, Staff Sergeant Kuroda encountered heavy fire from enemy soldiers occupying a heavily wooded slope. Unable to pinpoint the hostile machine gun, he boldly made his way through heavy fire to the crest of the ridge. Once he located the machine gun, Staff Sergeant Kuroda advanced to a point within ten yards of the nest and killed three enemy gunners with grenades. He then fired clip after clip of rifle ammunition, killing or wounding at least three of the enemy. As he expended the last of his ammunition, he observed that an American officer had been struck by a burst of fire from a hostile machine gun located on an adjacent hill. Rushing to the officer’s assistance, he found that the officer had been killed. Picking up the officer’s submachine gun, Staff Sergeant Kuroda advanced through continuous fire toward a second machine gun emplacement and destroyed the position. As he turned to fire upon additional enemy soldiers, he was killed by a sniper. Staff Sergeant Kuroda’s courageous actions and indomitable fighting spirit ensured the destruction of enemy resistance in the sector. Staff Sergeant Kuroda’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.
*Wai, Francis B.*

**Rank and organization:** Captain, U.S. Army, Headquarters, 34th Infantry. **Place and date:** Leyte, Philippine Islands, 20 October 1944. **Born:** 14 April 1917, Honolulu, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Honolulu, Hawaii.

**Citation:**
Captain Francis B. Wai distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action, on 20 October 1944, in Leyte, Philippine Islands. Captain Wai landed at Red Beach, Leyte, in the face of accurate, concentrated enemy fire from gun positions advantageously located in a palm grove bounded by submerged rice paddies. Finding the first four waves of American soldiers leaderless, disorganized, and pinned down on the open beach, he immediately assumed command. Issuing clear and concise orders, and disregarding heavy enemy machine gun and rifle fire, he began to move inland through the rice paddies without cover. The men, inspired by his cool demeanor and heroic example, rose from their positions and followed him. During the advance, Captain Wai repeatedly determined the locations of enemy strong points by deliberately exposing himself to draw their fire. In leading an assault upon the last remaining Japanese pillbox in the area, he was killed by its occupants. Captain Wai's courageous, aggressive leadership inspired the men, even after his death, to advance and destroy the enemy. His intrepid and determined efforts were largely responsible for the rapidity with which the initial beachhead was secured. Captain Wai's extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

*Okubo, James K.*

**Rank and organization:** Technician Fifth Grade, U.S. Army, 442nd Regimental Combat Team. **Place and date:** near Biffontaine, France, 28-29 October and 4 November, 1944. **Entered service at:** Bellingham, Wash.

**Citation:**
Technician Fifth Grade James K. Okubo distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 28 and 29 October and 4 November 1944, in the Forêt Domaniale de Champ, near Biffontaine, eastern France. On 28 October, under strong enemy fire coming from behind mine fields and roadblocks, Technician Fifth Grade Okubo, a medic, crawled 150 yards to within 40 yards of the enemy lines. Two grenades were thrown at him while he left his last covered position to carry back wounded comrades. Under constant barrages of enemy small arms and machine gun fire, he treated 17 men on 28 October and 8 more men on 29 October. On 4 November, Technician Fifth Grade Okubo ran 75 yards under grazing machine gun fire and, while exposed to hostile fire directed at him, evacuated and treated a seriously wounded crewman from a burning tank, who otherwise would have died. Technician Fifth Grade James K. Okubo’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

*Sakato, George T.*

**Rank and organization:** Private, U.S. Army, Company E, 442nd Regimental Combat Team. **Place and date:** Biffontaine, France, 29 October, 1944. **Born:** 19 February 1921, Colcon, CA **Entered service at:** Glendale, Ariz.

**Citation:**
Private George T. Sakato distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 29 October 1944, on hill 617 in the vicinity of Biffontaine, France. After his platoon had virtually destroyed two enemy defense lines, during which he personally killed five enemy soldiers and captured four, his unit was pinned down by heavy enemy fire. Disregarding the enemy fire, Private Sakato made a one-man rush that encouraged his platoon to charge and destroy the enemy strongpoint. While his platoon was reorganizing, he proved to be the inspiration of his squad in halting a counter-attack on the left flank during which his squad leader was killed. Taking charge of the squad, he continued his relentless tactics, using an enemy rifle and P-38 pistol to stop an organized enemy attack. During this entire action, he killed 12 and wounded two, personally captured four and assisted his platoon in taking 34 prisoners. By continuously ignoring enemy fire, and by his gallant courage and fighting spirit, he turned impending defeat into victory and helped his platoon complete its mission. Private Sakato’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.
*Nishimoto, Joe M.*

**Rank and organization:** Private First Class, U.S. Army, Company G, 442nd Regimental Combat Team. **Place and date:** La Houssiere, France, 7 November 1944. **Born:** Fresno, Calif. **Entered service at:** Marion, Ohio.

**Citation:**
Private First Class Joe M. Nishimoto distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 7 November 1944, near La Houssiere, France. After three days of unsuccessful attempts by his company to dislodge the enemy from a strongly defended ridge, Private First Class Nishimoto, as acting squad leader, boldly crawled forward through a heavily mined and booby-trapped area. Spotting a machine gun nest, he hurled a grenade and destroyed the emplacement. Then, circling to the rear of another machine gun position, he fired his submachine gun at point-blank range, killing one gunner and wounding another. Pursuing two enemy riflemen, Private First Class Nishimoto killed one, while the other hastily retreated. Continuing his determined assault, he drove another machine gun crew from its position. The enemy, with their key strong points taken, were forced to withdraw from this sector. Private First Class Nishimoto’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

*Munemori, Sadao S.*

**Rank and organization:** Private First Class, U.S. Army, Company A, 100th Infantry Battalion, 442d Combat Team. **Place and date:** Near Seravezza, Italy, 5 April 1945. **Entered service at:** Los Angeles, Calif. **Birth:** Los Angeles, Calif. **G.O. No.** 24, 7 March 1946.

**Citation:**
He fought with great gallantry and intrepidity near Seravezza, Italy. When his unit was pinned down by grazing fire from the enemy's strong mountain defense and command of the squad devolved on him with the wounding of its regular leader, he made frontal, l-man attacks through direct fire and knocked out 2 machineguns with grenades. Withdrawing under murderous fire and showers of grenades from other enemy emplacements, he had nearly reached a shell crater occupied by 2 of his men when an unexploded grenade bounced on his helmet and rolled toward his helpless comrades. He arose into the withering fire, dived for the missile and smothered its blast with his body. By his swift, supremely heroic action Pfc. Munemori saved 2 of his men at the cost of his own life and did much to clear the path for his company's victorious advance.

Okutsu, Yukio

**Rank and organization:** Technical Sergeant, U.S. Army, Company F, 442nd Regimental Combat Team. **Place and date:** Mount Belvedere, Italy, 7 April 1945. **Born:** 3 November 1921, Koloa, Kauai, Hawaii. **Entered service at:** Koloa, Kauai, Hawaii.

**Citation:**
Technical Sergeant Yukio Okutsu distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 7 April 1945, on Mount Belvedere, Italy. While his platoon was halted by the crossfire of three machine guns, Technical Sergeant Okutsu boldly crawled to within 30 yards of the nearest enemy emplacement through heavy fire. He destroyed the position with two accurately placed hand grenades, killing three machine gunners. Crawling and dashing from cover to cover, he threw another grenade, silencing a second machine gun, wounding two enemy soldiers, and forcing two others to surrender. Seeing a third machine gun, which obstructed his platoon’s advance, he moved forward through heavy small arms fire and was stunned momentarily by rifle fire, which glanced off his helmet. Recovering, he bravely charged several enemy riflemen with his submachine gun, forcing them to withdraw from their positions. Then, rushing the machine gun nest, he captured the weapon and its entire crew of four. By these single-handed actions he enabled his platoon to resume its assault on a vital objective. The courageous performance of Technical Sergeant Okutsu against formidable odds was an inspiration to all. Technical Sergeant Okutsu's extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.
Inouye, Daniel K.

**Rank and organization:** Second Lieutenant, U.S. Army, Company E, 442nd Infantry.  **Place and date:** San Terenzo, Italy, 21 April 1945.  **Birth:** 7 September 1924, Honolulu, Hawaii.  **Entered service at:** Honolulu, Hawaii.

**Citation:**  
Second Lieutenant Daniel K. Inouye distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 21 April 1945, in the vicinity of San Terenzo, Italy. While attacking a defended ridge guarding an important road junction, Second Lieutenant Inouye skillfully directed his platoon through a hail of automatic weapon and small arms fire, in a swift enveloping movement that resulted in the capture of an artillery and mortar post and brought his men to within 40 yards of the hostile force. Emplaced in bunkers and rock formations, the enemy halted the advance with crossfire from three machine guns. With complete disregard for his personal safety, Second Lieutenant Inouye crawled up the treacherous slope to within five yards of the nearest machine gun and hurled two grenades, destroying the emplacement. Before the enemy could retaliate, he stood up and neutralized a second machine gun nest. Although wounded by a sniper’s bullet, he continued to engage other hostile positions at close range until an exploding grenade shattered his right arm. Despite the intense pain, he refused evacuation and continued to direct his platoon until enemy resistance was broken and his men were again deployed in defensive positions. In the attack, 25 enemy soldiers were killed and eight others captured. By his gallant, aggressive tactics and by his indomitable leadership, Second Lieutenant Inouye enabled his platoon to advance through formidable resistance, and was instrumental in the capture of the ridge. Second Lieutenant Inouye’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.

*Hayashi, Joe*

**Rank and organization:** Private, U.S. Army, Company K, 442nd Regimental Combat Team.  **Place and date:** Tendola, Italy, 20 & 22 April 1945.  **Born:** 14 August 1920, Salinas, Calif.  **Entered service at:** Pasadena, Calif.

**Citation:**  
Private Joe Hayashi distinguished himself by extraordinary heroism in action on 20 and 22 April 1945, near Tendola, Italy. On 20 April 1945, ordered to attack a strongly defended hill that commanded all approaches to the village of Tendola, Private Hayashi skillfully led his men to a point within 75 yards of enemy positions before they were detected and fired upon. After dragging his wounded comrades to safety, he returned alone and exposed himself to small arms fire in order to direct and adjust mortar fire against hostile emplacements. Boldly attacking the hill with the remaining men of his squad, he attained his objective and discovered that the mortars had neutralized three machine guns, killed 27 men, and wounded many others. On 22 April 1945, attacking the village of Tendola, Private Hayashi maneuvered his squad up a steep, terraced hill to within 100 yards of the enemy. Crawling under intense fire to a hostile machine gun position, he threw a grenade, killing one enemy soldier and forcing the other members of the gun crew to surrender. Seeing four enemy machine guns delivering deadly fire upon other elements of his platoon, he threw another grenade, destroying a machine gun nest. He then crawled to the right flank of another machine gun position where he killed four enemy soldiers and forced the others to flee. Attempting to pursue the enemy, he was mortally wounded by a burst of machine pistol fire. The dauntless courage and exemplary leadership of Private Hayashi enabled his company to attain its objective. Private Hayashi’s extraordinary heroism and devotion to duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great credit on him, his unit, and the United States Army.